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Zusammenfassung

Diese Dissertation besteht aus zwei Teilen. Der erste Teil umfasst die Modellierung
des Fliessens von kaltem Firn, der zweite die Dynamik eines polaren Eisslromes.

Die Resultate von Feldmessungen am Colle Gnifetti (Schweizer Alpen) und am

Jakobshavn Isbrae (Grönland) sowie sowie dazugehörige Modcllrechnungcn werden

dargestellt.

Im ersten Teil wird ein dreidimensionales Fliessmodell eines firnbedeckten kalten

Gletschers entwickelt. Dabei liegt der Schwerpunkt auf der korrekten Behandlung

der Kompressibilität von Firn. Das Modell wird erfolgreich zur Berechnung der

Alters-Tiefen Beziehung der auf dem Colle Gnifetti erbohrten Eiskernc angewandt.

Die Kompressibilität von Firn wird durch geeignete Konstitutivglcichungen berück¬

sichtigt, die in zwei Finite Elemente Programmen implementiert wurden. In dieser

Studie wird eine von Gagliardini and Mevsonnicr (1997) vorgeschlagene Flicssgcsetz-

Paramctrisicrung verwendet.

Die Eisdicken des Colle Gnifetti wurden mittels eines Eisradars gemessen und

mit Hilfe digitaler Signalverarbeitung sowie seismischer Migrationstechniken inter¬

pretiert. Die so bestimmten Eisdicken stimmen mit den Tiefen von Bohrlöchern in¬

nerhalb der Messgenauigkeit der Methode überein (< 4 m). Messungen der Bohrloch-

Temperaturen, der Oberflächcngesehwindigkciten sowie der Akkumulationsraten

bilden die Grundlage für Fliessmodelle in zwei und drei Dimensionen. Die Dichte des

Firns und die Eistemperaturen werden entweder vorgeschrieben oder in gekoppelten
Modellen berechnet. Die gemessenen Oberflächengeschwindigkeiten, Dichteprofile,
die Alter chemisch datierter Schichten in Eiskernen und die Schliessrate eines 100 m

tiefen Bohrlochs dienen der Überprüfung der Modelle. Die gute Übereinstimmung
von modellierten und gemessenen Grössen zeigt, dass die Modelle die wesentlichen

physikalischen Prozesse beinhalten, und insbesondere, class das gewählte Flicssge-

setz von Firn für diese Art von Gletschern geeignet ist. Diese Arbeit liefert neue

Abschätzungen des Alters des Eises nahe der Gletscherbasis sowie der Quellgebietc
des Eises in den Kernen.

Ein aussergewöhnlichcs Pliessverhaltcn des basalen Eises wurde in den Messungen
der Bohrloch-Schliessung und -Neigung festgestellt. Die gemessenen Deformations¬

raten übertreffen die mit Modellen gewonneneu Abschätzungen und werden daher

veränderten rheologischen Eigenschaften zugeschrieben.

Die markante Krümmung der Temperaturprofile zweier neuer Bohrlöcher wurde

mit einem YVärmefiuss-Modell interpretiert, welches zeitabhängig mit einer Tem-

peraturgeschichte rechnet. Das Ergebnis zeigt, dass eine markante Erwärmung der

mittleren Oberflächentemperatur während der letzen Jahrzehnte stattfand. Eine

solche Erwärmung konnte bisher in keiner Eirnregion der Alpen nachgewiesen wer¬

den. Die modellierten Wärmeflüsse im Monte Rosa-Massiv werden stark von der

Topographie beeinfiusst. welche einen räumlich variablen Temperaturgradienten an

der Gletscherbasis hervorrufen. Eine solche Variation wurde in tiefen Bohrlöchern

beobachtet. Die obigen Modellresultate beruhen auf der Annahme eines sehr kleinen

vertikalen Wärmeflusses in der Tiefe. Modell-Läufe mit einer Temperaturgeschichte
seit der letzen Eiszeit zeigen, dass dies ein paläoklimatischer Effekt ist, der möglicher¬
weise von einer schmelzenden Permafrost basis verstärkt wird.
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Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit wird die interne thermale Struktur und das Fliessverhal¬

ten eines schnellen, polythermalen polaren Eisstromes untersucht. Messungen von

Bohrloch-Temperaturen sowie ergänzende Modellrechnungen ergaben die Existenz

einer temperierten Schicht von 200 bis 400 m Dicke an der Basis des Eisstromes. Um

die Ursachen des schnellen Fliessens zu untersuchen, wurden im Jahre 1995 weitere

Bohrlochexperimentc in der Mitte sowie in unmittelbarer Nachbarschaft des Jakobs-

havn Eisstromes durchgeführt. Die Messungen in acht Bohrlöchern zum Gletscher¬

bett ergaben folgende Resultate:

• Eine temperierte Schicht von 30 Metern Dicke (3.7% der Eisdicke) existiert

an der Basis des Eisschildes in der Nachbarschaft des Eisstromes.

« Die Messungen der Bohrloch-Neigung bestätigten die vom Fliessmodell berech¬

nete Tiefe des Übergangs von holozänem zu eiszeitlichem Eis. Das tiefer

liegende Eis ist eine Grössenordnung wemgei viskos. Die Messungen ergeben,

dass basales Gleiten zu etwa 60% der gemessenen Eisgeschwindigkeif an der

Oberfläche beiträgt.

• Mit Messungen des elektrischen Stromes zwischen Elektroden in benachbarten

Bohrlöchern wurden Schichten mit erhöhter Leitfähigkeit festgestellt. Ein Ver¬

gleich der Tiefen dieser Schichten mit gleichartigen Messungen im Eisstrom

zeigen, class die vertikale Dehnung des Eises ungleichmässig ist, wie dies in

früheren Studien vermutet wurde.

• Die Analyse von Wasserständen in Bohrlöchern zeigt die Existenz eines hy¬
draulisch aktiven subglazialen Abfluss-Systemes bei der Bohrstelle

.

Diese experimentellen Ergebnisse werden mit Hilfe eines thermomechanisch gekop¬

pelten Fliessmodelles interpretiert. Diese Arbeit liefert wichtige experimentelle Be¬

funde zur Rheologie von Eis und zur Dynamik tief erodierter Eisströme im grön¬
ländischen Eisschild.
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Abstract

This dissertation consists of two parts. The first deals with flow modeling of cold firn,

and the second focuses on ice stream dynamics. Field work and modeling studies of

Colle Gnifetti (Swiss Alps) and Jakobshavns Isbrae (Greenland) are presented.

In the first part, a three-dimensional flow model of a firn-covcred, cold glacier is

developed with emphasis on the fini compressibility. The model proves to be very

successful in calculating the age-depth relation of several ice cores drilled on Colle

Gnifetti, Monte Rosa. Swiss Alps. The compressibility of firn is taken into account

by appropriate constitutive equations which are implemented in two finite element

codes. A flow law parameterization proposed by Gagliardini arid Meysonnier (1997)
is used throughout this study.

Ice thicknesses of Colle Gnifetti have been measured with radio echo soundings and

are interpreted with digital signal processing and seismic migration techniques. The

resulting ice thicknesses match borehole depths within the accuracy of the method

(< 4m). Measurements of borehole temperatures, surface velocities and accumu¬

lation rates provide the basis for glacier flow models in two and three dimensions.

Firn density and englacial temperatures are either prescribed or calculated in cou¬

pled models. Measured surface velocities, density profiles, the ages of chemically

dated layers in ice cores and the closure of a f00 m deep borehole provide bench¬

marks for the models. The good agreement of modeled and measured quantities

corroborates that the models include the relevant physical processes and particu¬

larly that the firn flow law is well suited for this type of glaciers. This study provides

new constraints on the age of the basal ice as well as the source regions of the ice

cores.

An exceptional flow behaviour of the basal ice layer was detected in measurements of

borehole closure and inclination. Measured deformation rates exceed upper bounds

derived from the flow models and are thus attributed to altered rheological proper-

tics.

Marked bends observed in the temperature profiles from two recent boreholes are

interpreted with help of a transient heat flow model, driven with a temperature

history. The conclusion is that substantial warming of the mean firn surface tem¬

perature has taken place over the last decades. This has not been observed so far

in cold firn regions of the Alps. Modeled heat fluxes in the massif of Monte Rosa

arc strongly influenced by topographic effects, leading to a spatial variability of the

temperature gradient near the glacier base. Such a variation has been observed in

deep boreholes. These model results relv on the assumption of an extremely low

vertical heat flux at depth. Driving the transient heat flow model with the temper¬

ature history since the last ice age shows, that this is merely a paleoclimatic effect,

possibly enhanced by a degrading permafrost base.

In the second part of the thesis the internal temperature structure and the flow

behaviour of a fast, polythermal polar ice stream are addressed. Eight boreholes

to the bedrock have been drilled in the ice sheet adjacent to Jakobshavns Isbrae.

Borehole temperature measurements and complementary modeling studies revealed

the existence of a substantial temperate laver (some 200-400 m thick) at the base
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of the ice stream. To investigate the causes of the fast flow of Jakobshavn Isbrae

further, additional borehole experiments were accomplished in 1995 at a centerline

of the ice stream and on the ice sheet 5 km north of it. They provided the following

results:

• A substantial temperate laver (30 m thick or 3.7% of the ice thickness) was

detected at the base of the ice sheet bordering the ice stream.

• Borehole tilt measuiements confiimed the depth of the Holocene/Wisconsin
transition predicted by flow modeling. Beneath this depth (approximately 80%

of the total ice thickness), a decrease in Ice viscosity by an order of magnitude

was detected. The tiltmeter data also suggest that basal sliding contributes

about 60% to the total velocity measured at the surface.

• Measurements of electrical current between electrodes in adjacent boreholes

revealed distinct laveis of enhanced conductivity. A comparison of the depth

arrangement of theses laveis m the ice sheet and in Jakobshavn Isbrae seems

to corroborate the special vertical stretching in the ice stream, proposed m a

previous study.

• Borehole water level measurements proved that a hydraulically active sub-

glacial drainage system exists at the drill site.

These experimental facts are inteipreted with help of a thermo-mcchanically coupled
flow model. The study contributes impoitant evidence on the rheologv of ice and

the dynamics of a deeply eroded ice stream in the Greenland Ice Sheet.
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Part 1

FLOW MODELING AND

RHEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF A

FIRN COVERED, COLD GLACIER:

A CASE STUDY ON COLLE GNIFETTI
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Cold high altitude Alpine glaciers which are located close to source regions of at¬

mospheric pollution represent an important archive of climate history in central

Europe. Ice cores were drilled at four sites in the last decades, namely on Colle

Gnifetti and upper Grenzgletscher (Monte Rosa, Switzerland; Oeschger and others,

1977; Schottercr and others, 1985; Wagenbach and others, 1988; Döscher and others,

1996; Schwikowski and others, 1999b). Fieschcrhorn (Switzerland; Schwikowski and

others, 1999a) and Col du Dôme (Mont Blanc. France; de Angelis and Gaudichet,

1991; Vincent and others, 1997).

The interpretation of the ice cores requires knowledge on the specific flow behaviour

of these small glaciers. Irregular surface and bed topographies lead to a complex

three-dimensional flow field. Effects of firn compaction cannot be neglected since an

important fraction of the total glacier thickness consists of firn with densities below

bubble close off. Strong spatial and temporal variations of accumulation rates and

surface temperatures further complicate the interpretation of the climatic record in

these cores. Therefore ice dating methods derived for polar sites (e.g. the model of

Dansgaard and Johnsen, 1969) and fiowlinc models are only of limited suitability.
The knowledge of the full flow field is mandatorv to determine the optimal location

of a new drill site, for reliable constraints on the dating of ice cores and for a map

of the source region.

Colle Gnifetti is the most comprehensively studied high altitude glacier in the Alps.
Six deep and many shallow cores have been drilled in order to obtain the climatic

information close to one of the main source regions of atmospheric pollution. While

the ice cores could be dated back some 400 years by identifying Sahara dust events

and volcanic eruptions, the age of the lowest third is still undetermined (Wagen-
bach and Geis, 1989: Döscher and others. J996). Several observations lead to the

conclusion, that the ice is some thousand years old and some evidence supports the

hypothesis that the lowest meters were deposited during the last ice age (e.g. Wa¬

genbach, 1994).

Flow models of increasing sophistication (Haeberli and others, 1988; Wagner, 1996)
were used to date the cores and gave a good agreement with the chemically dated

layers. Nevertheless thev are not conclusive for the dating of the basal ice, predicting

ages between 2000 and 15000 years. This large time span is clue to uncertainties in
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bedrock topography and englacial temperatures, and mainly to the use of either a

mere velocity parameterization or neglecting the effects of firn compressibility.

The goal of this thesis is to gain a better understanding of the flow properties of

cold firn, especially in the application of dating ice cores drilled on Colle Gnifetti.

The effects of compressibility of firn on the deformation under strongly deviatoric

stress states are investigated in terms of appropriate flow laws. Measurements of

the closure of englacial canities are inteipieted with help of numerical flow models.

Flow models of the whole glacier piovidc the flow field which can be compared to

measured surface velocities and the deformation of a borehole. Modeled datings of

deep cores are compared to those derived from chemical investigations.

Borehole temperature measurements are interpreted with help of stationary and

transient heat flow models taking into account the density dependence of thermal

parameters and latent heat. Of special interest are the variation of the temperature

gradient at the glacier base and bends in the temperature profiles caused by warming

surface temperatures.
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Chapter 2

Field observations

An overview on field observations performed so far on Colic Gnifetti will be given
in this chapter. Older investigations are reviewed and new findings of this study arc

discussed in more detail. An overview of the available glaciological knowledge will

emerge in this way.

2.1 Setting

Colic Gnifetti is the uppermost part of the accumulation area of Grenzgletscher,

forming a saddle between Zumsteinspitze and Punta Gnifetti of Monte Rosa, at an

altitude of 4400-4550 m a.s.L. The ice flows from both peaks to the main outflow

of Grenzgletscher, or breaks off over a steep ice cliff on its north-eastern margin

(Fig. 2.1). Meltwater produced occasionally by intense solar radiation at elevated

air temperatures refreezes some centimeters below the surface. In the terminology of

Shumskii (1964) the glacier is located between the recrystallization-infiltration zone

and the cold infiltration zone (Alean and others. 1983). Measured ice temperatures

never exceed the range between —9° C and —14" C (Alean and others, 1983; Haeberli

and Funk, 1991). YIeasured accumulation rates are between 0.2 and l.lmw.eq. a^1

(water equivalent) with very strong spatial and temporal variations due to the wind

exposed location of Colle Gnifetti (Alean and others. 1983).

These conditions conserve the accumulation history over a long time period. Conse¬

quently, Colle Gnifetti was one of the first glaciers in the Alps from which ice cores

were investigated to obtain climatic information. Locations and designations of drill

sites are shown in Figure 2.1 and correspond to Table 2.2. A first firn core to a depth
of 33 m was drilled in summer 1976 (B76). followed by two cores in 1977 at drill lo¬

cation B77, which reached a depth of 55 m and 65 m, respectively (Ocschger and

others, f977; Schotterer et al.. 1981). Two drillings in 1982 stopped near bedrock

at depths of 123m (B82-1) and 65 m (B82-2. Schotterer and others, 1985). In 1995,

a new drilling program of the universities of Heidelberg and Bern reached close to

bedrock at depths of 61 m (B95-1) and JO l m (B95-2). This gave the unique oppor¬

tunity to perform ice rheological studies in situ. Borehole closure rates and borehole

inclinometry allow to draw conclusions on the rheological behaviour of cold firn. A
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detailed description of the experiments performed in these boreholes is presented in

the following sections.

Fig. 2.1: Surface elevations of Colle Gnifetti. The thick line indicates the border

of the study area, points mark the drill sites. Boreholes reached near bedrock at

depths of 123m (B82-1), 65m (B82-2), 61m (B95-1) and 101m (B95-2). Bore¬

holes B76 (33m) and B77 (55 and 65m) stopped far above bedrock. Coordinates

are in meters and correspond to the official Swiss coordinate system, contour lines

indicate the altitude above sea level

2.2 Surface topography

The surface topography has been measured bv geodetic surveys on a grid of 20 m

in 1989 (Wagner, 1991). Additional evaluation of aerial photographs gave the pos¬

sibility to construct a digital elevation model of the glacier surface (Figure 2.1). As

will be discussed in the next section, surface elevations are not always easy to define

in the field, therefore the accuracy of the surface elevation is estimated to be 0.5 m.

The present study is based on the surface topography described by Wagner (1994).
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2.2.1 Surface elevation changes

By comparing geodetic measurements from summer 1980 with measurements of

1989, Wagner (1994) detected a difference in surface elevations in the central saddle

region. The difference in surface elevations amounted to about 3 m of altitude loss in

nine years. However, our resurvey of a large part of the glacier area in 1996 showed

no notable difference to the 1989 survey. The conclusion may be drawn that the

glacier geometry is presently near - if not in - a stationary state. Also in the long

term the glacier surface did not undergo discernible changes, as Wagner concluded

from a comparison of a cligitallv distorted photograph taken in 1893 to a present

day view from approximately the same place (Wagner. 1994, p. 28).

There is no reason to deviate from the assumption made in the previous studies that

the surface topography of Colic Gnifetti is near a stationary state. Consequently,

the surface elevations as well as the velocity field will be considered to be constant

in time in this study.

2.3 Surface velocities

Surface velocities were measured on a regular grid of markers which were installed in

the central saddle area in 1980 (Haeberli and others, 1988). These were rcsurveyed in

1980, 1981, 1982 and partly also in 1983 and 1984. Some marker positions showing a

strong deviation from the flow direction were treated as blunder and were excluded.

In 1989, 13 additional markers were installed in the northern part of the glacier near

Zumsteinspitzc and near the outflow to Grenzgletscher (Wagner. 1994b. 1996). Due

to several problems, only 6 of them could be used to calculate velocities.

A total of 14 new stakes wrere installed in 1995 along an approximate flowdine con¬

necting the boreholes drilled in 1995. Four stakes were set up in a square of 17 m side

length with borehole B95-2 at the center which allows to determine surface strain

rates to a high accuracy. The magnitude of the surface strain rates were estimated

to be of the order 0.0la~l near the borehole, corresponding to a relative velocity
of ~ 0.2 m a^1 between two stakes. These small displacements require a higher sur¬

vey accuracy which could only be achieved bv measuring the marker positions from

different directions at one time. Because onlv one fixed survey stand exists (at Ca-

panna Margherita on Punta Gnifetti). the survey equipment was placed on a tripod
at an arbitrarv location on the glacier. Three reflectors were fixed on rock walls

and at the Capamia Margherita survey stand and allowed to calculate the position
of the survey equipment with high accuracy (RMS-error ~ 15 mm). Additionally,
the time consuming climb to Punta Gnifetti with the whole survey equipment could

be avoided. AH 14 stakes were resurveyed five times in intervals of four months.

Stake positions were calculated to a mean accuracy (RMS-error) of 25 - 35 mm by
a standard survev software (LTOP).

Stake inclination was measured with a Suunto surveving inclinometer (PM-5/400)
and declination with a Suunto compass (KB 14/100). Stake inclination was smaller

than 8° at all stakes after one vear of survey. Since the stakes were inclined mainly
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Fig. 2.2. Surface velocities measured on Colle Gnifetti in the years 1980-82,

1989/90 and 1995/96 by geodetic survey of stakes drilled into the ice.

in the direction of ice flow, horizontal surface velocities are overestimated by up to

+0.20 m a-1, but less than 10% of the measured velocities at all stakes.

Average stake velocities calculated from the survcv results of 1980-84, 1989/90 and

1996/97 are shown in Figure 2.2. From the peaks of Punta Gnifetti (with Capanna

Margherita on its top) and Zumstcmspitze the ice flows towards Grenzgletscher as

well as to the steep ice cliff on the north eastern side. The surface velocities exhibit a

strong horizontal divergence around the flow dvnamie saddle point, where horizontal

surface velocities are zero. It is located neai the drill site B77, in accordance with the

geometrical saddle point. Generativ the surface velocity vectors are perpendicular

to the surface contours, except in the outflow to Grenzgletscher, where ice flow at

depth seems to have a strong influence on superficial ice flow.

2.4 Accumulation

Precipitation events on Colle Gnifetti arc often accompanied by strong winds. Wind

drift and wind erosion patterns (e.g. sastrugis and wind eroded channels) are fre¬

quently observed, espeeiallv where vind speeds are expected to be highest. The

surface undergoes strong and rapid changes, which render it sometimes a very diffi¬

cult task to define the suifacc topograph}' in the field. An important accumulation
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redistribution occurs by snow drift, and net accumulation may be only a fraction

of the precipitation on wind exposed areas. Snow falls from westerly directions arc

easily drifting over the ice cliff on the north-eastern margin. This is especially true

at cold temperatures and high wind speeds, explaining the observation that nearly
all accumulated snow is precipitated in early summer. Therefore measuring yearly
accumulation rates accurately by glaciological methods is not an easy task.

2.4.1 Short term balance

Short term variations of mass balance are determined by the glaciological method.

The thickness of the accumulated snow layer is measured with reference to stakes

drilled into the firn. Density measurements of the last annual snow layer with a core

auger allow to calculate the specific balance. Accumulation rates on a grid of stakes

have been measured in the periods from 17.8.1980 to 14.8.1981 and from 14.8.1981

to 23.7.1982 (Alean and others.!983). Accumulation rates were positive in the first

period, varying from +4cmw.eq. a^1 (water equivalent) near Punta Gnifetti up to

+ 118 cm w.eq. a-1 on the south exposed slope near Zumstcinspitze. A regular spatial
variation was detected with large gradients between the saddle center and the slope

to Punta Gnifetti. During the second measurement period, all accumulated snow

has been removed by the wind and even snow from the previous period was partly

eroded. Snow pit studies in three locations also showed a strong spatial variation

of mass balance. Alean observed that the number of ice layers and ice lenses varied

together with measured accumulation rates. A good correlation was found between

specific balance and calculated radiation, leading to the conclusion that, warmer

firn temperatures, and the formation of melt layers on the south exposed slopes of

Zumsteinspitze, impede the wind erosion of accumulated snow layers. This may

be especially true when Sahara dust reduces surface albedo and therefore induces

enhanced surface melt. This leads to the formation of melt layers which protect

accumulated snow from wind erosion and. hence, lead to a higher accumulation rate

(Haeberli and others, 1983).

Additional accumulation measurements were performed for the present study on

11 stakes on an approximate flowline starting below Punta Gnifetti. The distance

between the top of the markers and the glacier surface was measured on 18.7.1996,

13.1.1997, 22.7.1997 and 18.10.1997. The density of the snow accumulated since

beginning of the survey was measured once on f 8.10.1997. At each stake, three

cores to the depth of the previous summer's surface were drilled with a core auger

and weighed using a spring-balance. These measured accumulation rates are listed

in Table 2.1. The spatial distribution of mass balance measured between 18.7.1996

and 22.7.1997 is presented in Figure 2.3. A close match with the measurements

performed in the period 1980,'81 is observed. Under the assumption that this is

indicative of comparable measurement periods, contour lines arc drawn. A note¬

worthy feature is the above mentioned strong spatial gradient of mass balance. An

almost threefold variation of accumulation rates over a horizontal distance of less

than 100 m is observed in the central saddle region.
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Stake 18.7.1996 - 13.1.1997- 22.7.1997- 18.7.1996 -

No 13.1.1997 22.7.1997 18.10.1997 22.7.1997

[cm] [cm] [cm] [cmw.eq. a"1]
960f 21 65 0 30

9602 15 60 15 25

9603 0 57 6 19

9604 8 70 7 30

9605 33 70 5 39

9606 45 54 4 40

9607 44 45 5 36

9608 43 52 0 38

9610 11 70 13 30

9611 -9 95 3 32

9612 36 48 2 3L

Table 2.1: Accumulation rates measured with the glaciological method between

18.7.1996 and 18.10.1997 on Colle Gnifetti The stake measurements indicate that

most accumulation is precipitated during early summer. The calculated specific

balance is shown in the rightmost column.

2.4.2 Long term balance

Assuming steady conditions of the flow field and of the density profile, the submer¬

gence velocity exactly equals the accumulation necessary to keep the surface altitude

constant. If the glacier surface is described by a function zs(x, y) and the top marker

of the stake is at the altitude zm(t). then the submergence velocity is calculated as

(Paterson, 1994)

(J zrn uzs ozs , ,.

Submergence velocities have been measured on the stake grid by Alean et al. A very

marked increase in submergence velocitv can be observed between Punta Gnifetti

and Zumsteinspitze, being highest in the central saddle region. The reproduction

of this pattern is an important benchmark for a numerical ice flow model of Colle

Gnifetti.

Ice cores proA'ide another reliable means to determine long term accumulation rates.

By dating ice lenses, lavers of Sahara dust and isotopic ratios in ice cores, iong term

averages of accumulation can be inferred accurately. Oeschger and others (1977)
found accumulation rates of 31 — 35cmw.eq. a-1 using these methods. Gaeggeler

and others (1983, p. 173) reviewed accumulation rates estimated from ice core mea¬

surements by different authors, varying between 25 — 39cmw.eq. a-1.

As will be discussed later (section 2.6.1). internal horizons detected by radio echo

soundings provide another possibility to estimate relative accumulation variations

over a whole cross section of the glacier.

The last two methods are applicable in a flat accumulation area, where reasonable

estimates for horizontal flow divergence are available and vertical strain rates may
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Fig. 2.3: Accumulation rates measured with the glaciological method during one

year on Colle Gnifetti. Bold Figures indicate the period 1996/97, slanted Figures

the period 1980/81 (the 1980/81 accumulation is redrawn from Alean and others,

1983). Contour lines of accumulation rates are drawn under the assumption, that

both measurement periods are comparable. All data points are annotated in units

of cm w.eq. a-1.

be deduced from dated ice cores. In a complex flow regime as on Colic Gnifetti,

the thinning of annual layers due to glacier flow has to be taken into account. This

requires some knowledge of the flow field at depth, which is only predictable by flow

modeling.

2.5 Firn density

Firn density profiles have been measured on all deep cores drilled on Colle Gnifetti.

Data were either taken from literature or were kindly made available by the investi¬

gators, namely the groups of Dr. D. Wagenbach (University of Heidelberg) and the

group of Prof. H. Gaeggeler (University of Berne. Paul Schcrrcr Institut); the des¬

ignations of the cores and the references are given in Table 2.2. All density profiles

arc shown in Figure 2.4 (thick lines), together with the smoothed density profile of

hole B95-1 for comparison. All cores except B95-2 exhibit a similar depth-density
distribution. The density profiles of cores B82-2 and B95-1 are nearly identical,
whereas firn near the surface of cores B76 and B77 exhibits a lower density. This
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might be an effect of enhanced accumulation rates with respect to the other drill

sites. An interesting deviation of the smooth density profile is observed on core

B95-2. It is suspected that this core is largely influenced by spatially non homoge¬

neous accumulation rates and an enhanced vertical advection. These observations

will be discussed later in terms of the results of flow models.

Core

B76

B77

B82-1

B82-2

B95-1

B95-2

Name

Meteo-Core0

Chemie-Core

KCH6

KCSC

Year

1976

1977

1982

1982

1995

1995

Reference

Gaeggeler and others, 1983, p. 170

Gaeggeler and others. 1983, p. 171

pers. comm. M. Sclrwikowski, PSI, (11.6.97)
pers. comm. R. Weisshaar, Heidelberg, (6.8.97)

pers. comm. R. Weisshaar, Heidelberg, (7.11.96)
pers. comm. R. Wcisshaar, Heidelberg, (7.11.96)

ablue core and red coro

6Klima-Core Hang
cKlima-Corc Sattel

Table 2.2: Names and years of completion of the cores drilled at Colle Gnifetti

and references to the density profile data shown in Figure 2.4. Drill locations are

shown in Figure 2.1.

2.6 Glacier Thickness

Ice thickness measurements have been performed as early as 1978 on Colle Gnifetti.

F. Thyssen (University of Münster. Germany; unpublished) found ice depths of 90 m

in the central saddle region. In 1980 and 1981 a total of 48 soundings with a mono-

pulse ice radar revealed the rough shape of the glacier bed (Haeberli and others,

1983). However, the ice thicknesses were underestimated by 10-20% as compared to

depths reached in boreholes.

An ice radar system developed by Dr. G. Meyer (Communication Technology Lab¬

oratory of ETH Zürich: Mever. 1985) was subsequently used on Colic Gnifetti in

1988/89 in order to obtain quasi continuous soundings of ice thickness. A total of

nine radar profiles were measured in Jul}- 1996 (dashed lines in Figure 2.5). The

raw data were analyzed using seismic signal processing methods and allowed to de¬

termine the bedrock (Wagner, 1996). While the general shape of the glacier bed

was similar to that derived from previous soundings, the absolute depths matched

closely those determined from boreholes.

Two new boreholes were drilled in 1995 during an ice coring program of the Univer¬

sities of Heidelberg and Berne. The first borehole (B95-1) reached the visibly dirty
ice near bedrock in a depth of 61 m as was expected from the ice thickness map.

The second borehole (B95-2) reached down to 101m, 20m deeper than predicted.

Inspection of the radio echo soundings revealed that the drill location was far from

the radar profiles and the local ice thickness was merelv interpolated.
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Fig 2 4 Density profiles from all deep cores drilled on Colle Gnifetti. The

thin solid line is the smoothed density profile of hole B95-1 which is shown for

comparison Data stems from different sources referenced in Table 2 2 The

location of the drill sites is indicated m Figure 2 1

2.6.1 Radio echo soundings

With the aim of an accmate input for an ice flow model, additional radio echo sound¬

ings were performed on 18th and 19th of June 1996 The same radar system as m the

preceding stride could be used improved h\ a more reliable data acquisition system

and opeiated again b\ Di G Mc^ei A total of fne new piofiles was measured, one

along the flowlme (H m Figuie 2 5) two across the deep bediock valley (profiles K
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and L) and two along its margins (J and M). The radar profiles consisted of 80 to 160

traces, each of which was recorded eight times for signal averaging. Both antennas
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Fig. 2.5: Location of the radar profiles measured in 1996 are displayed with

solid lines. Arrows indicate the direction of the radar profiles, dots mark the

location of boreholes. Radar measurements performed in 1990 are indicated

with dashed lines. Names with a leading 'W correspond to those given in

Wagner (1994; p. 15).

are of the skeleton horn type and are mounted each on a pair of skis together with

the transmitter and receiver equipment. The distance between the antennas is kept

fixed (25 m) by a rope. The transmitter works in a frequency band up to 250 MHz

with the most energy emitted at 65 MHz. The short wavelengths allow a resolution

of one fourth of a wavelength, which is some tenth of a meter (Meyer, 1985). The

receiver consists of a laptop computer with a high-speed analog input card, triggered

by the air pulse of the signal. Signal sampling frequency is 1 GHz allowing a spatial

resolution of the same order of magnitude. The immigrated data of radar profile K

are shown in the upper plot of Figure 2.6. the migrated counterpart in the lower

plot. All other profiles measured in 1996 are presented in appendix A.

2.6.2 Data processing

The raw radio echo data were treated in several steps by digital signal processing

and seismic data analysis methods (Yilmaz. 1988; Scales. 1994). The signal quality
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was improved by filtering and deconvolution. Reflecting horizons were moved to

their real subsurface position by seismic migration for which the density-dependent
signal velocity had been taken into account. These tasks were simplified by the use of

SEISMIC UNIX, a freely available seismic data processing software developed at the

Colorado School of Mines (Cohen and Stockwell, 1996). Data conversion programs
for different data formats as well as wrappers around the seismic programs were

written in order to efficiently process the data.

Signal analysis

The raw radar signal has a good quality allowing surface and bedrock echoes to be

clearly discerned (Fig. 2.6, top). Also internal lavers arc visible down to a depth of

50 m. In order to improve signal quahtv and to enhance the signal to noise ratio,

eight records of each individual trace were averaged. All traces of a radar profile
were cross-correlated and shifted to a common time offset of the surface echo. Path

length losses were compensated by amplification of the signal, depending on the

time traveled in the medium. An amplification factor of the form t0b it is the

sampling time) resulted in a neailv equal signal strength of the bedrock echoes at

all depths. The signals were compressed using a deconvolution algorithm (predictive
error filtering, supef procedure m SEISMIC UNIX). However the results of this

procedure were not completely satisfactory. Some undesired signal multiples could

not be removed, leaving a minor ambiguity in the interpretation of internal echoes.

Signal velocity

The radar signal phase velocity 1 "c is strongly dépendent on firn density. The relation

for the relative permittivity of cold firn e' = (1 + 0.851yf)2 was proposed by Robin

(1975). The form of this expression has been confirmed by Kovacs and Gow (1995)
who found a slightly different constant

f; = ( f + 0.845/>)2, fiom which Ye = -% = 7-77W
' {2^

\/é, 1 1 v-o-iop

where c is the vacuum speed of light and p is firn density in units of kgm-3.
Based on measured densitv profiles m several boreholes on Colle Gnifetti (sect. 2.5)
an average densitv profile was constructed (thm line in Fig. 2.4). The very weak

temperature dependence of the permittivitv (Kovacs and others, 1995) is negligible
in the temperature range encountered.

The calculated signal velocities varv from 220mJus~i near the surface down to

169m^s~! in the ice near bedrock. The density model together with the calcu¬

lated signal velocities is displavecl in Figure 2.7.

Migration

The glacier surface appears to the radar as a flat dieloctricum of infinite horizontal

extent to a good degree of approximation. Therefore no static altitude correction
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Fig. 2.6: Radar profile K: the filtered and amplified raw data (top) and its migrated

and resampled counterpart (bottom). Clearly visible are the internal layers and a

singular echo in a depth of 20m at a distance of 165m along the profile. The

characteristic arc in the top panel is collapsed to a single point by the migration
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Fig. 2.7: An average firn density profile (left) and the radar signal velocity in firn,

calculated from equation (2.2).

was made before migration of the data. The delay of the air pulse due to the antenna

separation of 25 m was taken into account by adding the corresponding number of

time samples to each trace. Several migration algorithms were tested (Kirchoff depth

migration (sukdmig2d), T-K domain method (sumigtk) and phase-shift (sumigps)
migration, all implemented in SEISMIC UNIX). However no major differences could

be discerned in the results. Finally all profiles (including those measured in 1989

(Wagner, 1991)) were migrated by the phase-shift algorithm, employing the velocity
model described above. An example of a migrated profile, together with its im¬

migrated ancestor, is shown in Figure 2.6 (all other radar profiles are presented in

appendix A). Comparison of both profiles shows the effects of migration: dipping

reflectors get steeper and a unique bedrock echo is obtained in most cases. The

migration procedure is explained schematically in Figure 2.8.

Static correction

The migrated radar profiles were resampled from the time-domain to the space do¬

main using the same velocity model employed in the migration (suttoz procedure
of SEISMIC UNIX), lu a next step, multiple echoes from the glacier bed were iden¬

tified visually on crossing profiles. Especially on the profiles parallel to a subglacial

valley, echoes from both sides and possibly a third echo from the deepest point had

to be separated. This could be done consistently with most multiple echoes, leaving

only few ambiguities. The bedrock depth was read from the migrated profiles by

clicking with the mouse corresponding bedrock echoes on a screen plot.

The ice body was considered to be flat until now. Consequently all bedrock echoes

were treated as originating from a bedrock point vertically below the radar equip¬

ment. The upper boundary of the ice body was subsequently shifted to the corre¬

sponding surface elevation. This requires to recalculate the horizontal coordinates of

the bedrock points according to the surface inclination. Assuming that the bedrock
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Fig. 2.8: A simplified explanation of the radar measurement method. The trans¬

mitter and receiver positions (U and R,) are indicated on the left drawing. Sampled

bedrock echoes are interpreted as reflections originating from below the center dis¬

tance between transmitter and receiver (points M) Multiple echoes from a bedrock

bump are collected on lateral positions M0l Mi, Mj and M}. Migration collapses this

characteristic arc into one single bedrock echo below M2

echo in a radar tiace originates from a point located perpendicularly to the glacier

surface, the coordinates of the bedrock point may be calculated by multiplying the

downward surface noimal vector with the measured ice thickness. The surface lo¬

cation and inclination were calculated at the center between both radar sledges

(Fig. 2.8). The direction of the suiface normal vector was calculated from a bilin¬

ear regression on a grid of surface elevations with a spacing of 10 m. Finally, the

actual bedrock was interpolated from the corrected bedrock points and from points

on the boundary measured on aerial photographs, occasionally almost the same set

as Wagner (1994) used.

Most interpolation algorithms fail when irregulativ spaced data points on discrete

lines are provided as input. The GT-Grid gndding package contained in PV-WAVE
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(PV-Wave, 1995) proved to be very reliable and was used for most interpolation
tasks.

2.6.3 Glacier bed

The bedrock shape in Figure 2.9 is very different from the surface topography which

is presumably shaped under the influence of strong wdnds which largely redistribute

the accumulated snow. The glacier bed shows two main features: a valley starting at

the north eastern side heading south west, and a nearly flat plateau in the southern

half of the glacier. The ice thickness map in Figure 2.10 shows thai the glacier is 60 m

thick on the plateau and reaches 100 — f40 m in the valley. The slight overdeepening

apparent in the outflow to Grenzgletscher is probably due to interpolation effects.

Both radar profiles in the area (WAA and J) are not conclusive on this point.

Fig. 2 9: Bedrock elevations of Colle Gnifetti based on radar soundings measured

in 1990 and 1996 See Figure 2 5 for the location of the radar profiles. Dots

indicate the location of boreholes.

2.6.4 Internal reflections

Internal reflecting layers are clearlv visible in all radar profiles (Fig. 2.6 and ap¬

pendix A). Similar reflections could also be detected in the data presented by
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Fig. 2.10: Ice thickness map of Colle Gnifetti based on radar soundings made

in 1990 and 1996. Dots mark the location of the boreholes which reached near

bedrock at depths of 123 m (B82-1), 65 m (B82-2), 61m (B95 A) and 101m

(B95 B). Note the close match of the ice thicknesses derived by both methods

independently.

Wagner (1996), but the amplitude was much smaller due to lower sampling resolu¬

tion. The observed structure of internal layers is essentially unrelated to the bed

topographv. Thus we exclude the possibility of an artifact or a systematic error of

the measurement method.

Internal layers are a common observation in radar profiles from cold firn sites (Gud-
mandsen, 1975). They are related to localized changes in conductivity, mainly

caused by layers of high aciditv due to volcanic eruptions (Hammer, 1980; Fujita

and Viae, 1994). Also density variations were found to cause reflections in radio-echo

soundings (Paren and Robin, 1975). Internal lavers are frequently used to estimate

the age of the ice by tracking these lavers from a dated ice core (Dahl-Jensen et al.,

1997).

We interpret the lavers in the radar profiles from Colle Gnifetti as horizons of equal

age, probably caused by Sahara dust events, volcanic ash layers or ice lenses formed

during a heat period. The layering gives the possibility to measure accumulation

rates on a whole profile, once one laver is dated in an ice core. Radar profile H

(Fig. A.2. page 159) along a flowline exhibits dipping lavers, and therefore enhanced

accumulation rates, wdiere glacier thickness increases. The interesting shape of in-
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ternal layers of profile K (Fig. 2.6, and also profile L, Fig. A.5, page 162) crossing the

subglacial valley presumably show the effects of the convergent ice flow (Fig. 2.2)
with high submergence velocities at the valley sides and low vertical velocities along

the center.

2.6.5 Accuracy of the results

No tuning of the radar data with known bedrock depths has been made so far.

The only input to the data processing were the rough radar signals, the glacier

surface elevation, the coordinates of the sledge positions and a typical ice density

profile. The density dependent velocity model was calculated with formula (2.2)
taken from literature. Surprisingly, the bediock elevation determined from deep

boreholes showed an almost perfect agreement with the calculated glacier bed. The

difference never exceeds 2m, which is even less than the accuracy of the method.

The interpolated ice thicknesses match the measured radar values better than ±4m

in 90% of all measurements. The largest differences were encountered in the northern

part near Zumsteinspitze. Here the bedrock shape is complicated due to the deeply

incised trough and the steep ascent to the north. Some additional radar profiles
could help to clarify the situation.

A possible error source of this procedure may arise from bedrock echoes originating
from points on a plane transveise to the radar profile. However, there is no way

to circumvent this difficulty with the given dataset. A major improvement could

be obtained by three-dimensional migration of the radar profiles. However, this is

only possible when the distance between individual radar profiles is of the order of

5 m, taken in a regular array (Welch and others. 1998). The data acquisition would

therefore be extremely time consuming considering the area to be covered.

2.7 Firn temperatures

First firn temperature measurements on Colle Gnifetti were performed in the 33 m

deep borehole drilled in 1976 bv Oeschgoi and others (1977). They found tempera¬

tures of -14.3° C at 20 m depth and a temperature gradient of 25mKm"^1 beneath

12 m. Tempeiature measurements in the deep borehole B82-1 revealed a basal

temperature of -12.3" C (Haebeili and Funk. 1991). The conclusion of this model¬

ing study was that the borehole temperature profile was close to a steady state in

1982, and no influence of a secular warming trend was discernible. Firn tempera¬
ture measurements performed in shallow boreholes (30 m) in 1991 (Laternser, 1992)
showed temperature gradients of 8mKm"1 near borehole B82-1 and 25mKnXl

near B82-2, respectively. Extrapolated mean firn temperatures at the surface were

about - 14.1° C.

Temperature differences up to 6° C were found in shallow (2 m) holes drilled on

difierent parts of Colic Gnifetti (Alean and others. 1983). Only a small variation of

the firn temperature was obseived on the southern slope between Punta Gnifetti and

the saddle center. In contrast, near surface firn temperatures substantially increased
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on the south-exposed slope towards Zumsteinspitze (Haeberli and Alean, 1985). This

is obviously due to strongly enhanced net radiation, which is corroborated by the

increased number of melt layers.

New temperature measurements were performed in 1996/97 in both deep boreholes

drilled in 1995. Five thermistors were installed in the 62 m deep hole B95-1 and

seven in the 101 m hole B95-2 with a vertical spacing varying from 5 to 20 m.

2.7.1 Thermistor calibration

Thermistors of negative temperature coefficient (NTC) type (Fenwal 197-103 LAG-

A01) were sealed into nearly fitting aluminium tubes in order to keep the influence

from pressure and humidity low. The thermistors were soldered to individual two-

conductor cables and were waterproofed by heat-shrink tubing.

All thermistors were calibrated at 7 reference temperatures in the range of —17° C

to 5° C. The calibration was peiformed with connected cables in exactly the same

configuration and with the same digital multimeter used in the field. Sufficiently
uniform and constant calibration temperatures were obtained in a bath of a mixture

of water and anti-freeze. Pour reference thermistors, calibrated to an absolute accu¬

racy of 20mK by the Swiss Federal Office of Measurements, were used to determine

the homogeneity and the absolute value of the bath temperature. A calibration

curve of the form

r
= A0 + A{ • (log7?) + A2 (logR)2 + A'i • [logR? , (2.3)

known as Steinhart-Hart equation, was used to fit the measured values with the

least square method. Maximum differences between reference temperatures and

thermistor readings evaluated by virtue of the calibration curve were 15 mK. The

accuracy of measured temperatures is better than 50 mK over the temperature range

— 15° C to —10° C encountered in the glacier. Relative temperature changes at a fixed

thermistor may be as accurate as 20 mK as indicated by the stability of thermistor

readings on calibration over hours in a bath of nearly constant room temperature

as well as in an ice-water mixture.

2.7.2 Borehole temperatures

Thermistors were installed in both boreholes in June 1996, one year after completion
of the drilling. It is therefoie reasonable to assume that borehole temperatures

reached an undisturbed state. Four to five readings were taken between June 1996

and October 1997. Borehole temperatures from thermistors installed below the zone

of annual variation (15 m) are shown in Figures 2.11 and 2.12.

Measured temperatures are between —12.4° C and -13.5° C and lie within the range

of previous measurements. The basal temperatures of -12.4° C to -12.6°C are

considerably warmer than those given by Haeberli and Funk (1991). This difference

is due to larger temperature gradients than they assumed in order to estimate the
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Fig. 2.11: Temperature profiles measured in two boreholes reaching near bedrock

(B95-1 and B95-2) on Colle Gnifetti. Temperatures are slightly increasing with

time at all thermistors except those near bedrock. Note also the different temper¬

ature gradients of 21mKm_1 and 18mKm_1 at both borehole locations. Only
thermistors below the zone of annual variations of 15 m are shown.

basal temperatures from the surface temperatures and the ice thickness. Borehole

B95-1 near Punta Gnifetti exhibits a higher temperature gradient and seems to be

influenced by the nearby south face of Monte Rosa.

A striking bend of the temperature profile to warmer temperatures is clearly visible

in borehole B95-2 at a depth of 30 m. A less marked bend is also apparent in

borehole B95-1. Such a feature has not been observed so far on Colic Gnifetti as

the comparison with earlier temperature measurements reveals (Figure 2.13).

A slight warming of most thermistors is apparent in Figure 2.11. This is investigated
in Figure 2.12 where individual thermistor readings are plotted versus time. A linear

least square fit reveals warming rates of up to 70mKa~1 at thermistors between

20 and 30 m depth (only warming rates exceeding the measurement accuracy are

indicated in Figure 2.12). A possible misinterpretation due to stretching of the

thermistor cables during ice motion is improbable and would result in a higher

resistivity, and therefore in apparent colder temperatures. An influence due to

convecting air in the boreholes cannot be ruled out completely, but was shown to

be of negligible influence in two adjacent boreholes, one of which was filled with dry
snow (Haeberli and Funk, 1991). Furthermore, borehole B95-2 was partially filled

with a snow-water mixture in June 1996. reducing possible air convection in a large

part of the borehole.

A warming of the thermistors should be expected as they move downwards with the

firn. This effect is estimated for the thermistors with the largest warming rates in
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Fig. 2 12: Temperatures measured in the boreholes B95-1 (upper panel) and B95-2

(lower panel) on Colle Gnifetti A slight increase of temperatures with time is

visible at all thermistors below a depth of 20m, except at those near bedrock.

The warming rate is indicated on the right-hand side when exceeding 20mKa_1.

Only thermistors below the zone of annual variations below 15 m are shown

borehole B95-2: Assuming an accumulation rate of 40 cm w.eq. a""1 and firn densities

of 660 kg m~3 and 850 kg m~\ foi the t heimistors at 26 and 46 m depth, gives vertical

velocities of 60 and 17 cm a l. With the measured temperature gradients this would

lead to warming rates of 4 and 8mKa"\ which is considerably smaller than the

measured warming rates of 70 and 29mKa~1.

From the discussion above we conclude that the thermistors indicate a warming of

the firn in a non-steadv situation. Such a feature has not been observed in cold

firn of Alpine glaciers up to date (Haeberli and Funk, 199 L). Similar temperature
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profiles exhibiting a bend towards warmer temperatures have been measured some

decades ago on White Glacier (Axel Heiberg Island, Canadian Arctic; Blatter, 1987).
The shape of the temperature profiles could be reproduced with a heat flow model

and a prescribed surface temperature history. A similar modeling study, taking into

account the topographic influence of Monte Rosa massif, is presented in section 5.3.

2.7.3 Temperature gradients and heat fluxes

Temperature gradients fiom five deeper reaching boreholes are plotted in Figure

2.13. Both deep boreholes B82-1 and B95-2 in the central saddle area exhibit

temperature gradients of 18 — i9mKm_l, whereas they reach 22 — 25 mK m1 in

borehole B95-1. A similar result was found for a 30 m deep borehole near B82-2 in

a firn temperature study (Latcinsei. 1992). Both boreholes drilled in 1977 exhibit

even slightly higher temperature gradients, however they also reach only relatively

shallow depths of 30 and 50 m. compared to an ice thickness of 120m.

B95-2 B95-1

B77-2

B77-1

-20

-40

-60

-80

-100

-120

-145 -140 -135 -130

Temperature (°C)

-12.5 -20 0 20 0 20 40

Temperature gradient (mK m 1)

Fig. 2 13: Measured temperatures and calculated temperature gradients in five

boreholes on Colle Gnifetti

An inspection of the location of the drill sites (Fig. 2.1) reveals that boreholes with

larger temperature gradients aie relatively close to the ice cliff on the north-eastern

side (boreholes B77-1 and B77-2) or to the steep south-western face of Monte Rosa

(borehole B95-1). Thus the influence of these rock walls, which are exposed to

atmospheric conditions and solar radiation, is clearlv manifested in the temperature

gradients. A numerical investigation bv Wegmann and others (1998) has shown

that heat fluxes are stiongly influenced by mountam slopes near a mountain top.

The observed spacial variation of temperature gradients is inteipreted to reflect the

consequences of this result. 1 his question will be addressed in section 5.3.
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Heat fluxes are calculated from the measured temperature gradients using a density

dependent thermal conductivity. Two different relations are used as a lower and

upper limit (the relations of van Dusen and Schwerdtfeger, cf. appendix C). The

heat fluxes calculated with these relations and evaluated with the respective density

profiles are shown in Figure 2.14. Temperature profiles, temperature gradients and

both limits of thermal conductivities are plotted for comparison.

Calculated basal heat fluxes are between 35 - 10 mW nX2 for both saddle boreholes

B82-1 and B95-2 and increase to 40 - 45 mW nX2 for borehole B95-1. Geothermal

heat flux is estimated to be roughlv 70mWnX2 at sea level in the Monte Rosa area

(Medici and Rybach, 1995). A decrease of the vertical heat flux may be expected,

as the temperature field in the upper part of high mountains is strongly influenced

by lateral heat fluxes from exposed slopes (Wegmann, 1998). This is further inves¬

tigated in section 5.3.
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Fig 2 14 Heat fluxes m three boreholes on Colle Gnifetti calculated from measured

temperature gradients and density dependent conductivities
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2.8 Borehole Closure

Analysis of borehole closure and deformation is an important source of experimental

evidence on the rheologv of ice (e.g. Nye, 1953; Paterson, 1977). Several studies in¬

vestigated deformations of excavations in high alpine or polar firn areas (e.g. Haefeli

and Brentani, 1955; Landauer, 1957; Paterson, L977). The closure of the LOO m deep

borehole B95-2 drilled in 1995 was measured up to 43J days after completion of the

drilling. Subsequently tilt meters and theimistors were installed in the borehole and

frozen to the surrounding ice. which could be monitored for another year.

2.8.1 Caliper calibration

The diameter of borehole B95-2 was measured with a three-leg caliper probe (manu¬
factured by GEOCOM GmbH. Celle. Germany). The caliper was kept in the center

of the borehole by the legs at the lower end and additional steel springs on the

top. Only after the first measurements it was recognized that the electronic part of

the caliper suffered from severe temperature stability problems and had to be re¬

designed. Therefore, the initial borehole diametei is not known from measurements.

We assume that it is only siightlv enlarged by the drill passing up and down several

times. The outer diameter of the drill was 104.8 mm (pers. comm. H. Rufli, 1998),
therefore the initial borehole diameter is assumed to be about 106 mm.

The caliper was calibrated with seven plastic tubes at —15° C and at room temper¬

ature to an accuracy of ±0.3 mm. A quadratic fit reproduces well the calibration

function (standard deviation — 0.37 mm, maximal deviation = 0.47 mm). The ac¬

curacy of the borehole diameter measurements is about ±0.5 mm and errors in the

vertical position are less than 10 cm. Recalibration in the field allowed to determine

eventual offset values which were accounted for in the data processing.

2.8.2 Borehole closure measurements

Due to the problems described above, onlv two of five field trips provided reliable

data. Accurate boieholc diameter logs are available at 140 and 43L days after

completion of the chilling. The caliper was lifted by an electric winch during the

first field trips. Being designed for water filled boreholes of great depths, the lifting
velocities were too fast and h regular. With its 100 kg weight and a cable length

exceeding 1 km it was not verv handv and ill proportioned for transport by hand on

steep slopes and in high altitudes. A new shorter cable together wdth a hand winch

(mountain rescue winch of Swiss Alpine Club) allowed a slow and regular lifting
of the caliper. The borehole diameter was recorded all 0.5 s, which corresponds to

a depth interval between 4 cm and 12 cm, depending on the fitness of the winch

operator. The measurements were recorded with a Campbell CR-10 (or 21-X) data

logger operated bv a second person. Reference depth readings were taken all 5 m

at marks on the cable and were also recorded in the data logger. The depths were

linearly interpolated between the reference leadings.
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Assuming a 20 % variation in lifting velocity, the depth readings are inaccurate to

0.25 m in the worst case. However velocity variations are merely random, reducing

the error in borehole depth to estimated 10 cm which is about one measurement

interval. The method with the hand winch was employed during the field trip 431

days after completion of the drilling. Due to problems with the electrical winch the

caliper had to be lifted by hand 140 days aftei the drilling. Therefore, errors in

depth readings are considerably laigei. but are estimated to be less then 50 cm.

The borehole radius measured 140 and 131 davs after completion of the drilling is

shown in Figure 2 15 The meastued ladius exceeds the assumed initial radius in

the uppermost 20 m, which is, at least partly, clue to the strong forces exerted by

the caliper legs on the firn. Since we have no means to infer the initial borehole

radius, we assume a constant initial radius of 53 mm.

Fig. 2 15 Left- Radius of the 100 m deep borehole B95-2 measured 140 and 431

days after completion of the drilling The assumed initial radius is indicated with

a vertical dashed line Right A close up of the lowest part of the borehole where

enhanced closure in the lowest 3 m is apparent

The borehole shape (Fig. 2 15) exhibits some interesting features. Between 40 and

60 m depth the borehole ladius does not varv substantially. This is an effect of

the steadily met easing viscositv of the firn. counteracting the equally increasing

compressive stress. Indeed, the bend at 40 m coiiesponds to the density of air bubble

close off, which is about 815kgnX3 at -IX C (Mailmeiie and others, 1994). At
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this transition density firn densification changes from the intermediate to the final

stage (Duval, 1985).

Anomalously fast borehole closure was observed in the lowest 3 m near bedrock,
which is shown in an enlarged view in the right panel of Figure 2.15. An initially
inclined borehole, which would lead to an apparent smaller borehole radius, can be

ruled out as explanation, since the shape of several features in the borehole radius

log evolves with time. This zone of enhanced closure will be further discussed in

subsequent sections.

2.8.3 Discussion

The analysis of the closure of an infinitely long cylindrical hole has been developed by

Nye (1953) and was subsequentlv applied to the interpretation of borehole closure

measurements (e.g. Paterson. 1977). All physical quantities depend only on the

radial coordinate r if variations along the hole axis arc neglected. The closure

rate, measured at the borehole wall at, distance R from the center, is defined by

s = —r{R)/R. Measurements Rv and Ro of the borehole radius at two times A and

h give an averaged closure rate over the time interval (Paterson, 1977)

l2 - /) h-r r t2 - t\ tii

Closure rates calculated with this formula and an initial radius i?0 of 53 mm are

shown in Figure 2.16. together with measured density and temperature profiles.

The borehole closure rate below 70m depth has not changed from the first to the

second period, but varied considerablv above. This and the negative closure rates

in the uppermost 20 m stem, at least partially, from an inaccurate initial radius

which is not known from measurements. Furthermore, measurement inaccuracies

are introduced by the strong forces exert ed by the caliper legs on the low density
firn above 20 m depth. For these reasons we restrain our discussion mainly to the

middle panel of Figure 2.16, showing closure rates calculated from the borehole

radius after 140 and 431 davs.

Our measurements do not allow to draw conclusions on eventual nonsfeady effects of

borehole closure. These include the transient flow behaviour of glacier ice detected

in borehole closure measurements (Paterson, 1977; Nanise and others. 1988) as well

as changing rheological properties due to firn densification. An interpretation of the

measurements in terms of steady creep will be attempted in the following sections.

The enlarged view of the closure rates near the bed in Figure 2.17 shows that the

lowest 3 m exhibit enhanced deformation rates. A comparison with the high resolu¬

tion density profile measured at University of Heidelberg (right panel of Fig. 2.17;

pers. comm. R. Weisshaar, 1998) reveals that narrow layers of low density ice cor¬

respond to zones of enhanced borehole closure, especially at 94, 96 and 99 m depth.

However, the high closuie rates of the lowest 3 m cannot be explained with lower

densities of the basal ice. Other possible explanations of this behaviour are:
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Fig. 2.16: Left and middle: Borehole closure rates calculated from the borehole

diameter measured after 140 and 431 days. Closure rates calculated with Nye's

formula for incompressible ice are shown with thick solid and dashed lines for

n = 3 and n = 1. Right The smoothed firn density measured on the core

(pers. communication R. Weisshaar, Univ Heidelberg) is shown as dimensionless

relative density D = p/p,a The dashed line is an interpolation of measured

borehole temperatures indicated with dots

(i) The lowest part (3 m) of the core exhibits a high impurity content (personal
communication L. Keck. 1999). This may cause altered rheological properties

and thus enhanced deformation rates.

(ii) The steep bedrock slope at the chill site induces high deformation rates of

the basal ice. which leads to a clefoimed borehole cross section and thus to

a reduced apparent diameter of the borehole. Indeed, exceptional high tilt

angles are observed in the lowest part of the borehole (next section).

(iii) A thin zone of intense shear or a slip plane could cause the observed narrowing

of the borehofc diameter.

The observed constant closure rates near the bed favor the first two possibilities

which are likelv to act together to produce the observed effect. It is impossible to

decide on the relative impoitancc of their contiibutiou from these measurements

alone.
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closure rates may partly be correlated to strata of lower density.

A similar abrupt change in closure rates has been observed in the lowest 3 m of a

borehole m Devon ice cap Patei son (1977) attributed this to the apparent softness

of ice deposited during the Wisconsin glaciation, probably due to smaller grain sizes

and higher impuiitv content, but he also considered the effect of the small scale

bedrock topography as a possible explanation.

2.9 Borehole tilt measurements

In July 1996, after 424 davs of deformation, boiehole B95-2 was equipped with

six permanent tilt sensors. Since a slow and regular ice deformation was expected,

readings were taken bv hand during four field trips and no permanent data acqui¬

sition system (data loggei) was installed. The risk of a damage to the svstcm by

electric discharges was thought to be seilous on the extiemely exposed location of

Colle Gnifetti. Possibh the cables could save as flash conductors since the bore¬

hole reaches near bediock and cables aie attached at the surface. Nevertheless, the

equipment survived moie than two years without any damage and the installation
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of a data logger would have been practicable. Continuous tilt sensor readings would

be highly desirable in order to understand the deformation behaviour of the basal

layer of the glacier.

2.9.1 Tilt sensors

The inclinometers were biaxial tilt sensors with an electrolytic fluid (HL-Planar
NS15/V2). At a supply voltage of 12 A", readings of tilt are provided in the range of

±1.5 V. The measurement range of ±15° on each axis allowed a sufficiently high ac¬

curacy, but had the drawback that tilt, angles sometimes exceeded the measurement

range. The sensors were mechanically protected in the VAW workshop by sealed

steel tubes with waterproof connectors. The tubes were filled with air and a bag

of humidity absorbing desiccaiit in order to keep pressure and humidity low at the

sensors. A special extendable cable with break strength above 2000 N (Cortland
Cable Company, Inc.; #24 AWG copper wires cabled around a center core strength

member with a braided nylon outer jacket) is attached to a watertight connector

which plugs into a socket mounted at the top of the steel tube.

2.9.2 Inclinometer calibration

All inclinometers were calibrated individually over the whole measurement range

by the following procedure. The inclinometer was fixed on a turning lathe which

can be tilted at discrete angles of inclination with high precision (a so called "sine

table", Fig. 2.18). A turning device installed on top of the inclined sine table, which

locked mechanically after 30° of revolution, allowed to easily rotate the inclinometer

to well defined angles. Readings of both inclinometer axes were taken at t3 angles of

revolution for each fixed inclination (0° and 360° were both measured as a check of

reproducibility). A total of 10 to 15 inclinations was measured for each tilt sensor,

providing 100 to 200 reference readings at well defined angles.

Fig. 2.18: The inclinometers were calibrated using a "sine table" (right). Calibra¬

tion data is best analyzed in terms of Eulerian angles é, 8 and if) (left).

The interpretation of this amount of data by a calibration curve V relating measured

voltage V to tilt angles is conveniently achieved in terms of Eulerian angles. The

meaning of the three angles o. 0 and A is explained in Figure 2.18. Since the
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inclinometers were not equipped with a compass, the absolute orientation in space
is irrelevant during the calibration procedure. Therefore the choice <j>0 = 0° was

made during calibration. The angle 9 represents the inclination of the sine table

and ip is the angle of revolution. Allowance is made for offset angles 90 and i/j0 due

to tilted or rotated fixation of the sensor and imprécisions in sensor construction.

In a sensor coordinate system, the vertical unit vector of the fixed (room) coordinate

system has the components

E(^0,ih 0

\1 /

/ sin0sine

sinfXosi/; | =: b | , (2.5)

\ cos 9

by virtue of the Euler transformation matrix1. The tilt sensors measure the quanti¬
ties a = sin 9 sin A on the instrument x-axis and b = sin 0 cos A on its y-axis. These

quantities arc related to the respective angles between the (room-) vertical and the

instrument axes by sino = a and sin i = h. respectively. Two Eulerian angles may
be calculated from the sensor readings, namelv

a

6 = arcsin \/a2 + b2 ancl u = ai'Ctan -

. (2.6)

Evaluation of the calibration functions involves the angles B% and ij)3 for which sensor

readings Va and V\} were taken. As mentioned above, two unknown offset angles are

taken into account by evaluating the readings V0(al3) and Vb{b%1) at

at) := sin (9t ± 9Q) sin (ij), A i''o) • A? :- sin (9, ± 90) cos (A, ± A0).
(2.7)

A best fit in the least square sense of measured voltages Va(a,3) to a polynomial

approximation Va(a1?) is then obtained by varying 0O and çA as independent variables

in a Newton procedure. A similar procedure applies to the other axis. This method

not only allows to check the aceuracv of the instrument readings, but also shows

that the sensor axes of some inclinometers are rotated bv up to 3.5° relative to each

other.

The angle resolution granted by the manufacturer is 0.001° with a temperature sta¬

bility of 0.001° KA1. Nevertheless, the calibration curve showed a standard deviation

of 0.01° and a variation with temperature of the same order. The sensitivity of the

signal to the voltage supply being less than 0.001° V^1. the accuracy of the measured

angles is of the order ±0.02°. All effects of cable capacity and resistivity were taken

into account by calibrating the sensors with their respective cables and connectors.

The inclinometer readings were taken on calibration as well as in the field by the

same data acquisition system, either by a digital multimeter/data logger or by a

digital data transmission system built into the inclinometer casing. The multime¬

ter readings arc accurate to 1 - 2mV allowing an angle resolution of 0.01°. The

accuracy of measured angles therefore is estimated to be better than ±0.03°.

1Tho Euler matrix E(é.d.i>) is defined as

cos à cos l' - sin o cos 6 sin i < sin o cos i < + cos 6 cos 9 sin %b sin 0 sin ifj

E((j),d.%l>) :— | -cosXiii!' - sino cos 6 cose - sm o sin r + cos c/> cos ö cos ^ sin Ö cos?/?

sni o sm 6 — cos è sin 8 cos 9
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2.9.3 Tilt angle measurements

Six inclinometers were installed in July 1996 in borehole B95-2 at the bottom of the

hole and 5, 15, 28, 48, and 68 m above bedrock. The uppermost inclinometer showed

an exceptional behaviour on calibration and was reconstructed and recalibrated.

However, it never performed satisfactorilv after installation and is therefore excluded

from further discussion.

Due to problems with the caliper-inclinometer probe (sect. 2.8) the initial hole ge¬

ometry is not known. Some upper bound on the inclination of the borehole after

drilling can be set considering the fact that the drill cable never touched the borehole

wall during the drill operation (personal communication H. Rufli). For the depth
of the borehole (~ 100 m) the deviation is estimated to be less than one borehole

diameter, which would give an negligible deviation from the vertical. On the other

hand assuming a uniform curvature down to the bedrock of a magnitude that the

cable never touches the wall, would give an nearly linearly increasing tilt angle which

is ~ 0.12° from the vortical at bedrock. Since also this value is small, an initially

vertical borehole is assumed in this study.

Initial tilt angle

Readings of total tilt angles on each sensor axis q0 and ,A> as well as total inclination

9o just after installation on 31.7.1996 arc listed in Tabic 2.3. Since the tilt meters

were oiilv suspended on their cables, the measured tilt angles may deviate from

the actual borehole inclination. An upper bound A#max can be calculated with

the borehole diameter which was measured at, about the same time. Unless the

borehole curvature is large, the sensor is in contact with the borehole wall and thus

the measured tilt angles are inteipreted as borehole inclination, except possibly at

the lowest inclinometer.

Nr. z (m) Angle tt0 A) Angle A A) Angle 0o (°) ^t'max V J 90M
CI 0

1
1.06 -17.03 17.00 3.3 14.70

C2 5 -1.73 2.63 3.15 5.2 2.71

C3 15 -2.85 1.26 3.12 5.6 2.69

C4 28 -1.19 3.53 3.72 6.1 3.20

C5 48 0.32 -0.21 0.38 6.5 0.33

Table 2.3: Initial tilt angles of the inclinometers installed in borehole B95-2, after

424 days of deformation of the borehole. The distance z above the bottom of

the borehole, the tilt of each sensor axis (o and 3) and the total inclination 9

are given. Tilt meters were not fixed with respect to the borehole walls. Maximal

possible deviations A0max of total tilt angles with respect to the borehole axis are

given in the second but last column. The last column shows calculated average

annual tilt rates.

Tilt meter CI was outside the calibrated measurement range after 431 days. Compar¬
ison with the other tilt meters show that exceptional deformation must have taken
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place, and that the calculated tilt rates 90 exceed those of the other inclinometers

by at least a factor 5.

Further tilt angle measurements

The inclinometers were frozen to the borehole Avails with a mixture of snow and

water on 31.7. L996. Additional readings of the tilt angles were taken three times

on 13.1.1997, 22.7.1997 and 18.10 1997. Tilt angles of these three measurement s

are given in Table 2.4. Tilt angles of CI. C2 and the instrument y-Axis of C3 were

outside the calibrate measurement range, probably due to some insulation problem,

and arc therefore excluded from evaluation. Annual tilt rates calculated from the

inclination angles are given in Table 2.5. Tilt rates considerably diminished at

nearly all inclinometers compared to the tilt rates derived from the initial borehole

inclination discussed above (Table 2.3).

Nr. z^

(m)
Angle ci (°)

590 d 780 d 868 d

r Angle 3 (°)
590d 780d 868d

Angle 9 (°)
590 d 780 d 868 d

CI 0

C2 5

C3 15

C4 28

C5 48

-17.13 -18.16 -18.67

-18.60 -19.35 -19.36

-0.70 -1.80 -2.40

-1.65 -2.26 -2.54

0.31 0.26 0.21

-18.51 -18.77 -18.80

12.36 16.60 18.20

-13.51 -14.39 -14.37

4.29 5.10 5.49

-0.03 0.27 0.42

25.66 26.62 27.02

22.59 25.95 27.10

13.53 14.51 14.58

4.60 5.58 6.05

0.31 0.38 0.47

Table 2.4: Inclinometer tilt angles measured in borehole B95-2 on Colle Gnifetti

after the sensors were fixed with respect to the ice. The angles between the vertical

and both sensor axes, a and 6 and the total inclination 8 are given 590, 750 and

868 days after drilling of the borehole. Tilt angles of CI, C2 and the ]/-axis of C3

were outside of the calibrated range and are thus only approximate.

Nr. z

(in)

a (° a"J ) ] 3 (° a-1)
590-780 780-868 ! 590-780 780-868

8{°-Ax)
590-780 780-868

C3 15

C4 28

C5 48

-2.13 -2.45 ! -1.70 0.08

-1.17 -1.17 1.56 1.63

-0.09 -0.19 i 0.57 0.62

1.89 0.29

1.89 1.97

0.13 0.40

Table 2.5: Annual changes of tilt angle of the inclinometers not exceeding the

measurement range for two time intervals of 190 and 88 days.
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Chapter 3

Rheological properties of cold firn

Mechanical and thermal properties of snow and firn are strongly dependent on the

density, as was revealed by manv experimental studies (e.g. the overviews given by

Mellor, 1964 and 1975, 1977). Especially firn compaction, being the dominant de¬

formation process in the near-surface part of polar accumulation areas, was studied

by many authors (e.g. Bader, 1960. 1962; Herron and Langway, 1980). Firn defor¬

mation experiments under more complex load conditions were performed in situ as

well as in the laboratory (Landauer. 1957, 1958; Haefeli and Brandenberger, 1968;

Ebinuma and Maeno, 1985).

The densification and deformation rate of firn is controlled by several processes act¬

ing simultaneouslv. Maeno and Ebinuma (1983) and Wilkinson (1988) proposed

possible mechanisms of sintering of cold firn and discussed their relative impor¬

tance. Plastic yielding and power-law creep are operative at high densities and ele¬

vated stresses, whereas grain boundary diffusion, lattice diffusion and evaporation-
condensation are mainly active at a lower stress level. The relative contribution of

each mechanism depends on temperature, density, grain size and stress state. By in¬

troducing pressure sintering mechanism maps, Wilkinson and Ashby (1978) showed

a convenient way to identifv the dominant processes at given conditions. Using this

approach, Maeno and Ebinuma (1983) concluded that firn in polar accumulation

areas densifies mainly bv power-law creep and, if stresses are less than 5 • 101 Pa, by
diffusional processes. Similar results were found by Wilkinson (1988) and Ebinuma

and Maeno (1985).

In cold firn areas of the Alps, estimated pressures never exceed 1 • 106 Pa and the

coldest measured temperatures are about -20° C (Haeberli and Alean, 1985; Later-

nser, 1992). Therefore most firn deformation takes place in the regime dominated

by power-law creep. When no surface melting occurs, the densification process bears

similarities to pressure sintering of metal poAvders at high homologous temperatures

(hot isostatic pressing, short HIP). This analogy allows to use concepts from the

extensively studied field of poAvder metallurgy. Important results which may be

adapted to firn deformation will be described in the following sections.
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3.1 Stages of densification

The densification of cold firn is usually divided into three stages (Duval, 1985),
depending on the density p. (In what follows, Ave will also frequently use the relative

density D := p/pice, where pice = 917kg m~3 is the density of ice).

» Initial stage, p < 550 kg nX1 or D < 0.6:

The densification is dominated by mechanical destruction and grain pack¬

ing. In the presence of temperature gradients, evaporation-condensation con¬

tributes to sintering and leads to rapid giain growth.

* Intermediate stage, 550 kg m~3 < p < pi or 0,6 < D < Dc:

Below the pore close-off densitv (pL or Dc), the densification is dominated by

viscoplastic deformation at the contacts between individual grains.

• Final stage, p > pc or D > Dc:

The viscoplastic deformation of the ice matrix surrounding enclosed air bubbles

dominates densification.

While on a micro-scale the whole complexity of the processes has to be taken into

account, it is desirable to use a relatively simple flow latv for simulating the flow

behaviour of a whole glacier. Flow laws formulated in terms of a viscous compressible

fluid will be used in this study. Avhere effective viscosities are dependent on the stress

state and on scalar state variables such as temperature and density.

The initial stage poses conceptual problems in deriving a reasonable mathematical

description of the processes involved. This is mainly due to the possibility of grain

rearrangement and to the rapid growth of ice crystals. Although several theories

were developed for shoav (e.g. Saim, 1975: Mellor, 1975), the initial stage will be

represented by appropriated parameterized flow laws in this study. This simplifica¬

tion seems reasonable since compacted snow and low density firn occur only in the

uppermost meters of Colle Gnifetti.

Comprehensive mathematical models have been developed for the deformation of

metal powders in the intermediate and final stage under a multiaxial stress state.

The mathematical formulation of these flow laws and tests of their applicability to

firn compaction will be discussed in section 3.4. The implementation in a finite

element model and conclusions drawn from modeling results will be presented in

subsequent chapters.

3.2 Field equations

The mathematical formulation of the slow flow of an isotropic, viscous, compressible,

heat-conducting fluid in Eulerian description relies on the formulation of balance

equations and constitutive relations. Inserting the Fourier law of heat conduction

q = —fcVT in the general equations, where k is the thermal conductivity, yields the
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balance equations for mass, linear momentum and internal energy (Malvern, 1969-

Hutter, 1983, p. 34)

| + V)-=0,

Vo- + pg = 0, (3j)

-^
+ vVTj =iï(aè) + V(kVT).

Here p is the density, v the velocity vector, a the stress tensor, g the gravitational

body force, è the strain rate tensor and C the heat capacity. The acceleration term

is omitted in the second of equations (3.1). which may be established with a scaling
argument. Also no internal heat sources except dissipation are accounted for. The

equation system is closed by a constitutive equation relating the stress tensor to the

strain rate tensor.

All three equations are intimâtelv coupled through temperature and density. The

evolution of these quantities is given by the first and the third of equations (3.1),
and they appear as state A'ariables in the constitutive equation. Moreover, the

thermal conductivitv k is strongly dependent on density and, to a lesser extent, on

temperature.

3.3 Constitutive equation for ice (Glen's flow law)

Steady creep of polycrystalline glacier ice is conventionally described in terms of an

incompressible power law fluid. Glen's flow law (1955) is usually written in the form

X = AX-'ct;7. (3.2)

It is assumed that the temperature dependence may be separated as a multiplicative

factor A = A0B(T). Thus A0 and ?? ~3 are parameters, B(T) describes the tem¬

perature dependence and the effective shear stress t2 := lo-'t]a't1 describes the stress

dependence of the viscosity. Rewriting the flow law (3.2) in terms of an effective

uniaxial stress a2 := |cr';cr'? = 3r2 and scaling with a reference stress ct0 we arrive

at

3 fa \n-\ a'

A - eoB(J) p-) ^. (3.3)
2 \<J0J (T0

By comparison we conclude that the effective strain rate ë0 at reference stress a0 is

related to A0 by

A„ - pXo . (3.4)

In this study the reference stress cr0 will be set to I bar - 1 • 105Pa and e0 is given

in units of a "1.
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3.3.1 Flow law parameters

It is common to assume that the rate factor may be split into a constant rate factor at

a reference temperature c0 and a parameter absorbing the temperature dependence
B(T) (e.g. Hutter, 1983: Paterson, 1994). At temperatures below -10°C the rate

factor is of Arrhenius type with an activation energy of about 60 kJ mol"1 (Paterson,
1994). In this study a double exponential fit derived by Smith and Morland (1981,
cq. 21) will be used

B(T) = 0.9316 exp(0.32769T) + 0.0686 exp(0.07205T) .
T > -7.65° C,

£(T) = 0.7242 exp(0.5978471) + 0.3438 exp(0.14747T) ,
T < -7.65° C, (3"5)

where T is the Celsius temperature. This parameterization is almost identical to

the one recommended by Paterson (L994, p. 97). A poAver law factor of n = 3 AAdll

be adopted throughout this stuclv and a reference rate factor A0 (at —10° C) of 1.7

times the value recommended bv Paterson (1994. p. 97) will be used, namely

Aq = 8.33-10"l6s"1kPa~1, or equivalents ,„ ,

,

'

(3.6)
e0 - 0.00588 a" A

where é0 is given at a reference stress of <r0
~ 1 bar = 1 • 105Pa. This seemingly

arbitrary choice will be justified by results of model calculations in sections 4.8 and

5.2.

3.4 Constitutive equations for firn

A constituthTe relation for firn i elates deformation of the material to the applied

stresses. Employing principles of material objectivity, it may be stiOAvn that the

material equation depends onlv on a limited set of variables. The most general form

of the constitutiA-c equation for an isotropic, viscous, compressible, heat-conducting

fluid is (Hutter. 1983, p. 29)

cr =. a- (p. è. T. VA) . (3.7)

Dropping the possible dependencv on the temperature gradient, inverting relation

(3.7) and assuming the complete absence of elastic effects, avc arrive at (Hutter,

L993, p. 255)

é ~ al + da y-o(er2) . (3.8)

The coefficients a, ß and z are functions of density, temperature and the three

invariants of the stress tensoi. The (viscous) stress tensor is decomposed into an

isotropic and a deviatoric part

a = crml + cr' and <rm :- -tr <r. (3.9)
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where the quantity am = —pv is cailed the mean stress which is the negative of the

viscous pressure pv. The compaction rate is obtained by taking the trace of equation

(3.8)

, lN 27
tr è = 3 (a A ßam + 7^) A yffe, (3.10)

where a\ :— \o' o'
.
The last term containing ^ implies that densification may

take place even if the stress state is purely deviatoric. Subtracting one third of this

expression from equation (3.8) wc obtain the deviatoric strain rate

ê':--i(trê)l-/?(T' + 7((02 + 2a-mo-'- \<jS) , (3.11)

where ß and 7 noAv are functions of density p. mean stress <rm, temperature T and

the second and third invariants of cr'. These relations may be further simplified by

the following assumptions:

« The stress deviator a' and the deviatoric strain rate e are eollinear. This

implies that 7 — 0. Thus an isotropic stress state leads to isotropic compaction.

• The coefficients a and ß are independent of the third invariant of the stress

deviator.

With these assumptions equations (3.10) and (3.11) are reduced to

Ire = 3(A + ß)am,

e = è -Xtre)l = /V, (3.12)
3

where a' = a'(p. T. <xm, ae), ß = ß(p, T, crm, ae).

It seems reasonable1 to assume that n is proportional to the isotropic stress am

(Hutter, 1993). We thus redefine a as aAn, . as has already been done in the first

equation above.

3.4.1 Formulation of a rheological equation

In accordance with the current approaches to metal powder and firn rheology (Cocks,
1994; Ponte Castaneda and Suquet, 1998: Salamatin and Lipenkov, 1997). Ave assume

that firn is an isotropic mixture of two material phases:

9 a solid matrix or individual grains consisting of a power-law creeping viscous

material (i.e. a material described by Glen's flow law, eq. 3.3),

• air bubbles enclosed in the material matiix, which develop a normal stress pb

(i.e. the bubble air pressure).

1 Consider pure sheaiing, deformation <*o that tie — 0. For this special motion no viscous

pressure am can develop and a = 0 in the expiession ti è -- 3(a - 8am) (obtained from equations

(3.10) and (3.11)). It mav then be ad\*antageous to wiite a = oVm.
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The constitutive relation for firn describes the macroscopic deformation of the mate¬

rial mixture due to applied macroscopic stresses. The relation provides an averaged

response of the effects of stress concentrations around air bubbles or between the

contact areas of neighboring grains.

This connection of microscopic processes to a macroscopic scale may be expressed in

terms of a scalar strain rate potential $ (Cocks. 1994; Ponte Castaneda and Suquet,

1998). The components of the (macroscopic) strain rate tensor are calculated by

forming the respecth'e derivath'es

é„ = |^. (3.13)

From the last of equations (3.12) we see that the potential is merely a function of crm

and <re and of two state variables temperature T and relative density D, Under the

assumption that, the temperature dependency may be separated as a multiplicative

factor BIT), this may be written as

* =
^~ B{T) ( — ) .

where aD -- aD (D, <rm, aß).
n + f V(t0/ (3.14)

Here an has the meaning of a macroscopic effective stress taking into account the

influence of the stress state and the densitv on the rheological behaviour. The actual

form of these quantities will be gAcn in the next sections.

It should be noted that Glen's flow law (eq. 3.3) is described by the potential

*GiPn = ^B(T)(^)n+i, (3.15)
n + 1 \a0J

which by derivation with respect to a,, yields again equation (3.3).

3.4.2 Final stage models

The approach chosen by many authors is to regard firn as a nearly periodic struc¬

ture of voids embedded in a matrix of an incompressible viscous material. The

macroscopic material response to a macroscopic stress state is therefore reduced to

the calculation for a unit cell. For Ioav porosities, the unit cell consists of a single

spherical void embedded in a thick shell of poAver-law creeping material (Eig. 3.1).
This approach was exploited first by Wilkinson and Ashby (1975) who found an

analytical solution for the isotropic densification rate. On the outer boundary, a

radial stress p0, equal to the mean stress in the material, is applied. The boundary
condition at the walls of the pore is the pressure of enclosed air pb. The calculated

strain rate of densification is (see appendix B. 1 for a derivation of this formula)

^^T)(i.)"XXXXf|p| , (s,6)
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Fig. 3.1: A void of radius a in a spherical shell of power-law creeping material

of outer radius b is the unit cell for final stage sintering. The macroscopic strain

rates due to arbitrary stresses applied on the cell is considered deriving a flow law

(left drawing). In intermediate stage, the material is regarded as an assembly of

power-law creeping spheres (right drawing).

where S is the pressure difference pb — p0. Equation (3.16) may be expressed in

terms of a scalar strain rate potential

W = — where au
n + l \Oq /

5(D)
-2 z

ÖC (3.17)

The densification rate is obtained from this expression by deriving with respect to

<7m

.

•

-

£
-

sH.
D dam

(3.18)

By comparison with equation (3.16) Ave conclude that the density dependent factor

is

3 W
b{D) = [în

fl- D)n
7Î + 1

Wi-(l-D)
i \ n (3.19)

Extending this approach to multiaxial stress states, constitutive relations for porous

materials were derived using the cell model approach. Salamatin and Duval (1997)

presented an asymptotic mathematical theory for the macroscopic deformation rates

of a bubbly medium under multiaxial stresses. Avhich was successfully used to pre¬

dict densification rates and gas pressures of deep ice cores (Salamatin and others,

1997; Lipcnkov and others, 1997). However their rheological equations arc rather

complex and not well suited for the implementation in large flow models. Due to

the perturbation method used, the results are only valid at Ioav porosities.

Many authors exploited bounding theorems on viscoplastic strain rate potentials to

calculate the densification of hot metal powders under high pressures (hot isostatic

pressing, HIP), from which relatively simple constitutive equations can be derived
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(Ponte Castaneda and Suquet, 1998). Several authors proposed an extension of

equation (3.17) to a multiaxial stress state by including a dependence on the effective

stress ae of the form

aD = {a{D)al + 5(D)«r12n}1 (3.20)

where b(D) is the same as in equation (3.19). In order to satisfy the incomprcss-
ibility condition in the limit of full densitv (D --> 1), the pressure dependent part
has to vanish and the potential of equation (3.15) for a power law fluid (Glen's
flow law) should emerge. These requirements restrain the limiting behaviour of the

parameters, namely

a(D){D^l and 6(D) ^O. (3.21)

The strain rate tensor is again calculated bv taking the derivative of \& Avith respect

to the stress tensor (eq. 3.14) and inserting aD from equation (3.20). yielding

X = c0B(T) f^Y"1 !^(D)^ + U(D)^A?j (3.22)
\a0J [2 X 3 do J

In the model of Duva and Crow (1992). the parameter a — a(D) is calculated by

a finite element model considering the response of a spherical void to macroscopic

deviatoric stress states (Fig. 3.1). lesulting in

adc =. ——^^^ (3.23)

Another expression was found in a similar analysis by Sofronis and McMeeking

(1992)

(3.24)

These relations are only valid in final stage, i.e. at densities exceeding bubble close

off. Both functions a(D) and 5(D) are plotted in Figure 3.2 (solid line, from D — 0.8

to 1.0).

3.4.3 Intermediate stage models

The approach to treat firn as a viscous incompressible material containing spherical

voids Avas outlined in the preceding section. Results of a similar approach to lower-

density firn, assuming spherical grains of incompressible poAver law creeping mate¬

rial, are presented below. Finally, two parameterizations of the density dependent

parameters of the final stage model, taking approximately into account the firn rhe¬

ologv at Ioav densities, are described. One of these parameterizations will be used

for modeling.
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Fig. 3.2: The density dependent parameters a(D) and 5(D) of the final stage flow

law (eq. 3.22). Note that a A 1 and 5 X 0 as full density D = 1 is reached.

Further parameterizations of these functions are also plotted at lower densities

(sect. 3.4.3). The density dependent parameter c(D) of the intermediate stage

model is plotted for comparison

Rheological model km (Kuhn and McMeeking, 1992)

A constitutive equation for a poAvder in intermediate stage was derived by Kuhn

and McMeeking (1992). It is based on a cell model of power law creeping spheres

bounded bv isolated contacts, shown in Figure 3.1. The material response to an

arbitrary deviatoric macroscopic stress state is represented by the potential

60a0B(I)
4>km = r^—ciD)

n + I

where the densitv dependence is given bv

TlK (D- DoXf (1 - D0)

(3.25)

Oon(D) -
16A/3Yl-D0y \3D2(D-D0

(3.26)

The expression in square brackets in equation (3.25) is again an "effective" effective

stress. By derivation of the potential Avith respect to the stresses we obtain the

strain rates (sig(-) denotes the sign function)

cn^e,B(T)e(D)

n~\

X —

Ag(<Tm);A,?

1
- (

3

(3.27)

Since the parameter c(D) is proportional to (D — DA1/2- ". the potential and thus the

strain rates are infinite for D ->• D0. The initial relative density is D0 = 0.64 in the

original paper (Kuhn and McMeeking. 1992). reflecting the assumption of a random

close packing of equally sized spheres. HoAvevei. firn at low densities already exhibits

intergranular bonds which are formed by e\'aporation-condensation processes. It
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is not clear at present how to properly address this problem, and we hope that

by an appropriate choice of D0 the actual physical processes are approximately
reflected. Additionally, the initial stage (D < 0.6) should be treated separately
with a reasonable flow law for deviatoric stress states. Since no such formulation is

available at present, the density dependence of c(D) will be parameterized for lower-

densities, assuming that the model of spheres in loose contact (Fig. 3.1) is still valid.

In order to obtain reasonable strain rates the initial relative density is set to Do =

0.55 in this study. This seemingly arbitrary choice is based on a discussion in section

3.5 and allows a seamless continuation of the parameter c for densities lower than

0.625. Thus we arrive at the parameterization shown in Figure 3.2 (dotted line)

c(D) = Ckm(D) (eq. 3.26) 0.625 < D < 0.95
,

c(D) = iwd'+3D*-vd+6 0.2 <D< 0.625,
l j

with the coefficients

o< =-28.881. /3 = 83.873, -=-87.140 and 5 = 30.673.

The relations derived above are valid for relative densities up to 0.75 (Cocks, 1994).
For the use in glacier flow models, a transition to the final stage model with the pa¬

rameterization sm (eq. (3.19) and (3.24)) Avili be used. The potential in the transition

region is interpolated by (Fleck and others. 1992: Cocks, 1994)

^km/sm —
- -

[O.Z,\jJ

with transition densities Dx = 0.75 and D2 = 0.9o.

Parameterizations gml and gm2 (Gagliardini and Meyssonnier, 1997)

A different approach avoiding these difficulties was chosen by Gagliardini and

Meyssonnier (1997). Making use of the densification rates at different load con¬

ditions in final stage given in Table 3.2. thev derived tAVO different parameter¬

izations for the density dependent parameters a(D) and 5(D) at low densities.

Their parameterization aml. bmï (their eq. 15, corrected for a typographic error;

pers. comm. O. Gagliardini, 1998) has been calculated based on the density profile
of Site 2 (Greenland);

Ogmi = (hdc/&dc) bmi 0 < D < 1,

bml = bdC D>0.81,

5gmi = exp(X7.15D +12.42) 0.5 < D < 0.81, , .

bml = exp(451.63D2- 471.34D + 128.12) D < 0.5.
{ }

In the above equations, oDC refers to equation (3.23) and 5DC is the same as in equation

(3.19).
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The second parameterization am2, bm2 (eq. 16 in Gagliardini and Meyssonnier, 1997)

relies on data from compression tests under different load conditions (Landauer,

1957):

agm2 = ßDC j bm2 — 5dc D > 0.785
,

am2 = exp(-19.76D+15.91) D< 0.785, (3.31)

bm2 ~= exp(-27.65D4 20.37) D< 0.785.

Both parameterizations are plotted in Figure 3.2. together with the parameter c(D)

discussed above.

An overview of the designations used to reference different flow laws and parame¬

terizations is giA'-en in Tabic 3.1.

Designation Equation Parameters

a(D) 5(D) c(D)
sm

"

3 22
~

3723" 3.19

gml 3 22 3.30 3.30

gm2 3.22 3.31 3.31

km 3.27 3.28

Table 3.1: Overview of the flow law designations.

3.4.4 Properties of the flow laws

The proposed flow laws for firn exhibit some interesting properties. Subjecting
a block of firn with relative densitv D to an external load S results in different

densification rates, depending on the load configuration. If the applied stresses are

isotropic, the densification rate is given bv equation (3.16). This result has been used

for calculating the densification of cold polar firn (e.g. Wilkinson, 1988: Maeno and

Ebinuma, 1983: Pimicnta, 1987). Howe\er the stress state in a plane firn area is not

isotropic compression but uniaxial confined compression, since the firn undergoes
deviatoric strains in order to keep its horizontal extent constant. Therefore solving

equation (3.22) for é,, = evy — 0 and imposing a load azz — S in the vertical

direction gives a densification rate which is smaller bv a factor of( 1 4- |x
2

.
Still

another densification rate is obtained fox unconfined uniaxial compression which is

frequently used in experimental load tests. Rates of densification can generally be

expressed as

D 1 A" "'
<?

- - = ti c = f-0D(T)/'(D)^VD (3.32)
IJ <70

where the factor f(D) depends on the load configuration and absorbs the density

dependence and S is the applied stress. The calculated strain rates for the above-

mentioned load configurations are collected in Table 3.2 for final stage and in Table

3.3 for intermediate stage sintering.
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Fmal stage model (sm, gml, gm2)

Compression test constraint fz(D) /m(ö)

isotropic
e,T7 == £>pj =Z X

ax%
—

Oyy — cr,.
\b*P

n+l

5 2

uniaxial unconfined X, =cryv = 0 X?)
" AXA

_i

uniaxial confined ^x% z= £yy ~= U i»(i+srn
»j-i

2

axa;
2

Table 3.2: Vertical compression rates A„ = è0D(T) f(D) a^'1 \S\~~1 S under dif¬

ferent stress configurations may be expressed by a density dependent factor fz(D).

Similarly, the density dependence of the densification rate is absorbed into fm(D).
In isotropic compression the load is oyT = ayv — azz — S whereas in both uniaxial

tests the external stress is applied only vertically azz = S.

Intermediate stage model

Compression test

isotropic

uniaxial unconfined

uniaxial confined

h{D)

A

n+l

X

\c

„ M

(km)

fm(D)

rc-X

3 n C

Table 3 3: Vertical compression and densification rate factors fz and fm (analogous
to those of Table 3 2) calculated for a compressive stress S applied on different

load configurations.

3.4.5 Air bubble close off

When the individual pores of firn become isolated at the firn close off density pr,

the pressure />;, within the pores Avili increase on further densification. Therefore

the applied outer pressure p0 will be counteracted by the internal pressure to give

the pressure difference peff = Po ~ Pb- termed the effectxve pressure. From the state

equation of ideal gases and the mass eontinuxtv aatc find that (Salamatirx and Duval,

1997)

Pb(l - D)

TD
= const. and therefore Pb

(1 - Dc) TD
_____Pc

(3.33)
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The effects of bubble close off are taken into account in the firn flow laws by reducing
the absolute value of the mean stress by the bubble pressure pb when the firn density
exceeds the close off density Dc. Therefore am in equations (3.22) and (3.27) is

replaced by (am < 0, pb > 0)

(am D<DC,

(rm—>{
~

"

(3-34)

\am+pb D~>DC.
v J

The pressure pc at close off is the mean atmospheric pressure which is about 570 hPa

at Colle Gnifetti. The average density at Avhich close off occurs is mainly dependent
on temperature (Martinerie and others (1994). see appendix C for the formidas

used). At firn temperatures of -14° 0 to -12° C, encountered on Colle Gnifetti, the

close off densities are in the range 814.6 to 815.8 kg nX3 (relative densities 0.887 to

0.888). We found in section 2.8.2 that these densities compare well with a bend in

the closure rate of borehole B95-2 at a densitv of 816 kg nX3 (D-0.89).

Measurements of the firn close off density on three cores were performed at University
of Heidelberg (S. Greilich, personal communication L. Keck). Close off was found at

depths of 32.7m (B82-2), 36.0m (B95-1) and 45.0m (B95-2) which corresponds to

densities of 830, 850 and 850 kg nX3. Gaeggeler and others (1997) find exceptionally
Ioav close off densities of about 700 kg m^3. This observation is based on the age of

methane inclusions which is thought to be influenced by impermeable melt layers.

Close off of individual bubbles was not yet complete at this Ioav density and the

standard formulas still apply (pers. comm. FI. Gaeggeler).

Since the exact bubble close off densitv is not knOAvn, model runs with densities of

780, 825 and 917 kg nX3 (relative densities 0.85. 0.9 and 1.0) AA^ere conducted.

3.5 Density profiles

The variation of density with depth in polar accumulation areas contains information

on the rheological properties of cold firn. Many density profiles were reasonably ap¬

proximated with a relation derived bv Herron and Langway (1980). They exploited

the fact that a steady accumulation rate psws (where index s refers to the surface)
leads to a quasi-plastic behaviour of the firn Avith an apparent vield stress which is

dependent on density, overburden load and accumulation rate. The first two equa¬

tions (3.1) rewritten for a steady state and in one dimension (where h is the vertical

coordinate pointing downward from the surface and w is the vertical velocity) read

^(^) = 0 and ^---Pg. (3.35)

The first equation is known as Sorgo's law (Bâcler. 1954) which is the time indepen¬

dent mass balance equation in one dimension and the second equation describes the

increase of overburden load. From Sorge's Fxav Ave get p(h)w(h) = psws which, by

derivation Avith respect to h and substituting the vertical velocities tu = ËÂjA yields

(Bader, 1954)

^
= - -^-t,. with fX - A~(p. S). (3.36)

dh pqwq
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Density profiles are calculated integrating this formula, which requires to express

the densification rate based on a constitutive equation and the respective formulas

given in Tables 3.2 and 3.3.

The inverse approach has been exploited by several authors in order to interpret
density profiles in terms of rheological properties. The flow law parameterization

gml (eq. 3.30; Gagliardini and Meyssonnier. 1997) was derived from the density
profile of Site 2. Pimienla (1987) showed that the model of Wilkinson and Ashby

(1975) is applicable at densities exceeding 800 kg iX3 (D=0 87) for the interpretation
of the Vostok ice core (Antarctica). For loAATer densities he found an empirical fit

fe(D) for the densification rate (cited in Barnola and others, 1991; Schwander and

others, 1997), which may be Avritten in our notation as

X-
-?-= êQB(T) ff(D)^ , (3.37)
d aQ

with n - 3. This mav be compared to the densification rates predicted by the

flow laws discussed in section 3.4. Taking the foixnulae for uniaxial constrained

densification given in Tables 3 2 and 3.3. the factor corresponding to fe in the

Pimienta model is identified as

n H

and /ta - -c (3.38)

for the final and the intermediate stage, respectively. The variation of f with density

for different parameterizations gml. gm2 and km/sm are compared in Figure 3.3. The

parameter D0 = 0.55 in the flow law km (eq. 3.25) gives a nearlv perfect agreement

with fe at relative densities D > 0.625. It is therefore assumed that fe may be used

for a continuation of c at relative densities lower than 0.625. This result has already

been used in section 3.4.3 (eq. 3.28).

3.6 Analytical solutions

Due to the complexity of the constitutive equations, analytic solutions are only

known for very simple geometries and load cases. In addition to the results given in

Tables 3.2 and 3.3, solutions mav be found foi radial symmetry (borehole or spherical

cavity) and for gravity driven plane flow, which are in essence one dimensional

problems.

3.6.1 Closure of a cylindrical hole (n=l)

The closure of a cylindrical (bore-)hole of inner radius r, and outer radius r0 a oo

is appropriately described in e\lmdrical coordinates when èzz = 0. An analytical

solution can be found for a newtonian (» = 1) compressible fluid with the flow

law (3.22). This relays on the close similarity between linear elasticity and linear

J m
~~
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Fig. 3.3: Comparison of the densification rates in uniaxial confined compression

calculated with three flow law parameterizations (left panel). The thick solid line

is the empirical parameterization fe of the Pimienta model. The thin solid and the

dashed lines represent the flow laws gml and gm2. The dotted line shows that the

flow law km/sm gives a nearly perfect agreement for D > 0.6 when D0 = 0.55.

Scaled differences of the factor

plotted in the right panel.

calculated with different flow laws, to fe are

viscosity, Avhich allows to interpret elastic displacement solutions in terms of viscous

flow velocities. This is exploited in appendix B, from Avhere we get

u(r) =
r a0

;3.39)

where 8 is the radial compressive stiess far away from the hole. In the full density
limit a

~ 1 and b — 0, these results are the same as those derived by Nye (1953) for

an incompressible viscous fluid.

3.6.2 Closure of a spherical cavity (n=l)

Similar arguments as in the above section lead to the closure velocity of a spherical

cavity with internal pressure p, = 0 and a compressive radial stress S far from the

cavity (appendix B.2.2)

u r
-

- (3.40)

Obviously many further solutions for linear viscous Aoav problems could be obtained

by adaptixxg solutions and solution methods of linear elasticity (as presented e.g. by
Timoshenko and Goodier. 1982).

3.6.3 Gravity driven plane flow

Axx axxalytical solution mav be deiiA'ed for the stresses and strain rates of an inclined

firn slab of infinite width axxcl lexigth and thickness H. The solution is similar those

given in section 3.4.1 for the confined side densification without lateral strain rates
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(i.e. èxx = èyy = 0). With a surface (and bed) slope a the stress perpendicular to

the surface and the shear stress at the vertical coordinate z are (the coordinate axis

x is along the flowlme and z points upward from the bed)

f
az(z) = -picegcosa D(z') dz'=: S

Jz
fil

and rlz(z) = — p1C0g sin a / D(z') dz'= ta,n(a)S
Jz

(3.41)

(3.42)

From this the shear deformation rate and the densification rate may be calculated

n~l ?,a

T:ao\"'
x

àa txz fao\n
] 3a

, .
S

,„ ,0,

eKZ - eol—
—— = e0

— — tan(a)—, (3.43)
Xt0 / 2 (T0 V a0 J 2 a0

--_ = trt =-. ezz, e0
— Ub— 6 —

. (3.44
D Vx/ V ^X ^o

Factors a(D) and &(D) are the density dependent parameters of the flow law, and

the effective stress aD is

-K) I) + Wo(1 + £) l+6 X

Compactivc strain rates vanish for full dexxsity D = 1 (as 5(1) ~ 0 and a(l) - 1),
and the sccoxxd equation bccoxnes

0__
o J / 'I,

exz — o——
2 VcJo

3Z
e0—-—tan'To-j -

S

X
(3.45)

in agreement with the solution for Glen's flow law. If the density is constant through¬
out the thickness H of the slab, the horizontal and vertical velocities arc calculated

from equations (3.43) and (3.41)

u(z) - éo

w{z = f0

n-X

D
2a

_ I 1 + —

(n+l)a$ I 9ft

46 \
l
3a

tan(a) (pice9cos(a))n (ffn"K - (H - z)n+1) (3.46)

{n + 1)aJ (A«5 cos(o))" (l-I^ - (H - z)"" *) • (3-47)
n- 1

_
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Chapter 4

Numerical models

Exact solutions of the equation system (3.1) together with the constitutive relations

(3.22) or (3.27) exist only for verv simple geometries and load conditions. From the

wide variety of numerical modeling techniques, the finite clement method proved

to be very convenient for glacier Hoav models Avith complex geometries and bound¬

ary conditions. Two different finite clement codes were used in this study, namely

FEMTOOL (developed at VAW/ETH Zurich) and MARC (commercial). The con¬

stitutive equations were implemented in both programs.

4.1 Choice of a finite element code

The commercial finite element package MARC proved to be very convenient for three

dimensional glacier flow models (Gudmnndsson, 1994: Wagner, 1994). Its versatility
is greatly enhanced by the possibility to include subroutines for special formulations

of material response and external forcing. Consequently wc planned to implement
the flow laws for firn discussed in section 3.4.

An initial attempt was made with the built-in powder material formulation (Zhao,
1992; MARC. 1997), which seemed to provide the functionality required for the

present study. The material nonlincarity effects of the stress dependent viscosity
could be implemented by additional subroutines which allowed to access internal

program variables, kindly made available by the MARC support staff. However the

non-standard use of this model option never worked satisfactorily, except for some

simple test geometries.

After many trial and error cycles a new atlempt was made to implement the flow

law as a creeping visco-elastic (Maxwell-) material. Glen's flow law and a flow

law for firn (eq. 3.3 and 3.22) were implemented. Since only the steady, purely
viscous deformation rate is of interest in this study, the time stepping scheme has

to proceed sufficiently far to mute out the initial elastic response. This proved
to be very accurate on simple model geometries. On more complex geometries
and under complex load configurations, a steady creep rate could never be reached

with the numerical controls used to ensure an accurate solution. Forcing the time
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stepping parameters occasionally led to steady creep rates, but also to oscillating
stress solutions of doubtable accuracy.

During many discussions it became clear that an independent comparison of the

results was needed. The choice was the finite clement tool box FEMTOOL, a code for

the solution of an arbitrary set of coupled, nonlinear, inst ationary, partial differential

equations. It was developed by P. Rutschmann (1993, 1994) at VAW and was

successfully applied for the simulation of water flow with free surface (Biirgisser,
1998).

A thorough comparison test of results obtained with both FE-Codes alloAved to find

appropriate choices for the elastic constants used in MARC as well as appropriate

settings for the time stepping scheme. This approach allows to obtain a steady flow

solution with MARC after some J 00 time steps which is not too restrictive on the

fast computers available at the computing center of ETH.

At present it is evident that FEMTOOL would have been the FE-Code of choice for

the solution of such tightly coupled equation systems. The seeming disadvantage of

the necessity to hand-code all equations in their weighted formulation turns into an

advantage as sooix as non-standard problems - involving several coupled equations
- are to be solved. Due to the very sparse time at this stage of the study, only the

basic adaptions for glaciological problems could be made. Glen's flow law as well as

the flow law for firn (cq. 3.22) AA'erc implemented and code for the transformation of"

MARC input files to FEMTOOL input files was written. Also the model output can

be analyzed by the same post processing programs deA'elopcd for MARC results.

A further advantage of FEMTOOL is the availability of the program source code

which simplifies the debugging phase. Furthermore the program runs on our local

workstations, allowing a more efficient work during the coding and debugging phase.

The expertise and the kind support of the numerical simulation group at VAW is

greatly appreciated.

4.2 Implementation in FEMTOOL

The implementation of partial differential equations into FEMTOOL is a relatively

simple task but requires some programming. The steady state compressible Stokes

equation with a stress dependent viscosity rj arc implemented using the (viscous)

pressure p and the velocities v as primary variables. It is assumed that the density

distribution is known throughout the model. For this flow probfem an Eulerian

(spatial) description is best suited. In order to keep the notation simple, only the

implementation of the plane strain problem is given (the implementation in three

dimensions is analogous). The first two equations of the equation system (3.1) in

two dimensions were solved in the mechanical model (with Cartesian coordinates

x — (x,y) and velocities v
— (u, u)). The mass balance equation for plane strain

and in a steady state (i.e. |^ - 0) is written as

dv dv dp dp , ,

pc -p— + p— = -v— -u—. (4.1)
dx dy ay ox
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The densification rate èv is be related to the mean stress by a constitutive relation.
Stress gradients are balanced by body forces pFt, and the momentum equations read

darx oaXy j-,

-Q-T
+

-ÖJ7- -P** '

yA + -âf = -**',- (4.2)

The stresses a%1 may be written in terms of deformation rates e,7 as

X = -Psv A a',3 - KtJt1 + 2pi[1. (4.3)

In the above equation use has been made of the viscous flow law

a[3 — 2r/c[? and (4.4)

-p -= am - kc„ , (4.5)

with the shear viscosity p and the volume viscosity k. The stresses are now expressed
in terms of the basic model variables p. u and v. For example the stress in .r-direction

is

f (du dv\\

3 \dx dy J J

(4.6)

and similarly aljy = —p+ 2p ( - — -

7,-zzz 1 > (4-7)

as well as a%y = p ( ^ 4 ^ 1
. (4.8)

Inserting now the expressions (4.6). (1.7) and (4.8) into the mass and momentum

balance equations (4.1) and (4.2) and sorting the variables yields an equation system

in the unknowns p, v and v (assuming t hat p is known everywhere)

„ , ,
du ,

dv
_

n

' At ay

dp i-^2<9Ai , ,XAi x d2v
_ „p /. 0n

dp i3 dA/ A.iRd2v ,A2!J
_ nF

-^ +37Ar?A/ +T97A hr>Qp
-

~PV

The effective viscosities q and a, are calculated iteratively from the derivatives of the

velocities of the last iteration step. Some initial values have to be assumed which

were taken from a constant viscosity solution (Newtonian fluid). However this value

proved to be not ciitical for the problems at hand, and some crude initial guess was

used in most model rxxns.

The equation system (4.9) is solved with the finite element method (Taylor and

Hughes, 1981; Zienkiewicz and Tavlor, 1989) with FEMTOOL. Quadratic cight-

noded isoparametric elements of the serendipity family with Galcrkin tveighting

were used. These elements haA'O a quadratic interpolation of the velocities and a

linear interpolation of the pressure. The densities and the temperatures were given

as scalar state variables at all nodes and thus are also interpolated quadratically.
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4.3 Implementation in MARC

As discussed in the introductory section of this chapter, initial attempts to imple¬

ment the flow law of firn in terms of a powder material failed as soon as complex

model geometries were investigated. The implementation was finally achieved in

terms of a creeping fluid (Maxwell body). The creep formulation relies on the as¬

sumption that total strain is composed of an elastic and a viscous contribution

(Zienkiewicz and Tayloi, 1989; MARC, 1997)

Aot = A + A (4.10)

The resulting equation system is solved by a fully explicit 'initial strain' procedure.

A requirement for numerical stability is that an increment of creep strain should not

exceed one half of the total elastic strain (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 1989).

This material behaviour is in\'oked in MARC with the creep parameter. The actual

flow law is implemented in the subroutines crplaw and vswell where effective strain

rates and compaction rates are calculated from the stress tensor (MARC, 1997). The

nonlinearities in the Qoav laAV (3.22). which are caused by the stress dependence of

the effective viscosity an for n > f, require an iterative solution of the force balance

equation (3.1b). This is achieved with the Newton-Raphson method. The iteration

was continued until all residual forces were less than 1 • 10~6 of the maximum reaction

force.

As with FEMTOOL, the elements used for the two-dimensional plane strain cal¬

culations Avere eight-node isoparametric, arbitrary quadrilateral elements with bi¬

quadratic interpolation. In the case of problems with cylindrical symmetry modified

elements for axisymmetric applications were used. The three dimensional model was

run using a tAventy node isoparametric hexahedral brick element with triquadratic

interpolation of the pressure. The stiffness of these elements is formed xxsing nine-

point or 27-point Gaussian integration, respectively. In the model description, the

use of the total Lagrangian and the finite strain formulation Avas invoked (MARC.
1997; Zienkiewicz and Taylor. 1989).

The method described above is formulated in a Lagrangian reference system, op¬

posed to the flow problem implemented in FEMTOOL which is of Eulerian type.
Since only extremely small displacements (typically 1 • 10~~5m of a typical model

length scale) take place in the short creep time covered by a model run, the effects

of mesh deformation are negligible. Therefore all quantities axe evaluated at their

respective (initial) coordinates and velocities aie calculated from the displacements
and the time step.

4.4 Pre- and post processing-

Mesh generation was eased to a large part by the use of MENTAT, which is a

graphical frontend tightly coupled to the MARC finite element package. A mesh

transformation program written in PV-Wavc (PY-Wave, 1995) allowed to use
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all element meshes in both FEMTOOL and MARC. Three dimensional model

geometries were created in several steps using MENTAT and several PV-Wave

programs. Input quantities such as firn density, temperature and boundary condi¬

tions were also generated by PV-Wave programs and written to the model input files.

For a short glimpse into model results, the genuine post processing programs

NETVIEW (for FEMTOOL. Biirgisser. 1998) and MENTAT (for MARC, MARC,

1997) were used. The analysis and the graphical presentation of model results was

mainly accomplished Avithin the programming environment of PV-Wave. A large set

of newly written post processing routines atlowed to calculate all model variables

as well as their spatial derivatives at any position of the model geometry, using

the same interpolation functions as the respective finite elements. This allowed an

efficient analysis of the model output and an accurate comparison Avith measured

values. Flow lines and ice core datmgs were calculated with a Runge-Kutta method,

using the programs to calculate the flow velocity at any point Avithin the glacier.

4.5 Accuracy of the flow models

Results obtained with the finite clement models are compared to known solutions

for different geometries and load conditions. A perfect agreement to within the

convergence constraint set for the model was found for one single element in two or

three dimensions for the load cases discussed in Table 3.2.

4.5.1 Closure of a cylindrical hole

The solution from a numerical model implemented in MARC for the closure of a

cylindrical hole is compared to the analytical solution (eq. 3.39) for different values

of the relative density. This is conveniently done in terms of the normalized root

mean square of the closure velocity difference, defined by

^-Aw1) (4J1)

where u"1 are the modeled closure velocities and u°t the corresponding values from

the analytic solution. The large relative errors of 2% (D—0.9), 5% (D=0.8) and

7% (D=0.7) in the radial velocities are mainly due to the discretization near the

borehole wall where velocities gro\y hyperbolical]}'. A closer inspection of the mod¬

eled velocities shows a oscillatory variation in the innermost elements representing
the borehole wall. This difficulty could be circumvented by extrapolation of the

modeled velocities far from the borehole to the borehole radius. This difficulty does

not occur with radial strain rates Avhich are accurate to some tenth of a percent

throughout the model.
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4.5.2 Gravity driven plane flow

An analytical solution has been derived in section 3.6.3 for a parallel sided slab

of constant density. This solution is compared to model results for the flow law

parameter n = 3. The finite element model has a thickness of 50 m and is uniformly
discretizcd into 20 elements in the vertical direction. In order to let the model find

the solution, periodic boundary conditions were prescribed in MARC. The solution

with FEMTOOL was accomplished in an iteratAe manner by setting the results from

the center cross section as boundary conditions for the next model run. Some 20

model runs were needed to obtain a stationary solution. Maximal relative errors were

typically of the order 0.5 to 1 % for both implementations and standard deviations

were usually lower by at least a factor 5. Results for the FEMTOOL implementation
are given in Table 4.1 and those for MARC in Table 4.2. Relative errors tend to be

smaller at steeper surface inclinâtioixs. This is due to the much enhanced velocities,

by which the (also larger) errors are divided.

Both FE-codes provide satisfactory results and are equally useful for glacier flow

models. Some 10 to 20 iterations were necessary with FEMTOOL to obtain conver¬

gence compared to some 100 time increments with one or two iteration each in the

MARC implementation. The smaller amount of computing time required for the

FEMTOOL-Model is due to the floAv formulation, opposed to the (Maxwell-) creep

formulation in MARC. The possibility to run FEMTOOL on relatively small work¬

stations at reasonable model run times (some 5 to 10 minutes on a Sun Sparc Ultra

10) gives it a large advantage ovei MARC which xxxns approximately the same time

on a supercomputer (HP/Convex Exemplar SPP2000/X-32), clearly performing a

much larger computational task.

D relative error in u

a = 10° o- = 20° a = 30°

1.0 ^04)1% 0.007% 0.004 %

0.9 0.18% 0.07% 0.03 %

0.8 0.35% 0.16% 0 08 %

0.7 0.48% 0.26% 0 13 %

0.6 0.60% 0.34% 0.18%

D relative error in w

» = 0° a = 10° a = 20° a = 30'

1.0
I %0 -0 -0 ~0

0.9 1.16% 0.62 % 0.23% 0.08%

0 8 1.59% 1.02% 0.47 % 0.21 %

0.7 1.88% 1.31% 0.66 % 0.32 %

0.6 2.10% 1.54% 0.82% 0.41 %

Table 4.1: Maximal relative errors between numerically and analytically calculated

velocities for the FEMTOOL model. Horizontal velocities v and vertical velocities

w are calculated for a parallel sided slab of firn with a constant relative density D

and slopes between a = 10° to 30°. Additionally the compaction of a flat slab is

shown in the leftmost column of the right Table.

4.6 Densification model with MARC

A consistent steady state solution for the flow problem may be obtained when the

stationary mass balance equation (first of eqns. 3.1, eq. 4.1) is satisfied for Hie
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D relative errors in u

a = 10° a = 20° a = 30°

1.0 1.10% 0.60% 0.48%

0.9 0.65% 0.53% 0.45%

0.8 0.55% 0.48% 0.41%

0.7 0.50% 0.32% 0.29%

D

1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7

relative errors in w

a _ 10° a = 20° a = 30°

%

2- 10

0.65

0.55%

0.90%

-8 3- 10"

0.53%

0.48%

0.32%

7 2-KA6

0.45%

0.41%

0.29%

Table 4.2: Maximal relative errors between numerically and analytically calculated

velocities for the MARC model

calculated velocity field

0 = dp
di

-V(Dv) = -vVi)~DVv. (4.12)

This equation Avas solved with a streamline-upwind Petrov-Galerkin method im¬

plemented in MARC for heat transfer analysis (sect. 5.3). The compaction rate

-div(Dv) calculated from the Aoav field is inserted as a source term in the heat

transfer code. The same finite element mesh as for the mcchanicai computation

could be used. The only boundary condition needed is a fixed firn density at the

glacier surface which Avas set to psmf = 410kgm~3 or 7)su,f = 0.45.

4.6.1 Problem coupling

The coupled system of nonlinear equations for a steady state of equations (3.1)

together with the flow laAv (3.22) is

vVp + pVv - 0

Vcr + pg = 0
.

(4.13)

The first equation was solved with the densification model and the second with the

flow model. A Gauss-Seidel method AA^as used for the fixed point iteration of the

equation svstem. Opposed to its simplicity it has the drawback of a sIoav convergence

behaviour which requires a large amount of iterations (Axelsson, 1994). Starting

from an arbitrary initial density distribution (e.g. homogeneous) some 100 to 150

iterative steps were necessary to attain convergence on all quantities throughout the

model. Using a reasonable initial guess foi the density distribution slightly reduced

the computation time.

Large oscillations of model variables could be observed from step to step in this fixed

point iteration. A simultaneous under-relaxation was used to improve convergence

behaviour: a new value A* of one physical quantity A is calculated in iteration step

k + 1, the updated value Ak^1 is then calculated by

AkMl = AL + \{A* - Ah). (4.14)

The relaxation factor A = 0.1 was chosen for the density calculations and A =

0.2 for the changes of the velocities and compaction rates. With this relaxation a

satisfactorily stationary solution could alwavs be obtained.
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The extremely inefficient procedure described above could be improved by using
some algorithm Avhich takes into account the gradient information. One viable way
would be based on a conjugate-gradients method calculating approximate derivatives

from the nodal quantities xk and yk (Artlich and Mackens, 1995). An even more

efficient and elegant way would be to implement the coupled equation system in

a finite element code (e.g. FEMTOOL) and solve simultaneously for the density,
velocity and pressure fields. None of these alternatives could be implemented in the

remaining time and thus the iterative method described above had to be used.

4.6.2 Accuracy of modeled density profiles

The accuracy of the densification model described in section 4.6 is tested for a range

of accumulation rates and firn temperatures found in alpine cold firn areas. The firn

temperature is assumed to be constant throughout the firn thickness and affects the

flow law through the temperature dependent factor B(T) (eq. 3.5).

A reference density profile is calculated by integrating equation (3.36) with a Rungc-

Kutta method, assuming an initial density profile and the overburden load —S(h) —

g f p(h) dh calculated therefrom. The density profile is represented by a spline with

equally spaced nodes and densification rates arc e\raluated on a staggered grid, where

S is calculated in the center betAveen two density nodes. Starting with an arbitrary

density profile, roughly ten iterations Avere needed to obtain convergence.

These reference density profiles are compared to the density profiles calculated with

the finite element model described in section 4.6.1. The results are summarized in

table 4.3, using a root mean square (RMS) difference and indicating also maximum

relative errors. Deviations are typically less than 2%o at maximum, with a standard

deviation of less then 5 • 10"l.

Accumulation rate Firn temperature

-XPC -20° C zl°19.
"

1 m WE a~l 0.047% "(0.54%) 0.022% (0.63%) 0.037% (1.4%)
O.lmWEa"1 0.047% (2.6%) 0.041% (1.9%) 0.033% (1.5%)

Table 4.3: Standard deviations and maximal differences (in parentheses) of firn

densities calculated with two different numerical models. The numerical solution

of equation (3.36) is considered as reference, to which results of the MARC finite

element model are compared. Maximal differences of the calculated densities are

typically less than 2%, standard deviations less than 0.05%.

4.7 Closure of two spherical cavities in the Green¬

land accumulation area

During several Greenland traverses of the "Expedition Glaciologique Internationale

au Groenland'' (EGIG) in the A-ears 1959 to 1968, unique measurements of the
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deformation of two spherical cavities dug into the firn at the station Jarl Joset could

be accomplished (Haefcli and Brandenberger, 1968; von Sury and Haefeli, 1976).
One cavity of 3 m diameter ixx a depth of 20 m below the surface (S20) and a oblique

tunnel down to 40m (S40) were dug by J. Dumont and his crew of the French

"Expédition Centre Groenland" during the winter 1956/57. The second cavity at a

depth of 40 m was finished by the EGIG expedition in winter 1959/60 to a diameter

of 2.75 m. The situation of the cavities is shown in Figure 4.1. More than 10 years

of deformation history were observed in both cavities.

Fig. 4.1: The situation of two spherical holes dug near the station Jarl Joset on

the EGIG line, Greenland (redrawn from Haefeli and Brandenberger, 1968).

Fix points consistixxg of aluminum tubes were drilled into the walls on various diam¬

eters of the cavity. The distances between opposing fix points were measured with

telescope rulers. The firn temperature was A'erv uniform at —27.8° C and evaporation

was negligible. An overview of the measured vertical and horizontal closure rates is

given in Table 4.4 (Haefeli and Brandenberger, 1968, pp. 144/145 and 150; von Sury
and Haefeli, 1976. p. 70). The accuracy of most strain rate measurements is about

3%. Due to the short measurement period, the strain rates measured between April
and July 1960 exhibit much larger errors.

Measurement

period

Sphere 20 m (S20)
S'h Su

•lO^a-1 A0~3 a"1

Sphere 40 m (S40)
Sh sv

•lO^a-1 -lO^a"1

June 57-Jan 60 2.8 ± 0.3 12.8 ± 0.3

Jan 60-July 60

Apr 60-.ïulv 60

2.3 ±0.1 12.1 ±1.2

4.6 ±1.6 9.5 ±3.3

July 60-June 61

June 64-July 68

3.0 ±0.1 12.5 ±0.2

2.7 ±0.1 11.6 ±0.2

2.8 ±0.1 8.5 ±0.2

2.85 ±0.1 8.65 ±0.2

Table 4.4: Measured closure rates of two spherical cavities in 20 and 40 m depth

(S20 resp. S40). The horizontal closure rate s/t and the vertical closure rate sv are

given for different time intervals, up to 10 years after completion of the cavities.

(Data from Haefeli and Brandenberger, 1968; von Sury and Haefeli, 1976).
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The horizontal closure rates of both cavities are nearly equal about a value of 2.8 •

10~3 a"1 in the long term measurements. The vertical closure rates of the upper

cavity S20 exceed those of the lower cavity S40 by 30 - 40%. The vertical closure

rate of the upper cavity seems to decrease slightly with time. This might be an

effect of firn compaction, which would alter the viscosity of the firn.

4.7.1 Interpretation of the data

The analytical formula for the closure rate s of a spherical hole of radius /? in an

infinite, incompressible, power law creeping material (eq. 3.3) is (Nye, 1953)

,=jm=kB(n3-(\ny. (,J5)

where P is the compressive radial stress far away from the cavity. It is apparent from

the measurements (table 4.4) that this formula is not applicable for compressible

firn, where the local stress field deviates strongly from the assumed radial symmetric
stress field. Moreover effects of firn coxxxpaction cannot be neglected. Haefeli gives
the qualitative explanation that the observed excess in vertical closure rate is due

to firn compaction, which is overlaid to the uniform closure of the cavity.

As the findings of section 3.1.4 reveal, the process is mainly complicated by the

anisotropic stress state far away from the cavity. The ratio of overburden load az to

horizontal stress oy, far away from the cavity is the same as in uniaxial constrained

compression, namely

Only for full density (as a = I and b = 0) the isotropic stress state is recovered.

Since this problem may not be solved analytically, a numerical model employing the

flow law of cold firn was used.

4.7.2 Numerical model

Two finite element meshes with the geometry of the spherical cavities were con¬

structed (Fig. 4.2). Making use of the cylindrical symmetry of the problem, only
one half of a cross section has to be modeled. The meshes consist of 1140 elements

and 1221 nodes for S20 and of 1740 elements and 1841 nodes for S40. Both meshes

together with the measured density profile (Haefeli and Brandenberger, 1968) are

shown in Figure 4.2. At the bottom end of the model the nodes were fixed in

the vertical direction. The boundary condition at the outer vertical margin was a

prescribed horizontal stress calculated with formula (4.16) or alternatively a fixed

horizontal position of the nodes. At the symmetry axis, no boundary conditions had

to be explicitly prescribed. A density dependent gravity force was employed in the

vertical direction.
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Fig. 4.2: The inner part of the finite element meshes for both spherical cavities.

Both meshes extend further to the left. The meshes consist of 1140 elements and

1221 nodes for S20 and of 1740 elements and 1841 nodes for S40. The measured

density profile used in the model is shown on the right-hand side.
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Fig. 4.3: Modeled velocity field around the spherical cavity S20 for two different

parameterizations of the flow law (gml and gm2). Velocities are plotted relative to

a point far away from the center of the cavities and are scaled to the horizontal

closure velocity.

Results from model runs showed no notable difference between both boundary con¬

ditions (fixed displacement resp. overburden pressure at the outer boundary). Mod¬

eled velocity fields are sIioavix in Figure 4.3 for the floAv laws gml and gm2. Since
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Fig. 4.4: Modeled closure rates for different values of the flow law parameter

e0 are shown as solid or dotted lines. Individual dots represent results of model

runs. Measured closure rates (s,,meas. and s„meas.) are indicated with gray bars.

The range of é0 matching both closure rates are marked with gray bars above the

horizontal scales.

the velocities are scaled to give the same horizontal closure rate, the faster vertical

closure with gm2 is clearly visible by a more elliptical shape of the cavity. Closure

rates resulting from model runs with different rate factors é0 in both parameteri¬

zations of the flow are shown in Figure 4.4. The most appropriate value of éo can

be inferred from the horizontal and vertical closure rates sh and s„. These values

differ considerably for each cavity, as indicated by gray bars in both Figures 4.4, and

are considerably lower than the value of e0 = 2.44 • 10~~4 a""1 (at a reference stress

o"o = 1 bar — 1 • 105 Pa) usually assumed at a temperature of —27.8° C.

4.7.3 Discussion

Measurement Sphere 20 m (S20) Sphere 40 m (S40)
period meas. modeled meas. nxodeled

sm gml gm2 sm gml gm2

June 57-Jan 60 4.57 2.52 3.04 7.50 1.91 2.46 2.80

Jan 60-July 60 5.26 ± 0.8 2.06 ±1.5

July 60-June 64 4.16 ±0.2 3 03 ± 0.2

June 64-July 68 4.29 A 0.3 3.03 ±0.2

Table 4 5: Ratios of vertical to horizontal closure rates s,,/sh of two spherical

cavities S20 and S40. Measured values are shown in the left column, results from

model calculations in the right columns for each cavity Model results are shown

for different formulations of the flow law as discussed in the text.

Measured and modeled closure rate ratios sv/sh are compared in Table 4.5. The

measured ratios of the upper cavity S20 are enhanced by roughly 40% relative to

those of S40. The xnodcl results show only differences of 25 to 30% for the flow

law parameterizations sm and gml, but a nearly threefold enhancement for gm.2.

While none of these flow laws yields the exact ratio of closure rates, they repro-
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duce changing rheological properties at different depths. Namely the diminishing
anisotropy of the hole closure rates with increasing density, mainly due to the dimin¬

ishing anisotropy of the stress state, is reproduced to some level. The discrepancy
in closure rates may be attributed to several reasons:

• The model results are only valid for the iixitial geometry of the cavity and

a horizontally uniform density distribution. Since absolute deformations arc

small compared to the hole dimensions (the vertical diameter is shortened by
30cm at most), the model geometry is not significantly altered. However, the

densities as well as the overburden pressure increased over the measurement

period of fO years. Especially near the cavity, an enhanced densification is

to be expected due to stress coxxcexxtrations. Such transitory long term effects

could not be investigated with the numerical model.

• The firn at the experimental site is horizontally layered, possibly influencing
observed closure rates of the cavities. Also an effect of recrystallization of the

firn may not be excluded.

• The experimental field site "Jarl Joset" is located in a area with a slight surface

slope of 0.2° and a surface velocity of 17 m a~L. Moreover, horizontal strain

rates measured at the firn surface were not zero as would be required in an ideal

experiment. Measured horizontal strain rates were 3 — 4 • 10_ l a-1 (extending)
in the xnean flow directioix and nearly zero in the direction perpendicular to

it (von Sury and Haefeli. 1976). These strain rates are likely to reduce the

measured horizontal closure rates and would therefore enhance the closure rate

ratio.

• The flow laws employed in the model are not adapted to reproduce strong

multiaxial stress states. This might be due to an inaccurate parameterization
of the density dependent parameters a and b or to an inappropriate formulation

of the flow law.

Despite the fact that the actual closure rates of the cavities could not be reproduced

exactly, several characteristic features are well reproduced:

• The ratio of closure rates s\,/A/, is in the range of observed values.

• This ratio decreases with increasing density.

• The flow law gml underestimates the closure rate ratio, but gives the best

results.

4.8 Closure of a borehole on Colle Gnifetti

The borehole closure experiment described in section 2.8.2 was analyzed with a

cylindrically symmetric flow model. The finite element grid consisted of 3504 ele¬

ments and 10783 nodes. Measured densities and temperatures were prescribed and

a density dependent gravity force was applied. The borehole wall was kept stress

free and the nodes at the bed Avere fixed in the ATrtical direction but were free to
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move horizontally. The boundary condition at the outer vertical margin (one ice

thickness from the center) was either a prescribed horizontal stress or fixed nodes in

the radial direction. Identical results were obtained for both boundary conditions.

4.8.1 Interpretation with Glen's flow law

Model results for incompressible ice [D — 1, i.e. Glen's flow law) were compared to

the analytical solution for the closure rate s and the radial velocity r of a hole with

radius R and a compressive stress P far from the hole (Nye, 1953)

s =
_i®

= êoB(T)^-^y. (4.17)

Interpreting measured borehole closure rates with this formula is not strictly valid,

sixxce the assumption of an infinite medium with a uniform stress at infinity is not

fulfilled. However the difference compared to numerical solutions taking into account

the full stress field is small. Equation (4.17) was evaluated at all depths h with the

overburden load P(h) and for flow law exponents n — 1 and n = 3. Measured

borehole temperatures Avere taken into account in the parameter B(T) (sect. 3.3.1)
and the flow law parameter é0 Avas used as a scaling factor in order to match the

measured borehole closure rates.

Comparing these results with the measured closure rates (Fig. 2.16, middle panel)
shows that the lowest 40 m of the borehole. Avhere the densities arc close to the

density of ice, are reasonably fitted Avith flow law parameters n — 3 and éo =

0.0034a-1 (Aq =- 4.9 • Ht^As^1 (kPa)~Y the value for -10°C recommended by
Paterson (1994, p. 97). In the upper part of the borehole n = 1 seems to be more

appropriate. It is clear, however, that the observed constant closure rate between

40 and 60 m depth cannot be obtained with any formula relying on Glen's flow law.

Moreover, the assumption of ineompressibility clearly fails explaining the measured

large closure rates in the uppermost 20 m of the borehole.

4.8.2 Numerical model

Borehole closure rates modeled with the firn flow laAv gml (eqs. 3.22 and 3.30) and

the flow laAv parameters given ixx scctioxx 3.3.1 arc compared to the measurements of

the second period (140 to 431 days) in Figure 4.5. Below a depth of 40 m, the mea¬

sured closure rate is perfectly reproduced Avith the model. Modeled closure rates

are greatly enhanced ixx the uppermost 30 m Avhere relative firn densities are less

than 0.8 (Fig. 2.16) axxd Avhere measured closure lates are also enhanced. From the

progressive densification of firn one might expect that the modeled closure rates,

which were calculated with the initial dexisity profile, give an upper bound. Differ¬

ences of the high resolution density profile (measured at University of Heidelberg;

pers. comm. R. Wcisshaar) to the smooth density profile (Fig. 2.16) show the large

inhomogeneity of the firn near the surface. Ice lenses and frequent icy layers of re-

frozen melt water havTe been observed in suoav pits (Alean axxd others, 1983). These
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Fig. 4.5: Left: Borehole closure rates modeled with the firn flow law (dashed line)
are compared to measured closure rates between 140 and 431 days. The increase

of modeled closure rates above 32 m depth is due to firn densities D below 0.8,

and therefore due to a small firn viscosity (cf. the flow law parameterization gml,

eq. 3.30). Right: Differences of the high resolution firn density profile measured

on the core (pers. communication R. Weisshaar, Univ. Heidelberg) and the smooth

firn density profile is given in units of relative density. Horizontal dotted lines help

identify layers of enhanced closure rates with low density firn.

layers induce large viscosity variations and are likely to strengthen the firn and thus

to slow doAvn the closure of the borehole.

A further possible source of disagreement is that the firn flow law gml is not ap¬

propriate at strongly deviatoric stress states at low densities. The assumption of

a constant ratio of the density dependent factors (i.e. a\/b\ = a0/&o irx eq. 3.30) is

neither justified by theory nor by observation. A flow laAV taking better account of

the physical processes involved in the deformation of firn at low densities (such as

km, eq. 3.27) is likely to give different results.

We believe that the nearly perfect overall agreement of modeled and measured bore¬

hole closure rates at relative densities exceeding 0.8 suggest that the nonsteady

effects in the borehole closure are small and that the firn flow law is suitable to

describe firn deformation in cold glaciers. The model results presented in the re¬

maining sections of the paper show that the flow law is appropriate for modeling

the steady creep of glacier floAv under mildly deviatoric stress states.
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Chapter 5

Flow models of Colle Gnifetti

Results from a two dimensional flow line model as avcII as from a three dimensional

model of Colle Gnifetti are described in this chapter. Starting with a mechanical

analysis where the density profile and the firn temperature are held constant, the

influence of different rheologies. close off densities, firn temperature and the density
distribution are investigated. One main concern is the mechanical boundary con¬

dition, especially the stress distribution in the outflow into Grenzgletscher. More

sophisticated, fully coupled models including density evolution arc subsequently used

to assess the influence of the spatial \"ariability of this quantity.

5.1 Flowline model

A two dimensional flow model along an approximate flowline is shown in Figure 5.1.

Starting below Punta Gnifetti, it passes through three borehole locations and ends

at the big crevasse in the outflow to Grenzgletscher. This flowline approximately
follows the radar profile H (Fig. 2.5) wheie surface velocities were measured at nine

stakes. The model is used to estimate the influence of boundary conditions and

physical properties of the firn on the Aoav field. The model geometry is satisfactorily
known from radio echo soundings and from borehole depths and is consequently

kept constant. Quantities that are considered as (adjustable) parameters are

• the firn temperature,

• the firn density distribution,

• the mechanical boundary condition at the outflow to Grenzgletscher,

• the flow laAV (firn rheologv) and

• the firn close off density pc.

The relative importance of the individual contributions can be assessed in a pa¬

rameter study. As a benchmark, measured surface velocities at nine stakes on the

flowline are used. Also the age of chemically dated lavers in all three boreholes on

the flowline are compared to ages calculated from the flow model results.
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Fig. 5.1: The finite element mesh of the flowlme model of Colle Gnifetti. The

geometry of the mesh is based on digital terrain models of the glacier surface and

the glacier bed The grid consists of 480 elements and 1535 nodes The locations

of three boreholes are indicated by thick vertical lines. Surface velocities were mea¬

sured at stakes symbolized by flags The approximate position of the inclinometers

is represented by black boxes in borehole B95-2 Mechanical boundary conditions

are prescribed at the left margin (gray shaded) as explained in Figure 5.2.

From the quantities listed aboA'e. the firn density profile has been measured at

all drill sites (sect. 2.5) and the temperature profile was measured in boreholes

(B95-1 and B95-2) and is inteipolated m betweexx (Fig. 2 11).

Fig. 5.2 A sketch of the quantities used to parameterize the stress boundary

condition at the large crevasse in the outflow to Grenzgletscher. The depth of

the crevasse, where the wall is kept stress free, is hc = z, — zc Below a linearly

increasing horizontal stress a1%{z) — k{zc - z) is prescribed The parameter zc is

varied in different model runs The modeled geometry (Figure 5.1) is on the right

hand side of the crevasse
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The mechanical boundary condition at the left margin of the model (Fig. 5.1),
Avhich corresponds to the outflow to Grenzgletscher, is not known. An abrupt in¬

crease of surface slope (up to 30°) and an unknown bed topography lead to the

formation of a huge crevasse of undetermined depth. Consequently, the horizon¬

tal stresses at the left boundary have to be parameterized. We assume a crevasse

of depth hc which is stress free and a linear increase of horizontal stresses below

(Figure 5.2). The vertical gradient of the prescribed horizontal stress is set to

k = 1 • 104ParrT '. If zs denotes the sut face elevation, zc = zs - hc is the crevasse

bottom elevation and zb the glacier bed. The ptescribed horizontal stress then is

axl{z) ~k(zc~ z). zb<z<zc-, axJz) - 0, zc < z < zs. (5.1)

Both velocity components are set to 0 at the glacier base, reflecfing the assumption
that the glacier is frozen to its bed.

The firn close off density is the paramount quantity controlling the amount of

densification in the high pressure part of the glacier. Results derived for polar ice

cores are discussed in section 3,4.5. HoAvevei it is not clear whether these results

apply to Colle Gnifetti. Consequently the bubble close off density pc is varied and

model runs are conducted with the densities 780, 825 and 917kgnX3, corresponding
to relative densities of 0.85, 0.9 and 1.0. The effect of the developing bubble pressure

pb on the flow behaviour taken into account with help of equation (3.34).

While it is clear that a flowline model is a poor approximation in the downstream

part of the model geometry wheie ice Aoav is largely influenced by the topography
in three dimensions, it is likelv to be a good approximation in the upper part of

the glacier. However also in this range a horizontal stretching perpendicular to the

main ice Aoav has been measured, which should be kept in mind in interpreting the

model results.

5.1.1 Reference model

All model results will be compared to a reference model rim. which was conducted

with a fixed température of -13° C throughout the glacier and a uniform density

profile (which is a smoothed Aversion of the density profile of core B95-1 and applies at

all boreholes except B95-2, sec. 2 5). The stress boundary condition at the crevasse

was paraxnetexized with hc - 20 m (i.e. 20 m crevasse depth) and Ä; = A^ =

1 • 104Panx'. The bubble close off density was chosen to be pc =- 825 kg m-3

(Dt = 0.9) in the reference run, which is slightly above the value recommended fox-

arctic sites, as discussed in section 3.4.5. Fire Aoav law for firn (eq. 3.22) with the

parameterization gml (eq. (3.30) was used in the reference model run.

The finite element mesh of the reference model consists of 480 elements and 1535

nodes. Isoparametric quadrilateral elements with eight nodes and biquadratic in¬

terpolation functions have been used in all model runs. Strain rates and pressures

arc linearly interpolated, giving a good accuracy for the flow field considered. The

mesh together Avith meastued surface velocities and the location of three boreholes

is shown in Figure 5.1.
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5.1.2 Surface velocities

The velocities calculated with the reference model are plotted on several cross sec¬

tions in the lower part of Figure 5.3. A qualitative comparison Avith the velocities

measured at nine stakes on the glacier surface (sect. 2.3) shows a general good

agreement in the region between the boreholes. A noteworthy feature is the unusual

shape of the velocity profiles with a marked increase of the horizontal velocities near

the glacier surface. This is a consequence of the Ioav viscosity of the low density

firn layer. Also vertical velocities are enhanced by firn compaction. A quantitative

"""

0 100^~^ ""^"200
'

l~^X300~"^ 400

'-"-

Distance along flowline (m)

Fig. 5.3: Comparison of modeled surface velocities from the reference model run

with velocities measured at stakes. Absolute values of the modeled horizontal

(solid line) and vertical (dashed line) velocity are shown in the upper graph. Mea¬

surements are indicated with dots for the horizontal and triangles for the vertical

velocity component. The lower graph shows the flow field at the position of the

stakes. Note the unusual shape of the velocity profiles with an increase of hori¬

zontal velocities near the surface. This is an effect of the low viscosity of the firn

layer.

comparison of the modeled surface vefocities with those xneasxxred oxx stakes is shown

in the upper pari of Figure 5.3. Despite the good qualitative agreement previously
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noted, substantial deviations occur, especially towards the left margin of the model

where the influence of the unknown boundary condition is important. Vertical ve¬

locities are generally overestimated by the reference model at all stakes except those

located near the margins of the flow model. The value of the bubble close off density

and the formxxlation of the Aoav law are likely to influence this result.

5.1.3 Dating of ice cores

Ice cores from all three boreholes on the modeled flowline have becu investigated by

chemical methods. Derived age datings are used in this study to validate the flow

model. Definite datings were given for layers containing bomb tritium, as well as

for unique patterns of Sahara dust events (Wagcnbach and Geis, 1989; Döscher and

others, 1995; Gäggcler and others. 1997). Further layers were dated by matching
knOAvn volcanic eruptions and Sahara dust events to respective layers of high dust

concentration. An depth-age relation compliant with the flow model of Wagner

(1994) Avas established for the core B82-2 (Schäfer, 1995). Both cores drilled in 1995

(B95-1 and B95-2) are still under investigation. Core B95-2 has a well established

chronology doAvn to 40m depth, (pexs. communication L. Keck, Heidelberg). Two

different preliminary chronologies have been proposed for the deeper part of the core.

The dating given in Scholze (1998) is indicated bv dots in Figure 5.4, an alternative

dating is indicated by triangles. Also the dating for core B95-1 is still preliminary

(Scholze. 1998). These results, as manv others, were kindly made available by
D. Wagenbach axxd L. Keck (UnAersitv of Heidelberg, personal communications).

Flow lines starting at the boreholes Avere tracked back to the ice surface using a

Runge-Kutta method (sect. 4.4). The calculated ages from the reference model run

are plotted in Figure 5.4, together with the analytical datings mentioned above. A

very good agreement bctAveen measured and modeled ages is obtained for ice core

B82-2. The glacier surface and bedrock are almost parallel near this drill site, which

is located far from the model margins. Since the influence of the unknown boundary
conditions is small and the coie chionology is well established, it is best suited for

comparison.

The dating of core B95-1 is in reasonable agreement with the modeled ages. The

reference model also is capable to reproduce the correct depth-age relation in the

top 40m of core B95-2, beneath, it lavs between both proposed datings. Two

dating variants with altered close off densities are equally shown in Figure 5.4.

The chemical dating indicated Avith txiangles is reproduced with a relative close off

density of Dc = i. the one indicated bv dots with Dc - 0.85. No bubble close off

is taken into account at Dc — 1 so that the physically more appropriate values of

Dc = 0.85 to 0.9 should be preferred.

From all three datings shown in Figure 5.4 it may be concluded that the age of the

basal ice is some thousand veais. HoweA-er, it cannot be excluded that even older-

ice persists at the glacier base as a thin layer or in overdeepenings of the bedrock.
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Fig. 5 4- Comparison of the measured depth-age relation in three deep cores

with results from the flowline model The solid line indicates results from the

reference model run, black dots represent dated layers from chemical analyses.

The triangles in the leftmost plot are a alternative preliminary dating. Bedrock is

marked symbolically by a hatched area Datings from two model runs with altered

close off density are shown with a dashed line (Dc = 0.85) and a dash-dotted line

(D( = 1) The lower plot shows the same datings on a logarithmic time scale.

5.1.4 Diagnostic quantities

Seven diagnostic quaxititxes are established ixx oxdex to compare model runs with dif¬

ferent rheologies. boundan condxtions and state A'anables. Scaled root-meaix-square

(RMS) errors S\ (where X xefeis to the physical quantity under consideiation) arc

defined for the horizontal and vertical siuface A-elocities and the ages of several layers

in the ice cores. These quantities and the peiformance of the reference model were

discussed m the preceding sections.
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Velocity difference

The scaled root-mean-square error of the modeled horizontal velocities uf (? is the

index of the stake) to the measured values v[ is defined as

Ox
i

,?n\X 2

ndown
,_

/ X=l (X X j \ ,_

X —

^5-7^2 • X2)
E?=tO<

02

Since the velocities of the left half of the xnodel geometry are strongly influenced by
the boundary condition on the left margin, the markers are grouped and two distinct

quantities are formed. The leftmost five markers give A^own and the markers right
of 300 m are represented by SA1. Analogous definitions are used for the RMS error

of the vertical velocities, which are denoted by A,yp and S^own. Thus a total of foxxr

diagxxostic qxiantities arc obtained.

Age difference

The modeled and the chemically dated ages of layers in the ice cores, A and Ar,
are again compared using the RMS error defined by

(5.3)

where 7VC01P denotes the number of dated reference horizons in each individual core.

The designations S822. A9;51 and A^52 in Figures 5.5 through 5.12 coxxespond to the

calculated age differences of cores B82-1. B95-1 and B95-2, respectively. Three

additional diagnostic quantities are established by this equation.

Visualization

The diagnostic quantifies are visualized in multiple axes diagrams. The black area

in Figure 5.5 is indicative of the misfit beAveen model results and measurements.

As an example the results of the reference model run (leftmost diagram in Fig. 5.5)
are considered in detail. The horizontal surface velocities S*v and Afown are well

reproduced by the model. Since the vertical A-elocitics A"p show a poorer fit, the

black area interior of the coixneeting lines is larger on these axes. An alternative

dating of core B95-2 (triangles in Fxg. 5.4) is also indicated with white lines or a

gray area along the axis S952. Foi the model in the middle panel of Figure 5.5 the

misfit is particularly large and thus results in a large gray area along this axis.

5.1.5 Influence of model parameters

The reference model discussed in the previous sections gives a satisfactory agreement

for most quantities. Varying the close off density, as represented by the plots in

Figure 5.5, results in a slightly better agreement for a relative close off density of 0.85
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Flow law gml Dprof = COnSt Flow law. gml Dprof = COnSt Flow law gml D = const

Dc = 0.9 zc =20 m D = 0.85
c zo = 20 m Dc =1.0
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zc = 20 m

T =-13°C k = 0 1 bar/m T =-13°C k = 0 1 bar/m T = -13°C k = 0 1 bar/m
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Fig. 5.5: Comparison of measurements and model results with help of diagnostic

quantities. Relative root mean square values are plotted on each axis and are

represented by black areas All axes are scaled to tick intervals of 0.1 (dimensionless
units) .

The gray areas and white lines refer to the alternative dating of borehole

B95-2 (triangles in Figure 5 4) Relative close-off densities Dc are varied from

0.85 (middle) to 1.0 (right) The reference model is represented by the leftmost

diagram.

than in the reference model. NAgiectmg the effects of bubble close off (Dc = 1.0),
on the other hand, results in a poor fit (right panel).

The crevasse depth is likely to influence the velocities and thciefore the core dat¬

ing in the left (downstream) part of the glacier. Indeed Figure 5.6 supports this

assumption, but shows that a deeper crevasse also leads to deviations in all quan¬

tities. At the same time the alternatAe dating of core B95-2 is in good agreement

with the model.

Flow law gml D = const Flow law gml

Dc = 0 9 Zc = 20 m Dc = 0 9

T =-13°C k =0 1 bar/m T =-13°C

D
,
= const

prof

z =30 m
c

k =01 bar/m

Flow law gml

Dc =09

T =-13°C

D
,
= const

prof

z =40 m
0

k = 0 1 bar/m

s up

c up g down

gup

o up g down

Fig. 5 6" Influence of a variation of crevasse depth zc form 20 to 40xn on the flow

field for a density profile kept constant along the flow line.
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The prescribed density distribution has a major effect on the Aoav field. All re¬

sults discussed up to here were calculated with an average density profile which was

kept constant aloxxg the flowline. A more realistic density profile is obtained by in¬

terpolation and extrapolation of the profiles measured in both boreholes (sect. 2.5).
In the region between the holes the densities are linearly interpolated with the re¬

spective ice thickness as interpolation parameter. On the upstream side of borehole

B95-1 and on the doAvnstream side of borehole B95-2 the densities are further ex¬

trapolated with the same gradient as betAveen the boreholes. To avoid unrealistic

density profiles, they are kept constant as soon as the ice thickness is less than 50 m

or exceeds L20m.

Flow law. gm1 Dprof =var Flow law. gml Dprof =var Flow law gml Dpmf=var
D = 0.9 z = 20 m D = o 9 z = 30 m D„ = o 9 z„ = 40 m

c c o C o C

T =-13°C k =0 1 bar/m T =-13°C k = 01 bar/m T =-13°C k = 01 bar/m

down q up q down g up g
down g up

Fig. 5.7: Influence of the crevasse depth zc form 20 to 40 m with a spatially varying

density profile

It is interesting to observe that prescribing a realistic, spatially varying density

profile results in a poorer agreement betAveen measured and modeled velocities.

Especially vertical velocities are overestimated in the doAvnstream part of the glacier,
whereas the core datings of B95-1 and the alternative dating (triangles in Fig. 5.4)
of B95-1 are well reproduced.

In all models discussed so far the firn temperature was kept constant at a value

of —13° C. Prescribing the measured tempcratuies results in Figure 5.8. Also plots

analogous to those of Figure 5.7 are shown in Figure 5 9. Only little differences

occur, which is explained by the fact that the viscosity changes by only 10% in the

temperature range encountered.

The velocitv fields obtained with different flow laws aie expected to differ strongly.
In Figure 5.JO results obtained Avith Glen's flow law for incompressible ice are com¬

pared to those obtained for compressible firn. Tavo values of the power laAV exponent

in Glen's Aoav law are used, namely the eom^entional value n = 3 and the value

n = 1.5 which was found to be best suited for the Aoav model of Colle Gnifetti

(Wagner, 1996). The parameter A (resp. A in the usual notation) in Glen's flow law

has to be multiplied with a factor /, = 5 and 7.5. winch is chosen to minimize the

errors. A densitv distribution was pi escribed for the calculation of the gravitational

body force.
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Fig. 5.8: Variation of the density model and the firn temperature.
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Fig. 5.9: Variation of the crevasse depth zc form 20 to 40 m for realistic distribu¬

tions of temperature and density.

Therefore the density dependent parameters of equation (3.22) were set to a{D) — J

and b(D) -= 0 (eq. 3AI),

The models results calculated with Glen's flow laAv sIioav a surprising agreement for

the lower part of the glacier Avhen densities and temperatures are kept constant.

Like Wagner (1996) noted, also here n — 1.5 gives the best results. However intro¬

ducing the spatially varying density model results in a somewhat poorer agreement

(Fig. 5.11. right panel).

Changing the density-dependence of the parameterizations of the flow law for firn

also results in large differences. LAing the third equation of the parameterization

(3.30) at relative densities loAver than D - 0.5 gives the results indicated with

gmlx in Figure 5.12. The difference gets even larger if the final stage formulas

(eqs. 3.24, 3.19) are used at all densities, referenced Avith sm in the Figure. Since

this parameterization deviates not too much from Glen's Aoav law, the results are

similar to those shown in Figure 5.11 (right panel). A noteworthy difference is the
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Fig. 5.10: Variation of the flow law at a crevasse depth zc of 20 m. The right plots

are modeled with Glen's flow law and » = 3 and n
~ 1.5, respectively.

Flow law: glen Dvof=varFlow law: gml Dprof=var Flow law: glen DDro(=var
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Fig. 5.11: Variation of the flow law at a crevasse depth zc of 30m and realistic

temperature and density distribution. The right plots are modeled with Glen's flow

law with n -- 3 and n = 1.5, respectively

value of the flow law parameters which are n — 1.5 and tGi0n — Ao for Glen's flow

law, bxxt are n = 3 and the usual rate factor for the Aoav law sm.

5.1.6 Borehole deformation

Measurements of the deformation of borehole B95-2 haAre been discussed in section

2.9.3. Readings of Ave inclinometers shoAvecl an increase of total tilt with time.

Ideally the modeled Aoav field would induce a stretching axxd rotation of the ice

which complies Avith the measured A-alues. The modeled Aoav field is therefore used

as an input for calculating synthetic tilt angles Avrth a procedure similar to the one

described by Gudmundsson et al. (1998).
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Fig. 5.12: Three versions of the firn flow law at crevasse depths zc of 30 m and

realistic temperature and density distributions.

The initial azimuth angle Avith respect to magnetic north is unknown. For the

purpose of the model evaluation it is assumed that it points in the flow direction,
i.e. in the plane of the Aoav line model. No large errors are induced by this assumption
sixxce the tilt sensors were installed only 424 days after completion of the borehole,

so that substantial déformatiou has already occurred.

The modeled shape of the borehole after 590. 780 and 868 days after drilling as

Avell as modeled tilt angles resulting from the reference model are shown in Figure
5.13. Maximum modeled inclinometer tilt angles never exceed 2.5° at the beginning
of the measurements and increase lo 4.5°. An interesting feature is that borehole

tilt increases upward from bedrock. This is due to the model geometry and to the

different densitv dependent viscosity. Also the large inclination near the surface is

an effect of density dependent firn viscosity.

5.1.7 Fini density

The firn density Avas calculated Avith the coupled model described in section 4.6.

Results for all three boreholes on the modeled Aoav line are shoAvn in Figure 5.15.

The effect of the close off density is clearly apparent. as the modeled basal density

closely matches the measured values for a close off density of D( = 0.85 (solid lines).
Setting Dc — 0.9 (dashed lines) results in somewhat too high densities near the base.

The general good agreement is axx effect of the exponential Aviation of compactive

viscosity with density in the floAv lave parametcrizatioxx gml (eq. 3.30). Omitting
this strong variation by using the final stage1 formulas (eqs. 3.24, 3.19) also at low

densities results in the dashed-dottcd curve of Figme 5.15. which gives much too low

densities in the upper 30m of the glacier. Thus realistic density profiles can only
be obtained bv an intermediate stage model, such as the Aoav law parameterizations

gml or gm2 (sect. 3.4.3).

The modeled density profiles excellently match the measured profile in borehole

B95-2, but give too high densities for the shalloAver boreholes. This is presumably a
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Fig. 5.13: The left panel shows the deformation of borehole B95-2 evaluated with

the reference flow model. Numbers near the curves indicate the time in days after

completion of the borehole. Thick lines show the shape of the borehole when

measurements are available while dots indicate the position of the tilt sensors.

Model surface and bedrock are plotted with a greatly exaggerated horizontal scale.

The right panel shows the respective tilt angles of the borehole after 590, 780 and

868 days. Again the position of tilt sensors is indicated with dots. Note that the

tilt angles between 5 and 20m above bedrock are larger than at the lowest tilt

meter.

consequence of the divergent ice flux on the upper part of the Aoav line, which can be

inferred from surface velocity measurements (Fig. 2.2). Horizontal flow divergence

results in lower conipactioxx rates and thus in lower Arn densities. It therefore is

expected that the model in three dimensions will give more realistic density proAles.
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Fig. 5 14- Modeled inclinometer tilt angles from the reference flow model after
590, 780 and 868 days of deformation Thick lines indicate the tilt angles under
the assumption of a initial azimuth in flowline direction, thin lines indicate an initial
azimuth of 45° with respect to the flowline Measured initial tilt was prescribed.
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Fig. 5 15: Modeled density profiles in all three boreholes on the flowline. The thick

solid line indicates measured densities, the thin solid line is the result for a relative

close off density of D( = 0.85, whereas the dashed line is for Dc — 0.9 The dash-

dotted line was calculated with the flow law parameterization sm (eq (3.24)).
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5.2 Three-dimensional flow model

The three-dimensional flow model of Colle Gnifetti is based on digital terrain models

of the surface and the bedrock (sect. 2.2 and 2.6.3). Average measured temperature

and density profiles were initially prescribed (sect. 2.5 and 2.7.2) and densities were

calculated with a coupled model.

5.2.1 Mesh generation

The mesh of the three-dimensional Aoav model was generated in multiple steps.

First, a one layer three-dimensional mesh with the desired element divisions in the

horizontal plane was created interactively, using the pre-processor of MENTAT. This

mesh then was rotated to approximately fit the outline of the model geometry. By

tying the boundary nodes to the outline and after several mesh relaxation steps, a

regular mesh with minimum element distortions Avas obtained (Figure 5.16). Next,

the surface and the bed nodes veerc shifted at their respective altitudes, leaving

their position in the horizontal direction unchanged. The surface elevations were

calculated from an interpolated digital terrain model (sect. 2.2), evaluated at each

node position on the horizontal plane. The same procedure was applied to the bed

nodes, their altitudes being based on a terrain model of the bedrock, derived from

radar soundings (sect. 2.6.1). The mesh, still consisting of one layer of elements,

was in a last step refined by subdividing all elements in the vertical direction. The

vertical spacing of the elements Avas chosen uniformly, which seems a reasonable

choice considering the large density gradients in the upper half of the glacier and

the strong variation of shear strain rate near the bed.

This mesh generation procedure, requiring some "hand work' during the generation
of a reasonable horizontal spacing, proved to provide good meshes. The xxsc of fully

automated mesh generation algorithms often has the drawback of being a 'black

box' and requiring much more time to generate a satisfactory mesh. At least for a

small number of meshes with relatively simple outlines, the procedure described is

the method of choice.

The mesh used for most calculations consisted of 25 x 20 x 5 = 2500 elements

and 12276 nodes, corresponding to an average element size of 20 m. Twenty xxode

isoparametxic hexahedral brick elements with triquadratic interpolation were used,

therefore displacements are interpolated quadratically and stresses are linearly rep¬

resented. The stiffness of these elements is formed using a 27-point Gaussian in¬

tegration. In the model description, the use of the total Lagrangian and the finite

strain formulation was im'oked (MARC, 1994: ZienkieAvicz and Taylor, 1989).

5.2.2 Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions of the three dimensional Aoav model are basically the same

as for the flowline model (sect. 5). Basal A'elocities are set to zero since the glacier is

frozen to its bed, and the glacier surface is stress fiee. On the ice cliff on the north
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Fig. 5.16 Projection of the finite element mesh of Colle Gnifetti on a horizontal

plane The geometry of the mesh is based on digital terrain models of the glacier
surface and the glacier bed. The grid consists of 25 x 20 x 5 = 2500 elements and

12276 nodes. The boundary where the crevasse parameterization applies is shown

with a gray area, all other boundaries are stress free.

eastern side of Colle Gnifetti as A\ell as at the southern part of the western margin,
the free boundary condition is appropriate to represent the ice cliffs. Also both

bergschrunds at Zumsteinspitze and Punta Gnifetti were kept stress free, however,
their depth is xrot known. The same problem as ixx the flowline model arises in the

outflow towards Gxeixzgletschex at the deep crc\rasse of undetermined depth. The

stress boundary condition Avas parameteiized Avith equation (5.1), a crevasse depth
of 60 m and a hoiizontal stiess giadient of I • 10l Pa m~3 (Fig. 5.2)).

5.2.3 Model parameters

The three-dimensional Aoav model was xun Avith the Aoav laAV parameters discussed in

sectioxx 3.3.1. The i elative bubble close of density Avas set to Dc — 0.85 in most model

runs. The same mean temperature profile (sect. 2.7 2) Avas assumed throughout the

glacier. This is justified m the eastern part where hoiizontal variation in temperature

is too small to affect the firn viscosity. In the slope towards Zumsteinspitze this

assumption is not \-alid, but it is not known Avhethex the neai-surface temperatures

measured in this south exposed slope are good indications for the temperatures at

depth (Haebeili and Alean. 1985).
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5.2.4 Surface velocities

Surface velocities calculated with the flow model are compared to velocities mea¬

sured at stakes in Figure 5.17. The measured surface velocities (sect. 2.3) are accu¬

rately obtained in the south-eastern part of the glacier in the slope towards Punta

Gnifetti. Large deviations from measured velocities are observed in the outfloAv to

Grenzgletscher, where a big crevasse lea\7es some ambiguity in the boundary con¬

dition. While a crevasse depth of hc - 30m gave a reasonable agreement in the

flowline model (sect. 5.1.2), this is obviously not the case Avhen the full geometry
in three dimensions is taken into account. From the lower Figure 5.17 we see that

changing the crevasse depth to 60 m results in a good agreement for the absolute

value of the velocities, but the Aoav direction obtained is still different from the

measurements.

Both velocity fields giA^c a completely unrealistic Aoav Aeld on the northern half of

the ice cliff below Zumsteinspitze. The location of the flow dynamic saddle point
of the model is shifted to the West with respect to the saddle point obtained from

measurements. A closer inspection of the model results reveals that exceedingly high
ice flow occurs over the ice cliff. Indeed an ice thickness of 90 m (Fig. 2.10) near the

ice cliff seems unrealistic and the bed topography used in this region is presumably
inaccurate. This part of the glacier bed is based oxi two radar profiles (waa and

wpp in Fig. 2.5) and oxx some boundary points derived from aerial photographs
(Wagner, 1996). To circumvent the problems posed with this obviously unrealistic

bed topography, a neAV set of points on the boundary was estimated, based on

views from aerial photographs and intuition. The resulting alternative glacier bed

topography, which is still compliant Avith the radar measurements, is shown in Figure
5.18. Obviously additional measurements are needed for a satisfactory bedrock

geometry in this part of the glacier.

The surface A'elocitics resulting from the Aoav model based on the alternative bed

topography axxd the same model assumptions as above are shoAvrx in Figure 5.19.

The overall agreement is veiw good, especially upstream of the ice core locations.

The most important difference for dating the ice cores is the position of the saddle

point where horizontal velocities vanish. The xxxodelecl saddle poixit is soxne 50 xn to

the North-East of the measured location. Since the horizontal advection is much

smaller near the saddle point, this could considerably influence the dating of cores

B77 and B82-1.

5.2.5 Firn densification model

The firn densification was calculated on the same model grid Avith an altered finite

element heat transfer code, including streamline-upwind Petrov-Galerkin Aveighting
(SUPG). As model input the A-elocity field from the Aoav model was used, together
with a constant density of 410kgm~~^ [D = 0.15) as surface boundary condition

(sect. 4.6). Starting from axx approximate initial density distribution, the flow model

and the densification model were run itérât ivelv. Due to the slow convergence rate

of the fixed point iteration, some 200 steps were necessary until convergence was
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Fig. 5 19 Surface velocities from the 3D model with the alternative model geom¬

etry shown in Figure 5.18 and a crevasse depth of 60m.

obtained. The solution of the fully coupled system in three dimensions is therefore

very restricted by the enormous computation times.

The resulting densities are compared to smoothed measured density profiles in Figure
5.20. The agreement for a relative close off density Dc = 0.85 (solid line) is very

good for all cores except for B82-1. where the measured constant density below

50 m seems unrealistic. The modeled densities are higher than the measured values

near the bottom fox a relative close off densitv of 0.9 (dashed line). A mismatch

betwcexx the meastued and modeled densities of the cores B82-2 and B95-1 has been

noted in the discussion of the fioAvline model (sect. 5.1.7). This Avas interpreted to

be an effect of extexxdixig Aoav peipendiculai to the main Aoav direction, which is

not taken into account in the AoAvline model. Both clexxsitv profiles closely match

the measured ones in the 3D-modcl. Avhich accurately reproduces the flow field near

these boreholes.

All measured clexxsitv profiles are bent towards lower A-alues between 20 to 30m

depth. This feature cannot be reproduced by the model which is based on the

assumption of a steady state, indicating either an incoirect firn rheology or a climatic

signal. The densitv anomaly occurs at different densities in different cores, but

corresponds to the time spaxx betAA'eeix f 940 and 1950. We therefore presume that this

anomaly is due to some climatic effect, most pxobablv a A-ariation ixx accumulation

rate or surface eixerev balance.
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5.2.6 Dating of ice cores

Large seasonal variations in accumulation and Avind erosion lender it difficult to

date ice cores fiom Colle Gnifetti by counting annual layers. Reference datings have

been deiived foi laveis contammg bomb tritium, as well as for unique patterns of

Sahara dust CArcnts (Wagenbach and Geis. 1989: Döschei et al., 1995; Gäggeler and

others, 1997). Other laveis luwe been dated by matching known volcanic erup¬

tions and Sahara dust events to layers of high acid or dust concentration. Datings
have beeix gxven iox all four deep coxes and tAAro cores not reachixrg bedrock, namely
B76 and B77 (Schottciei and others. 1981). Depth-age relations compliant with

the three-dimensional Ao\a model of Wagner (1996) haA^e been established for the

cores 82-1 (blue toxe. data hour Doschex et al. 1995. Doschcr and others, 1996;

Gäggeler and others. 1997: pers comm M. Schwikovcski. 1998: pers. comm. A. Dael-
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lenbach; SchAvikowski and others, 1999b) and B82-2 (Schäfer, 1995). Preliminary
datings have been accomplished for the recently drilled cores B95-1 and B95-2

(pers. comm. L. Keck, 1999). All dated layers are indicated with dots in Figure
5.21.

Glacier Aow models provide independent constraints on the dating of the cores.

Depth-age relations Avere calculated by back-tracking modeled Aoav lines starting
at the boreholes. This Avas accomplished using a Rungc-Kutta method and inter¬

polating the A'clocities with the element shape functions. The depth-age relations

calculated with the three-dimensional Aoav model are presented in Figure 5.21. The

agreement with chemically dated layers is good with exception of core B82-1. This

drill site is located close to the saddle point where horizontal surface velocities van¬

ish. The depth-age relation thus depends critically on the precise local density and

velocity field. Several inaccuracies in the model input, mentioned in the discussion

of the velocity field, influence the saddle point position and thus the dating of this

core. To exploit this effect, the depth-age relation from a nearby location close to

the modeled saddle point is shown with a thin solid line in Figure 5.21. A better

agreement is obtained near the surface, however the difference is still large below

60 m depth. Possibly the saddle point Avas not at the same location in the past
which woxxld further complicate the dating of the core B82-1.

The other cores have been drilled in locations where the surface velocities are well

reproduced by the model. The good agreement of modeled ages Avith the dated layers
allows to continue the dating down to the glacier bed (Fig. 5.21). The maximum

modeled age of the ice some meters aboA*e the glacier bed is betAveen 2000 and 3000

years. However, the model geometry and the boundary conditions are not accurate

enough to calculate the age of the ice close to the glacier bed.

Basal ice

The age of the basal ice cannot be predicted Avith the Aoav models discussed above.

The bedrock topography is not known in sufficient detail to model flow disturbances

caused by small scale bedrock undulations. These could lead to disturbed isochrones

or folds, and old ice could be trapped in overdeepenings by Aoav separation (Grid-
mundsson, 1997).

Transient effects of an e\*olving glacier geomctiw. changing accumulation rates and

ice temperatures Avere not taken into account in the models Avhich are based on

steady conditions. The bubble close off density is temperature dependent (Mar¬
tinerie, 1991) and Avould thus be affected by changes of englacial temperature. In

the discussion of Figure 5.4 Ave found a strong dependence of the age of basal ice on

the close off densitv. This implies that colder Arn temperatures ixx the past Avould

have increased the close off clexxsitv and Avould therefore induce slightly younger
basal ice. A counteracting effect was detected by Gäggeler and others (1997) who

found that air gets isolated from the atmosphere by ice layers at densities about

700 kg m-3. This would lead to higher air pressures at bubble close off, a lower

effective close off density and older basal ice.
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Fig. 5.21: Datings of six deep cores by chemical methods are shown with dots,

those calculated with the three-dimensional flow model are drawn with thick solid

lines. The thin solid in the plot of borehole B82-1 is from location close to the

modeled saddle point. The depth of the bedrock is indicated with a hatched area.

In both the borehole closure and the borehole inclination experiments we observed

an enhanced deformation of the basal ice, which is likely to be caused by special

rheological. properties. This conclusion is corroborated by recent investigations on

ice core samples (pers. comm. L. Keck, 1999).

5.2.7 Source regions

By back-tracking modeled Aoav lines starting at the core locations, the source regions
of the ice can be determined. According to Figure 5.22 the cores B82-2 and B95-2

are located oix the same (surficial) Aowline, whereas B95-1 is 20 m to the east. In

contrast to the results published so far (Haeberli and others, 1988; Wagner, 1996) the

floAvlines passing 2.5 m above bedrock at the drill sites do not necessarily originate
from the bergschrund beneath Punta Gnifetti (right lower corner in Fig. 5.22).
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difference is due to the compressibility accounted for in the flow model, which allows

for densifying of the ice even at the base, where the relative density is 0.98.

Fig. 5.22: Source regions of the ice in the cores calculated with the 3D model.

Black dots indicate the source point at the surface of the ice particles in 2.5, 7.5,

12.5, 17.5m, ...
distance above the glacier bed. Corresponding flow lines are

drawn with thin lines.

Another important difference to the results from the 3D-Model of Wagner (1996) is

that flow velocities in the saddle area sIioav no azimuth change Avith depth in the

model with firn Aoav law. A comparison with a model run for D = L (Glen's flow

law) revealed that this is due to the Arn rheology. Horizontal stresses are diminished

at Ioav dexxsities accordixrg to equation (4.16). which alloAvs the firn layer to comply
with the flow of the basal ice. An exception to this is apparent at large accumulation

rates and high siuface velocities at drill site B95-2.

In the saddle area betAveen boreholes B77 and B82-1 a mismatch of the modeled

and measured saddle point is evident. While one aatou1c! expect that the ice flows

from the saddle center toAvards B77 the model predicts the contrary. As previously
discussed this difference is due to inaccurate model input, mainly the poorly deter¬

mined bedrock topography north-east of the saddle point. This observation explains
part of the mismatch of the modeled and measured depth-age relations in core B82-1

(Fig. 5.21), as in reality the floAvline towards to this drill site Avould pass close to

the saddle poixxt. Sixxce horizontal A'clocities are small ixx the saddle center, so are

the submergence A'clocities. This reduced accumulation would lead to considerably
older ice. which was observed by chemical analyses of the core (Fig. 5.21).
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5.2.8 Discussion

All results from the three-dimensional flow model of Colle Gnifetti are in very good
agreement with measurements on the south-eastern part. The complex glacier ge¬

ometry requires a model of this complexity to obtain reliable results. The flow line

model described in sectioxx 5.1 gave surprisingly accurate solutions for the surface

velocities and the dating of the ice cores wdien density profiles were prescribed, but

failed calculating the correct firn density profiles. Sixxce the plane flow condition,
which is an assumption of the AoAvline model, is not fulfilled in this case, results

from such simpler models should be regarded with due caution.

The Aoav Aeld of the north-western part as well as the dating of the cores in the saddle

(especially core B82-1) reveal the shortcomings of the 3D-inodel. These are mainly
due to an inaccurate model input. Neither the bedrock topography nor the englacial
temperatures are known in the slope towards Zumsteinspitze, and the ice thickness

near the north-eastern ice cliff is undetermined. Also the boundary condition on the

outflow to Grenzgletscher should be accurately prescribed. An improved flow model

relies on a better knowledge of these model input quantities.

The flow law of cold firn Avith parameterization gml (cqs. 3.22 and 3.30) proves to

be very suitable to understand and model the flow behaviour of firn covered cold

glaciers where firn compaction cannot be neglected. Deriving constraints on the age

of ice in cores from small glaciers is greatly facilitated Avith the 3D-model described

above. Nevertheless, the effects of small bediock undulations and possible altered

rheological properties of the basal ice still leave uncertainties in the dating of the

lowest part of the cores.

The floAv model presented in this sectioxx could be improved in several ways. The

main limitatioxx is the coupling of the density evolution model to the flow model,
which requires an iterative procedure and thus prohibitively long computation times.

This could be improved by en her coupling the models into some efficient optimiza¬
tion scheme (for example the one discussed in sect. 4.6.1) or implementing the full

equation system into one FE-solver (e.g. FEMTOOL). A full thermomechnical model

for cold fiin covered glaciers can be easily achieved by including a heat flow model

(sect. 5.3) in the fixed point iteiation.
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5.3 Heat flow model

The englacial temperatures arc modeled solving the heat diffusion-advertion equa¬

tion (last of eq. (3.1); Malvern, 1969; Hutter, 1983)

pet0! + vVT J = V(A-VT) + Q (5.4)

with the source term being the dissipathre heat production Q — tr (ere). Steady state

and transient situations are modeled Avith the heat tiansfcr code of MARC, Avhich

includes a streamline-upwind Petrov-Galcrkin (SUPG) weighting (Zienkiewicz and

Taylor, 1989; MARC, 1997). The velocity field and the source term arc calculated

from results of the reference run of the mechanical analysis. Eight node isoparamet¬
ric quadratic heat transfer elements are used. The grid of the glacier is the same as

in the mechanical Aoav line model (sect. 5.1). This geometry is enlarged to include

the whole massif of Monte Rosa and reaches down to sea level (Fig. 5.23).

Fig. 5 23' The model geometry and the applied boundary conditions of the heat

flow model. The right panel is an enlarged view of the upper part of the model.

The shaded area annotated 'Glacier' identifies the flow model geometry and thus

the part of the model where advection is operative. Flow velocities are taken from

the mechanical model shown in Figure 5.1.

The specific heat capacity C and the thermal conductivity k of firn are both den¬

sity and temperature dependent and are appropriately parameterized (appendix C).
Since there is no way to deteimine from the measuied data which formula should be

preferred, the average of the conductivities calculated Avith both formulas is used.

These values are slightly higher than those given in Sturm and others (1997) but

arc still within their confidence interval.

The thermal properties of the undexlaviixg rock axe xxot known. Thermal conduc¬

tivities of gneiss show large vaiiations. mainh due to anisotropv and are usually
in the range 2.6 to 3.2Wm-lK~1 (Busslinger, 1998). A thermal conductivity of
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gneiss containing frozen water of 3.2Wm"1K"1 was used by Wegmann (1998) for

a similar study. Results obtained with both extreme values will be compared. Since

the upper 1000 m (at least) of Monte Rosa are in permafrost conditions, the latter

value is mainly adopted for this study. The volumetric heat capacity is assumed to

be 2063kJiX3IX1 (Wegmann. 1998).

Glacier surface temperatures are set to a constant value of — L4° C Avhich Avas about

the measured 10 meter temperature in the southern part of Colic Gnifetti in 1985

(Haeberli and Funk. 1991). Thermal boundary conditions are chosen according
to Wegmann (1998, p. 102) on the south face of Monte Rosa, namely a surface

temperature depending on altit tide z of Xsuh (z) = 13.0° C — z-0.0045° Cm-1 (anearly
identical parameterization was given bv Rybach and Pfistcr (1994) for the south side

of the Alps). No horizontal heat fluxes are admitted on the left boundary and on

the lower half of the right boundary of the model geometry (q = 0 in Fig. 5.23). A

vertical heat flux of 70mWm~2 (Medici and Rybach. 1995) was initially prescribed
at sea level (lower model boundary).

5.3.1 Steady state model

The steady state temperature distribution calculated Avith these assumptions is

shown in Figure 5.24. A reasonable agreement with the measured temperatures

(sect. 2.7) is obtained for the lower part of borehole B95-2. The temperature gra¬

dients in the bottom part of both boreholes are accurately reproduced by setting
the basal heat flux at sea level to a value of q < 20 mW nX2 (solid line in left panel
of Fig. 5.24). This surprisingly Ioav A-alue may be an effect of several processes and

must therefore not be taken literally. In fact the Avhole complexity of the three

dimensional geometry, the geology, evexxtual effects of hydraulic active systems and

radiative heat sources stronglv influence the heat fluxes in the alpine massifs (Bus-
slingcr, 1998). Additionally the effects of latent heat have to be taken into account

near the rock surface and at the permafrost base, which is estimated to be at least

1000 m below the glacier. One might speculate that a thawing permafrost base con¬

sumes a large part of the geothermal heat flux. This will be further investigated in

section 5.3.3 for a transient heat Aoav model. For the purpose of firn temperature

modeling the \-eitical heat Aux at sea level Avili be set to OmW m
2 in this and the

next section.

Despite the good agreement of the heat flxxxes at the glacier base the modeled tem¬

peratures in borehole B95-1 are higher than the xneasxxred values. This is due to the

assumption of a spatially constant surface temperatuie. A decrease of surface tem¬

peratures in the steep slope tOAvards Punta Gnifetti is piaxxsible due to reduced solar

radiation caused by a shading effect. Hence a hoiizontal gradient of the surface firn

temperature of —0.02 K ix1 is prescribed from the center between the boreholes (at
coordinate 300 m in Figure 5.23) in the upstream direction towards the top of Punta

Gnifetti. The steady state temperature profiles calculated Avith this assumption arc

shown in Figure 5.25.

The heat fluxes at the glacier base are affected bv the free south-east and north-east

faces of Monte Rosa. Borehole B95-1 which is closer to the south-east face shows
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Fig. 5.24: Modeled steady state temperature profiles for a spatially uniform surface

temperature of —14° C Two values for the heat flux Q at sea level are compared.
The thermal conductivity of the bedrock is varied from 2.6 W m_iK_L (left panel)
to 3.2Win-1 IX1 (right panel)

-14.0 -13.5 -13.0 -12 5 -12 0 -14 0 -13 5 -13.0 -12 5 -12.0

Temperature (°C) Temperature (°C)

Fig. 5 25. Modeled steady state temperature profiles with a spatial surface tem¬

perature gradient upstream of the horizontal coordinate 300 m in Figure 5.23. The

thermal conductivity of the bedrock is varied from 2 6Wm_1K_1 (left panel) to

3.2Win-1 IX1 (right panel)

a tempéraiure gradient Avhich is enhanced by about 25% with respect to borehole

B95-2.

From Figure 5.25 it is evident that the lowei part of both temperature profiles
measured m 1996/97 are similar to a steady state. However the marked bend in the

temperature profiles cannot be explained with the assumption of temporally constant

surface temperatures. AAhich has already been discussed in section 2.7.3. While

the measured englacial temperature profiles could in principle be approximately
obtained with the respective choice of a surface temperature distribution and the

effects of advection. it seems more icasonable to employ a temperature history and

the simple spatial Arariation of the boundary condition introduced above.
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5.3.2 Transient model

All surface temperatures (Tsurf(£) and Tsud(t) in Figure 5.23) are varied according
to the difference of mean annual air temperature with respect to the secular mean

temperature (this is similar to the approach of Haeberli and Funk, 1991). The

prescribed temperature variation at the model surface is plotted in Figure 5.26.

Measured temperatures from Grand St. Bernau! (2479ma.s.l.) are used, starting
form 1850 (data fiom Schüepp. 1961 and from "Annalen der SMA". doubly smoothed
with a 9 year running mean). Foi the time span 800 to 1850 a schematic history is

employed, similar to the one used bv Wegmaxxn et al. (1998). Starting with a steady
state in the year 800 axxd including the medieval climatic optimum and the little ice

age. it roughly follows the history given by von Rudloff (1980).
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Fig. 5.26: The surface temperature variation prescribed in the transient model

runs. The right panel shows a closeup of the last part of the prescribed history.
The temperature curve is doubly smoothed over a 9 year period. Steady conditions

are assumed for the time prior to the year 800

Results from the transient model runs are shown in Figure 5.27. A general good
agreement betAA-een the modeled and the measured borehole temperatures is ob¬

tained. Obviously also here the modeled temperatures depend critically on the sur¬

face temperature distribution which might be varied to exactly match the measured

temperatuies. If constant siuface temperatuies of -13 5° C ox -13.7°C (depend¬
ing on the conductivity) are prescribed, the temperature profile in borehole B95-2

is exactly obtained while the temperatures of B95-1 are too high by about 0.6° C.

The results shown in Figure 5.27 have been obtained with a horizontal temperature

gradient of —0.005 Km"1 upstream of the center between the boreholes (i.e. starting
at 300 m in the model geometiv of Fig. 5.23).

Modeled Avarming xates evaluated at individual thermistors during 1996/97 are

shown in Table 5.1. These values are compared to the corresponding measured

warming rates discussed in section 2.7.2 (Fig. 2.12). Again a good agreement may

be observed, but the measured Avarming rates exceed the modeled values. This is

partly due to the effect that thermistors aie converted doAvmvard with the ice at
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Avarmer temperatures, leading to apparent higher warming rates. In interpreting
Table 5.1 it should also be reminded that the absolute measurement accuracy is of

the order 50 mK while the relative accuracy of each thermistor is estimated to be

better than 20 mK (sect. 2.7.1).
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B95-1 B95-2

Depth

[m]

meas.

[mK a""x]

model

[mK a^1]
Depth

[rn]

meas.

frnKa"1]

model

[mK a~] ]
17 18 26 26 70 36

28 65 22 46 29 21

36 39 16 66 15 8

42 14 13 80 5 4

49 28 9 90 8 2

56 21 6 96 0 1

61 -1 5 101 -1 1

Table 5 T Measured and modeled warming rates during one year (1996/97)
at individual thermistors in borehole B95-1 and B95-2. These values are not

corrected for ice flow

5.3.3 Effects of latent heat

A suspiciously low AxXieal heat Aux at sea level had to be set as boundary condition

of the heat Aoav model in ordei to reproduce the temperature gradients measured

at the base of the glacier. It Avas speculated in section 5.3.1 that this could be
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an effect of latent heat consumed by thawing permafrost. An iixvestigation of the

importance of latent heat requires the modeling of a very long time spaxx in order

to obtain the appropriate transient response. Obviously, starting the model ruxx at

steady conditions some 1200 years ago cannot reproduce the effects of permafrost

degradation, since a temperature change at the surface only penetrates some 100 m

during this period. Therefore starting Avith a steady state, the surface temperature

history for the last 20'000 years as shown in Figure 5.28 was prescribed, Avhich is a

somewhat simplified form of the history given by von Rudloff (1980).

The numerical model solves equation (5.4) with an additional term on the right
hand side taking into account the consumption and release of latent heat. This

was achieved by Introducing an appropriately enhanced specific heat capacity in

the temperature range between —0.5° C aixd 0° C. The implementation is the same

as described ixx Wegmann (1998) where it is explained in detail. The vertical heat

flux at sea level was set to its initial A'alue (sect. 5.3.1) of 70mWm-2 (Medici and

Rybach, 1995). A liquid content of 3 vol. % throughout the rock was taken as a

reasonable value to investigate the principal effects (Wegmann, 1998).
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Fig. 5.28: The long term surface temperature variation prescribed in the transient

model runs for the investigation of permafrost degradation. Steady state conditions

are assumed during the last ice age. The newer history is equal to the one shown

in Figure 5.26. Also two future scenarios are plotted In the right panel: steady

temperatures (dashed line) or a linear increase of 2° C during the next 100 years

(IPCC scenario, solid line).

The temperature field in 1996 modeled under these assumptions is shown in Figure
5.29. The calculated permafrost base (approximately the zero degree contour line) is

at axx altitude of roughly 3000 m a.s.l.. A sharp decrease of the temperature gradient
at the permafrost base is apparent. The influence of the south-eastern face (right
model boundary) oxx the temperature distribution results in dipping contour lines

in the uppermost part of the model (right panel of Fig. 5.29) as well as coxrtour

lines nearly parallel to the surface. The yoiixxger temperature history induces a

rather chaotic zoxxe in the contour plot of heat flux in Figure 5.30. The vertical heat

flux within the massif diminishes from 70mWm-2 at sea level to 20mWm~2 in
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Fig. 5.29: Contour lines of modeled temperatures from the transient model in¬

cluding the effects of latent heat at a moisture content of 3% in the rock. The

change in the vertical temperature gradient at an altitude of 3000m is an effect

of permafrost degradation. The right panel is an enlarged view of the upper part
of the model. The glacier geometry is indicated by a shaded area.
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Fig. 5.30' Contour lines of modeled vertical heat fluxes (in units of mWnX2)
from the transient model including the effects of latent heat. A moisture content

of 3% is assumed in the rock The decrease in vertical heat flux at an altitude

of 3000m is an effect of permafrost degradation. The right panel displays an

enlarged view of the upper part of the model The glacier geometry is indicated

by a shaded area.

the permafrost zone above 3000ma.s.l.. This is an effect of the long term climatic

conditions as can be concluded from Figure 5.31. The thawing permafrost base
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manifests its existence through the high gradients in vertical heat flux in the right
panel. Heat fluxes of a similar magnitude can also be obtained for dry rock, which

is plotted in Figure 5.32. Due to the absence of the phase transition the minimum

heat fluxes occur at a higher altitude of 3700 m a.s.l.. It is therefore impossible from

the measurements to decide Avhich effect is dominating. We conclude that the low

vertical heat flux is mainly an effect of paleoclimate.
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Fig. 5.31: Modeled temperatures and heat fluxes from the transient model includ¬

ing the effects of latent heat at five different times. The profiles are taken at

the horizontal coordinate 300m in Figures 5.29 and 5.30. In the right panel the

effects of a thawing permafrost base are clearly visible by the sharp decrease of the

vertical heat fluxes at an altitude of 3000m.

5.3.4 Discussion

The transient heat Aoav model is capable to reproduce measured temperature profiles
and warming rates in two boreholes on Colle Gnifetti. It has been shown that the

measured temperature profiles cannot be obtained with the assumption of a steady
state (except perhaps for a strange \-ariation of prescribed surface temperatures).
Both borehole temperature profiles exhibit the warming trend Avhich is observed

at the Grand St. Bernard meteorological station. This is mainly caxised by the

exceptionally high temperatures prevailixxg since 1980 (Fig. 5.26). A comparison of

the temperature profiles modeled for the past 20 years in Figure 5.33 shows that

they were near a steady state in 1982. This Avas also the conclusion of the modeling
study of Haeberli and Funk (1991) which interpreted the temperatures measured in

1983 in borehole B82-1. The bend in the profile can only be observed in the last

decade after it proceeded deep enough to leavre the range of annual variations (i.e.
beloAv 15m depth).

An important conclusion can be drawn from Figure 5.34 in which modeled englacial
temperatures at four depths are compared. E\'en at AAraiming rates of one degree per

too
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century the borehole tempeiatuie piofiles sIxoaa no mveision (i e the surface exhxbits

always the coldest temperatuies) Onlv for extremely fast and faxge temperature
increases a slight mveision can be obsexvcd 111 boiehole B95-2 m 1865 and 1950 (see
the enlarged Fig. 5 35). The stiongest waimmg occurred during the last 15 years

with a tempeiatuie mciease of 1 3° C Consequentfy the inversion of the temperature

profile encounteied m Figuie 5 27 is a vcrv recent effect and is likely to fade away

m the near future if the aaaiming txexxd stops
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5.3.5 Future evolution

The future evolution ol englacial tempeiaftires obAiously depends ctitically on the

thermal botindaiA conditions Undei the assumption of constant surface tempera¬
tures m the next 50 \eaxs. modeled tempeiatuie piofiles are shown m Figure 5 36

The bend towards Avaimei tempexatuies neai the surface fades out after some 30

years and both profiles tend to a steadA state A considexable basal warming of

nearly 0 35° C is piedicted fox boiehole B95-1 and 0 2° C for B95-2 Forcing the

surface with an IPCC scenaiio of a one degiee a\arming in the next 50 years (right
panel of Fig 5 28) englacial tempeiatmes aaouIcI mciease at a similar rate according
to Figuic 5.37 Fhe tempeiatuie minimum AAandcis downwards m borehole B95-2

which is caused by the strong Aeitical adAcction The basal Avaimmg during the
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next 50 years is predicted to be 0.5° C and 0.3° C, respectively.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and recommendations

for further research

6.1 Measurements

In situ measurements of the closure of a 100 m deep borehole on Colle Gnifetti

have been performed for more than a year. The observed variation Avith depth
of borehole closure rate is caused by the density dependent rheology of cold firn.

Borehole inclination has been meastued in the same borehole, providing additional

information on the deformation behaviour of cold fini under deviatoric stress states.

Exceptional deformation rates have been obseived in the lowest 3 m of the borehole.

These are attributable to Aoav irregularities caused by the unknown small scale

bedrock topography and the effect of special theological properties of the ice near

the bed. This conclusion is corroborated bv îecent investigations on ice core samples

(pers. comm. L. Keck).

Borehole temperatures have been logged in Aat» recently drilled boreholes down to

bedrock. A spatial variability of the temperature gradient at the glacier base has

been observed, which was shoAvn to be caused bv the influence of nearby rock walls

in a modeling study. Marked bends in the upper part of the temperature profiles and

warming rates at individual thermistors were detected. This feature, neArer observed

before in cold firn from the Alps, is interpreted to be a consequence of the warming
trend of the last decades. This interpretation is supported by results of a transient

heat floAv model.

The knoAvledge of the bed topography of Colle Gnifetti was improved by quasi
continuous ice thickness measurements Avith the radio echo method. The resulting
ice thickness map matches the depths of se\reral boreholes to within 2m. Internal

layers were detected which alloAv to draw conclusions on the spatial variability of

accumulation rates. By tracking reflecting layers, the age of the deposited ice can

be inferred from dated ice cores.

Surface velocities and accumulation rates were measured on 14 stakes along a flowline

providing additional data to ATalidate Aoav models. Strong spatial and temporal
variations of accumulation rates were found, confirming obseivations of previous
studies.
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6.2 Firn rheology

Cold firn is treated in terms of an isotropic, nonlinearly viscous, compressible, heat-

conducting fluid. Several flow laws derived for powder metallurgy applications are

considered. The flow law chiefly used in this study tends to Glen's flow law for

incompressible glacier ice at high densities (Sofronis and McMeeking. 1992; Duva and

Crow, 1992). A parameterization of this Aoav law at Ioav densities (Gagliardini and

Meyssonnier, 1997), proved to be A-ery accurate for the description of firn deformation

under different stress states, if the close off of air bubbles is taken into account.

An alternative formulation of the flow laAV (Kuhn and McMeeking, 1992) is presum¬

ably more appropriate at intermediate firn densities (i.e. below the bubble close off

density). Indeed, densification rates calculated with this flow law precisely match

a parameterization of the densification of cold firn (derived by Pimienta; cited in

Barnola and others. 1991). This observation could provide a parameterization of the

flow law at very Ioav firn densities, where no physically based material descriptions
are available.

Several analytical solutions for simple stress states and geometries are given which

provide insight into the special deformation behaviour of cold firn. These solutions

were used as benchmarks for the numerical models.

6.3 Numerical models

The firn flow law of Gagliardini and Meyssonnier (1997) was implemented in two

finite clement codes, namely FEMTOOL (developed at VAW) and MARC (com¬
mercial). (Additionally Glen's Aoav law for glacier ice was also implemented in

FEMTOOL.) Results for simple model geometries gave an excellent agreement with

analytic solutions. Numerical models of the closure of englacial ca\rities in the Green¬

land névé were used to test the Aoav law with field data obtained in a configuration
with a highly deviatoric stress state. The measured closure of the 100 m deep bore¬

hole Avas excellently reproduced Avhere relatAo firn densities exceed 0.8. Enhanced

closure rates aie predicted bv the model at lo\ATer densities, which could only par¬

tially be observed. Wc attribute this difference mainlv to ice layers altering the bulk

rheological properties of the firn neai the siuface.

A flow model along an approximate flow line of Colic Gnifetti Avas used to assess the

influence of several model parameters and formulations of the Aoav laws. Observed

surface A^elocities were appropriately reproduced by the model. Chemical datings
from three ice cores confirmed the Aoav model and a new dating of the ice near the

base was achicA-ed.

A three-dimensional flow model of Colle Gnifetti, based on the new bedrock topog¬

raphy, Avas implemented. Measured surface velocities and ages of chemically dated

layers are well reproduced bv the model using standard values of the Aoav law param¬

eters Co (resp. Ao) and n = 3. The fini densification problem Avas calculated in the

three dimensions, resulting in a good agreement with the measured density profiles
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at all six borehole locations. The source regions of the ice cores were obtained from

the model results and new bounds on the age of the ice near the base were derived.

Except for a probable thin basal layer of very old ice, the maximal modeled age is

2000 to 3000 years.

These model results shoAV that accurate modeling of a firn covered cold glacier can

be achieved if the compressibility and the special rheological properties of firn as

well as the air bubble close off are taken into account. Special emphasis should be

given to the small scale bedrock topogiaphy and to reasonable boundary conditions

at the model margins, Avhich aie ciitical for accurate Aoav models of such small, cold

mountain glaciers.

A two-dimensional heat Aoav model of the Monte Rosa massif, including ice advection

in the Colle Gnifetti glacier, Avas used to interpret the temperature profiles measured
in two boreholes. The density and temperature dependent heat conductivity and

heat capacity of firn, as well as possible phase transitions in the rock AArere taken into

account. The topographic effect of the strongly irradiated south face of Monte Rosa

was shown to produce the observed differences of temperature gradients at the base

of the glacier. A transient heat Aoav model was driven with the surface temperature

history of the last millennium, lesulting in an excellent agreement with measured

temperature profiles. The model results further prove that the observed bends in the

temperature profile are a recent effect and are caused by the exceptional warming
since 1980.

The results of the heat flow model discussed above rely on the assumption of a

nearly vanishing ATcxtical heat flux at sea IcatL A transient model driven with the

surface temperature history since the last ice age and a reasonable heat flux at sea

level revealed that this Ioav heat flux is caused bv the climate history. Including the

effects of latent heat in the bedrock (representing a thawing permafrost base) draw

down the permafrost base foim 3f00 to 2900ma.s.l but do not notably alter the

heat fluxes at the base of the glacier.

6.4 Recommendations for further research

An improved flow model of Colle Gnifetti relies mainly on an accurate bed topo¬

graphy. Near Zumsteinspitze and tOAvards the eastern ice cliff, additional ice thick¬

ness measurements are needed to clarify the ambiguities in the ice thickness map.

Evaluation of aerial photographs are mandatory to determine the bedrock altitude

at the eastern ice cliff. Additional firn temperature measurements from boreholes

reaching beloAV the zone of annual variation are needed, especially in the south ex¬

posed slopes towards Zumsteinspitze where large lateral variations are expected.
Further surface velocity measurements are required in this part of the glacier to

validate the flow model.

The flow model in three dimensions should be improA-ed bv a faster converging iter¬

ative procedure to calculate the densities, A heat Aoav model can easily be coupled
to the 3D-model as soon as reliable boundary conditions (surface temperatures) are

available. Transient calculations of firn temperatures and firn densification could be
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conveniently performed with FEMTOOL, avoiding major problems that the MARC

implementation poses. The implementation of flow laws of firn and ice during this

thesis lay the foundation for further use in glaciological studies. In combination

with the remeshing capabilities of FEMTOOL, modeling the evolution of a glacier
can be readily achieved.

The rheology of cold fun should be further investigated by analyzing the defor¬

mation of englacial cavities with help of numerical models based on the flow laws

discussed in this study. Emphasis should be given to the possibility of a non-steady
flow behaviour, which could lead to a misinterpretation of borehole closure data.

Accelerating closure rates can be observed with repeated measurements of the hole

diameter. Also the rheology of the basal ice of Colic Gnifetti deserves further in¬

vestigation. In situ measurements in deep boreholes as well as crystallographic and

rheological analyses in the laboratory are desirable.
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Part II

Experimental and Numerical

Investigation of a Polythermal Ice

Stream: a Case Study at

Jakobshavns Isbrae, West

Greenland
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Chapter 7

Introduction

The western coastal region of the Greenland ice sheet exhibits large areas Avith

temperate bed conditions where fast ice Aoav occurs. Especially in the Jakobshavn

basin, draining 6,5% of the Greenland ice sheet into Disko Bay, high mass fluxes

have been observed (Carbonell and Bauer. 1968; Fastook and others. 1995). Ice

flow is occasionally concentrated in regions of narrow lateral extent Avhere very fast

ice streams form. The fastest of these is Jakobshavns Isbras with a velocity of

about 7 km a~x at the calving front and an estimated calving flux of 25 — 28 km3 a^1

(Carbonell and Bauer. 1968; Lingle and others, 1981; Echelmeycr and Harrison,

1990; Echclmcyer and others. 1992).

An interesting implication of seA-eral modeling studies is that regions of high mass

fluxes would persist in West Greenland eAren in the absence of ice streams. Thermo-

mechanically coupled Aoav models m tveo and three dimensions revealed that a basal

layer of temperate ice forms in the coastal region as an effect of the geometry, the

surface temperature and the mass balance distribution alone (Budd and others,

1982; Funk and othcis. 1994: Grc\*e. 1997). This implies that the ice streams are

secondary features whose formation relies on the high mass fluxes and temperate

bed conditions which lead to bedrock erosion, thus stabilizing Aoav patterns and

channeling the flux into restricted areas.

Jakobshavn Tsbrae flows thiough a deeply eroded bedrock trough which extends

about 80 km inland of the calving front, as indicated in Figure 7.1 (Clarke and

Echelmeycr, 1996). Borehole measurements of englacial temperatures (Iken and

others, 1993) and a modeling stiufv (Funk and others. 1994) revealed, that a basal

layer of 200 to 400m thickness exists in the ice stream, which is 8 to 16% of the

local ice thickness of 2500 m. Thiough the temperature dependence of the viscosity,
this temperate layer deforms at high rates and contributes considerably to the high
observed suifacc velocities. Together with geometric effects of the convergent flow

into the ice stream, basal sliding or deformation of a sediment layer, this explains
the fast observed flow velocities.
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Fig. 7.1: Location of the drill sites on Jakobshavns Isbrae. The ice stream is

indicated with solid lines inland of Jakobshavns Isfjord The dotted frame around

the drill sites is shown enlarged in Figure 8 1

7.1 Goals of the study

Flow models of the temperate part of ice sheets rely on assumptions that arc often

based on observations on small alpine type glaciers, or on the central parts of ice

sheets. The applicability of concepts and quantities from such studies to the fast

flowing marginal areas of ice sheets is not a priori justified. In situ measurements

in boreholes to the glacier bed are presented in this study. The experimental data

are presented and analyzed witli conceptual models and with help of a Aoav model

including heat conduction and adA^ection. with a special emphasis on the correct

treatment of the transition surface betAveen the cold and the temperate zone. Fol¬

lowing quantities of relevance t o the dynamics of ice sheets and ice streams will be

discussed in this study:

• the englacial tenrpeiattire distribution.

• the thickness of the basal temperate layer.

• the water content of the ice at the cold-temperate transition surface (CTS),

• the value of the Clausius-Clapeyron constant,

• differences in vertical deformation history betAveen the ice sheet and the ice

stream drill sites,

• the ice deformation and its vaiiation Avith depth.

» the basal sliding velocity,
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• an approximate age-depth relation,

• the assumption of overburden pressure in the subglacial drainage system and

• hydrological constraints on the nature of the subglacial drainage system.

This study is a contribution to the ongoing research effort on the mechanisms of fast

floAv of Jakobshavns Isbrax It is a sequel to Iken and others (1993), further referenced

to as Paper 1, and Rink and others (1994), further referenced to as Paper 2.

7,2 Previous work

Since the first deep drilling campaign in 1988, when a deeply eroded bedrock trough
beneath Jakobshavns Isbrae was discovered with seismic measurements (Clarke and

Echelmeycr. 1996). a consistent picture of the mechanisms that lead to the fast flow

emerged.

Deep drilling in the ice stream center and at both margins some 50 km inland of the

calving front revealed a thick layer of temperate ice at the base of the ice stream

(Paper 1). The shape of the measured temperature profiles differed considerably
from the center to the marginal sites, indicating large diff'erences in the histories of

vertical deformation. The explanation proposed in Paper f was that the convergent
flow of the ice entering the bedrock trough leads to an enhanced vertical stretching
of the basal ice, compared to the OA'erall stretching required for continuity. A subse¬

quent modeling study (Paper 2) proved that a basal layer of temperate ice exists up
to some 100km from the coast in the ice sheet. Due to the large internal deforma¬

tion during the flow into the bedrock trough of the ice stream, the temperate layer
can reach up to 400 m or 16 % of the ice thickness of 2500 m at the ice stream drill

site. However, the precise form of the measured temperature profile could not be

reproduced with the model. This Avas assigned to the fact that the flowline model

cannot accurately account for the Aoav convergence during ice stream formation.

Borehole AA-ater IcatJs dropped considerably after bedrock was reached during drilling
at both ice stream margins. The AA-ater level variations were interpreted as indication

for a large subglacial channel at one drill site and for a linked cavity system or a

sediment layer at the other drill site (Paper 1). Despite this well developed sub-

glacial drainage system no seasonal variation in surface velocity could be detected

(Echelmeyer and Harrison. 1990). The conclusion was that the basal water system
is fed by meltwater from the glacier base and is only slightly affected by the seasonal

water input through large moulins or the occasional drainage of a surficial lake.
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Chapter 8

Field observations

8.1 The drill site

Two drill sites were carefully evaluated to provide field evidence complementary to

that from Paper 1 (Ikcn and others, 1993) and Paper 2 (Funk and others, 1994). To

obtain information on the ice sheet Aoav regime and for comparison with the results

from the ice stream sites, a drill site in the adjacent ice sheet was required. A good
water supply for drilling with hot AA'ater and sulficiently shallow ice to allow rapid
drilling and full instrumentation of the boreholes Avere further requirements. Based

on seismic soundings (Clarke and Echelmeyer, 1996) and radio echo data of the

Technical University of Denmaik. a suitable site located between two large lakes has

been chosen. Additional radio echo data from the University of Kansas confirmed

that the ice thickness at the envisaged drill site is about 850 m (pers. comm. S. Gogi-
neni). A drill site in the ice stream was chosen close to the drill site of 1989 in the

center of the ice stream.

The 1995 ice sheet drill site D is located four kilometers north of the ice stream

center line at coordinates 48° 11' 13" AV. 69° 14' 6" N, five kilometers upstream of the

1989 drill sites, at an altitude of 1070 m a.s.l. Surface A^elocitics are about 600 m a^1

and the mean surface slope is t to 2°.

All drill locations, together with the surface and bed topographies and the ice thick¬

nesses, are shoAvn in Figures 8.1 and 8.2. The 1989 locations A, B and C are the

same as in Paper I and the 1995 drill sites are labeled D (ice sheet) and E (ice
stream). The surface ckwation map (Fig. 8.1, top) was interpolated from laser al¬

timeter data recorded during the Airborne Topographic Mapper flights of NASA

(pers. comm. W. Krabill. 1996: Krabill and others. 1995).

The ice thickness map sIioavii in Figure 8.2 Avas constructed with data from differ¬

ent sources. Ice thicknesses along seismic profiles across the ice stream have been

determined some kilometers from the drill site (Claike and Echelmeyer, 1996). An

extensive set of radar soundings has been measured Avith the airborne radar sys¬

tem of University of Kansas (Gogmcni. 1998). Seven radar profiles near the drill

sites were used in the interpolation of the ice thickness (pers. comm. S. Gogineni,
1995 to 1999). We performed complementary ground based Ioav frequency radar
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48 80 48.70 48.60 48.50

Fig. 8.1: Top: The surface topography interpolated from laser altimeter data of

NASA (see text for references). The contour lines are given in meters a.s.l. and

ice stream margins are indicated with dotted lines. The 1989 ice stream drill sites

A, B and C (Paper 1), 1995 drill site E and the ice sheet drill site D are identified

with dots. Velocities measured at stakes at the glacier surface are Indicated along
a transverse profile over the ice stream (Clarke and Echelmeyer, 1996) and around

drill site D.

Bottom: Bedrock elevations derived from the ice thicknesses shown in Figure 8.2.
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48.70 48.60 48.50

Fig. 8.2: Top: The ice thickness map interpolated from the seismic measurements

and the radio echo soundings indicated in the bottom Figure. The approximate
position of the ice stream borders Is indicated with dotted lines.

Bottom: The location of radar profiles recorded during the RSL/NASA flights is

indicated with solid lines. Dash-dotted lines indicate seismic soundings across the

ice stream (STR and L25, Clarke and Echelmeyer, 1996) and ground based radar

measurements during the 1996 field trip (96W, 96SW and 96E),
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measurements in June 1996 around the drill site D (profiles 96W, 96SW and 96E in

bottom panel of Fig. 8.2). The ice thickness at drill site D is about 830m, in ex¬

cellent agreement with the borehole depths of 831 ± 2 m. The interpolation shows

a slow variation in flow direction, but steep slopes towards the ice stream as well

as to the North. The bedrock map (Fig. 8.1, bottom) results from the difference of

the interpolated surface elevations and the ice thicknesses. Apparently drill site D

is located on the lee side of a long subglacial hill.

8.2 Surface velocities

Velocities Avere measured at the drill site and at scA'eral stakes in its surroundings
with a Leica GPS system 200. Phase information (LI and L2) and C/A-Code Avere

sampled for at least 20 minutes for differential measurements between the camp

center and at stakes some kilometers apart. Several hours of sampling were necessary

to obtain single point solutions of the camp location. The data were processed
with standard software and yield position accuracies of better than ±0.03 m for

differential measurements with short baseline (some kilometers) and ±1 m for the

single point solutions.

In the 1995 fieid season only single point measurements are available to determine the

position of drill site D (48° 41' 13" W. 69° 14' 6" N). Flow velocities are large enough
to be calculated using six positions measured Avithin a time span of three weeks. The

resulting surface velocity is 623 A 20 m a-
l Avith an uncertainty of the flow direction

of 10°. The stakes were remeasured in June 1996, now located 530 m downstream (at
48° 41' 58" W, 69° 14' 1.4" X), yielding a surface velocity of 550 ± 2 m a"1, The error

is smaller due to the differential measurement evaluated with a reference station

operated at Jakobshavn (some 100km apart). The mean Aoav velocity between the

two measurement periods was 587 ± 5 m a" ß

Displacements of eight stakes at a distance of f to 4.5 km were measured relative

to the drill site D with the differential GPS method. The stakes were surveyed
two to four times in intervals of several days. Velocities relative to the reference

GPS station at the drill site are shown in Figure 8.3 and amount up to 0.4 m d-1

(148 m a-1) for the poles near the ice stream. Absolute velocities arc of the same

accuracy as those measured at the drill site, as the velocity of the reference station

is added to the lelativc measurements. All absolute velocities are shown in Figure
8.1, together with velocities measured along the seismic profile STR (Clarke and

Echelmeyer, 1996: pers. comm. T. Clarke).

The strain rates at the drill site were calculated with a bilinear regression for each

velocity component. The resulting principal strain rates are è\ — 0.018 to 0.025 a-1

(extensive) and C2 = —0.045 a~l (compressive). The direction of the principal axes

is shown in Fig. 8.3. The drill site is located in a region of shearing transverse to

the mean ice Aoav (marked with a clotted line), which is caused by the lateral drag of

the nearby ice stream. Nearly no A'ariation in Aoav velocity was observed along the

flow line. This indicates that the thickening of the ice is compensated by laterally

convergent floAv clearly visible in Figure 8.3.
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Fig. 8.3: Velocities of stakes relative to the reference station at drill site D. Coor¬

dinates are relative to the position of the drill site in 1995. Measurements from

the 1995 field season are indicated with triangles, those of 1996 with dots. The

principal axes of the mean strain rates are indicated with crossing arrows at the

location of the drill site in 1995 (D95) and in 1996 (D96). Mean ice flow is from

right to left along the dotted line and the ice stream margin is one kilometer south

of the lowest pole.

The notion of very small strain rates in the (low direction leads to an interesting
conclusion. The A'clocities measured in 1995 were under summer conditions whereas

winter conditions (no melt AA'ater) prevailed during the 1996 measurements. Even if

the absolute accuracy of the 1995 measurements is Ioav. maximal errors arc consid¬

erably smaller than the change in Aoav velocity from 623 ± 20 m a~~l to 550 ± 2 m a-1.

Also the intermediate A'alue of 587 ± 5 m a"1 calculated from the drill site positions
in 1995 and 1996 confirms this A'elocity variation. The stakes upstream and down¬

stream move away from the chill site with a relative A'elocity of 5 m a-1 (measured
with a position accuracy of 0.03m) under both summer and winter conditions, re¬

sulting in a velocity gradient of 0.005 a-1. From these observations Ave conclude

that the surface velocity sIxoavs a seasonal variation of 10 to 20%. This result is

in contradiction with the previously established conclusion that velocities in the ice

stream arc constant throughout the vear (Echelmeyer and Harrison, 1990).
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8.3 Drilling operation

In July 1995 a total of eight holes was drilled at site D with the hot water drilling
system of VAW, described elseAvhere (Iken, 1988; Iken and others, 1989). The water

was pumped through oil heaters (temperature 90° C, water pressure up to 8 AO6 Pa)
and drilling Avas performed with a medium-pressure hose of 19 mm inner diameter

and a 6m long drill stem. An electric winch allowed the precise regulation of the

drilling speed. At a constant discharge of 801mnXL. provided by regulated pumps,

it took 6 to 8 hours to reach the glacier bed at a depth of 830 m where the water

drained. The borehole water level stabilized at the flotation level, which will be

discussed in section 8.4. In August 1995 thice 900 m deep holes were drilled at site

E near the ice stream center line.

8.3.1 Instrumentation of the boreholes

The relative location of the eight boreholes drilled to the glacier bed at site D is

shown in Figure 8.4. Cross boiehole conductivity tests were performed between

pairs of adjacent boreholes, and fh'e holes were permanently instrumented. These

operations had to be accomplished Avithin tAA'o hours, since the boreholes rapidly
refreeze (Humphrey and Echelmevei. 1990).

In the first borehole (marked with "Electrode" in Fig. 8.4) a bare wire was frozen to

the ice, which served as fixed common line electrode in all cross borehole conductivity
tests. A single, isolated electrode at the lower end was intended to check that

adjacent holes reached the bed. but did not make electric contact with the glacier
bed.

The wiring of the five permanently instrumented boreholes is shoAvn in Figure 8.5.

Boreholes II and 12 were equipped with sensors attached to the telemetry system,
which will be discussed in the next section. Three boreholes Avere instrumented

with thermistors o\'er the Avhole depth range, namely T3. T4 and T5. The cables

reaching near bedrock are shoAvn in the close up (right panel of Fig. 8.5). Horizontal

lines indicate the time span the sensors worked prior to rupture of the cables due

to overstretching. It is not surprising to obsen-e that all cables ruptured in the cold

part wheie cables and sensois AA*ere frozen to the ice.

Telemetry

An electronic telemetry system was developed at the electronics workshop of VAW,
ETH Zürich, with the design goals of high reliability, flexibility and low power

consumption. The system AA'as designed to measure mairv sensors over a single, long
(> 1000 m) tAvo conductor cable Avhich also served for the poAver supply. Technically
this was achieved with a digital meter bus based on a "master-slave" concept. A data

logger activates the main station (the master) which addresses a specific sensing unit

(the slave). Upon request from the master, the slave reads an individually addressed

sensor and, upon a further request, returns the corresponding sensor value, which is

stored in the data logger.
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Fig. 8.4: The location of the boreholes is indicated with dots in a local coordinate

system relative to the center of the camp (reference GPS-station). Cables with

thermistors were installed in boreholes T3, T4 and T5, inclinometers, thermistors

and pressure sensors in boreholes II and 12. Cross borehole conductivity tests that

are discussed in the text were performed between two adjacent boreholes (CBC-3,
CBC-7 and CBC-8). One bare wire was frozen into the ice in the borehole indicated

with "Electrode". Borehole depths are given where measured, and numbers in

parentheses indicate the order of the drilling.

The meter bus system was developed at University of Paderborn (Prof. H. Ziegler)
and Texas Instruments Germany. The signal processor was a Texas Instruments

TSS400 with an integrated 12 bit analog digital comrerter, allowing a measurement

resolution of 212^ L — 4095 A'alues. Data connection is bidirectional by either voltage
pulses (from the master) or current pulses (from the slave). One master station is

capable to address 32 slaves Avith four sensors each. Quiescent power consumption
of the whole transmission system was about 1 mA at 3 V. The system was fail save

against short circuits, since each slaAre tested the cable connection to the next slave

down-borehole before the connection was established.

Two boreholes were equipped with 9 (II) and 8 (12) sensing units. Each unit con¬

sisted of the meter bus system (slave), a thermistor (Fenwal 192-101CAG-A01) and

a biaxial tilt meter. The loAvest unit in each hole was additionally equipped with a

pressure sensor (Keller PA-10-200). All sensing units were protected against pressure

in steel tubes of 750mm length and 50mm diameter that were filled with argon gas

and a bag of desiccant. Water tight tAA'o pole connectors (subconn) Avere mounted

in the top and bottom of each casing. A special extendable cable (Cortland Cable
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Fig. 8.5: Depth below surface and wiring of the sensor cables. Inclinometer casings,
containing tilt sensors and thermistors, are on the cables II and 12 and thermistors

on the cables T3, T4 and T5, corresponding to the designations in Figure 8.4.

Sensor depths are indicated with black boxes and are annotated with two-digit
numbers. The temperate basal layer is below the gray bar Indicating the uncertainty
in the location of the cold-temperate transition surface (CTS). All sensors near the

glacier base, shown in the enlarged plot (right), worked for a limited time period

prior to cable rupture due to overstretching. Annotations of the horizontal lines

indicate the duration in days that the cable segments worked.
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Company) with six cores was sealed to the connectors (three cores in parallel gave

a redundancy). A central Kevlar string, serving as strain relief, was mechanically
attached to the sensor casings.

The master units of the telemetry systems were controlled by individual data loggers
which periodically SAvitchcd on the power supply, invoked the measuring commands

and stored the instrument readings. Three Campbell CR10 loggers, each equipped
with a storage module, were used to register data from boreholes II, 12 and the

three thermistor chains T3 to T5. Through this setup, all three data logging systems

were operated independently Avhich resulted in a higher reliability.

Tilt sensors

The tilt meters consisted of biaxial electrolytic tilt cells wdtlr a measurement range

of ±15° (FIL-Planartechnik GmbH. HL-Planar NS15/R2). The tilt sensors were

calibrated individually at 200 Avell determined tilt angles on an inclined turning
lathe. The angle resolution thus obtained is ±0.01° with an absolute accuracy of

TO.02°. All tilt sensors were measured with the telemetry system described above,

allowing again an angle resolution of ±0.0t°.

Thermistors

Boreholes T3. T4 and T5 AArere equipped Avith thermistors mounted on multi-core

cables. Measurements were performed with a data logger at the surface, connected to

appropriate resistivity bridges. Depending on the expected temperatures, different

NTG thermistors were used (Fenwal L35-103FAF-J01 and 135-302FAF-J01). To

protect the thermistors against the influence of pressure and humidity they were

sealed into polyamid tubes. All thermistors (including those of the telemetry system)
were calibrated in an ice-water bath and at se\*eral cold temperatures in the expected
measurement range in mixture of Avater and antifreeze. The temperature of the bath

was measured with four reference temperature probes calibrated to an accuracy of

±0.03° C (±0.01° C below -12° C) by the Swiss Federal Office of Metrology. From

the resistivities at four or five temperatures, a calibration curve was calculated for

each individual thermistor. This gAes an absolute accuracy of ±0.03° C near the

freezing point and ±0.05° 0 at temperatures beloAv —10° C.

8.3.2 Ice thickness at the drill site

An ice thickness about 830 m was expected near drill site D from the radio echo

measurements performed by the University of Kansas (pers. comm. S. Gogineni,
1995). Direct measurements of the ice thickness at the drill site could be achieved

with marked cables that Avere loAvered into the boreholes. Due to the great depths it

was impossible to feel changes in cable tension as the weight at the lower end reached

the bottom of (he hole. Cross borehole conductivity tests allowed to determine

the bottom of the borehole Avhen the electric current measured betAveen a moving
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electrode and the line electrode frozen into an adjacent borehole stabilized at a

constant value. The elastic stretching of the floating electrode cable is less than

0.1 % and thus of the order 0.5 m. Ice thicknesses determined with this method are

between 828 m (hole 3) and 831m (hole 6). Measurements in a borehole drilled at

an angle of 3° off the vertical Avould overestimate the ice thickness by about t m.

Two pressure cells, labeled PI and P2. in the lower most sensing units of the telemetry

system were installed at the bottom of the boreholes II and 12. The instruments

were calibrated during lowering of the cable into the borehole. The stretching of

the cables by the increasing weight of sensor casings and the cable suspended in

the borehole was accounted for in the calibration curve (the elastic modulus of the

cables has been measured by Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Testing and

Research, EMPA). Since the borehole water Ica'cI changed while the inclinometers

were submerged, the absolute accuracy is of the order ±1 m. Finally the calibration

curve Avas adjusted to borehole Avater levels measured Avith a sounding float. The

resulting ice thicknesses are 829.4 m at II (hole 5) and 832.8 m at 12 (hole 6).

Both direct methods give ice thicknesses between 828 and 833m, in excellent agree¬

ment Avith the radar data. A slight dip of the bedrock in flow direction might be

suspected from the data presented in Figure 8.4 and would agree with the large scale

topography.

8.4 Borehole water levels

Water pressures were registered in a 10 or 20 minutes interval at both pressure

sensors PI and P2. Additionally, water levels were recorded in irregular intervals

with a float-SAvitch suspended from a cable while the boreholes were open. On

25.7.1995 the measurement interval AA'as switched to three days in order to provide
the storage capacity for one yeai of continuous measurement.

The water levels measured at pressure sensors PI and P2 are shown in figure 8.6.

No free water surface existed after refreezing of the boreholes some hours after

installation of the instruments. NcA'ertheless, all pressure readings are given in units

of meter AA'ater level bcloAV surface, since the pressure transducers were calibrated

during loAvering into the boreholes with depth readings of the marked cable. Offset

water levels measured in the open borehole with the float-switch were corrected for in

the data processing. The resolution of the water level measurements with the digital
transmission system AA'as ~ 0.5 m and the linear calibration curve has a standard

deviation of 0.7 m. so that the absolute accuracy of the measurements is about 1 m.

Water levels measured with the float-switch are accurate to some centimeters. A

conversion to pressure will be given in section 8.5.3.

Pressure measurements in both boreholes are nearly identical until the end of August
(Fig. 8.6, upper panel). Three pressure peaks on July 20, 22 and 24 Avere caused by
draining neai by boreholes, after drilling reached near bedrock (holes 5 (II), 6 (12)
and 7 in Fig, 8.4). The lise of Avater level is Arery fast, followed bv a sIoav decrease,
until after 11 hours the initial water level is precisely recovered. The equilibrium
water level of 75.0 A 0.2 m beloAv the surface corresponds to the flotation level at the
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August September

Fig. 8.6: Top: Water pressure was measured in two boreholes for nearly two

months. The initial spikes stem from breakthrough of several nearby boreholes.

A slow increase In water pressure is terminated by a large spike, prior to the

rupture of the cables. The dotted line shows the temperature variation measured at

thermistor T12, rescaled to water level with the dependence of melting temperature

on pressure.

Bottom: The water pressure stabilizes at the same level after breakthrough of

boreholes 5, 6, and 7, marked with vertical dotted lines. Small diurnal variations

of the pressure are also visible in the pressure record. Water levels measured with

the float switch are indicated with points.

ice thickness of h{cc = 831 ± 2 m, if the aA'crage ice density is pjco = {hw/h-icß) pw ~
910 kg nX3, where the density of water at 0° C of pw = 999.841 kg nX3 has been used

and the compressibility of AA'ater has been neglected. Assuming on the other hand

an ice density of 917 kg nX3, a borehole water IcatI of 68.8 m is calculated at floating
equilibrium. Therefore the final borehole Avater levels of 75 m A\rotild correspond to
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an an ice over-pressure of roughly 70kPa.

A steady increase in basal water pressure of ~ 0.15 m d"1 water level was observed

during August at both sensors. This is likely to be caused by the thickening of

the overlaying ice column as the instruments wander downslope the subglacial hill

(Figure 8.2). Under the assumption of flotation pressure, a basal sliding velocity of

about 350 m a-1 (section 10.2.2) and a surface slope of 1° this corresponds to a local

bedrock inclination of about 10°.

The large pressure variations of f .8 -10° Pa registered at pressure sensor PI. starting
on August 29. would lower the freezing temperature by 0.014K. The fact that all

thermistors near the bed in the same borehole show a temperature decrease of this

order indicates that the registered event is not an artefact caused by an instrument

error. Temperatures measured at thermistor T12 near the bed and converted to

pressure (using the Clausiiis-ClapcA'ron equation of melt point depression) are indi¬

cated with a dotted line in Figuie 8.6. The cable broke after this sudden pressure

increase on September 10, and the cable of sensor P2 broke several days later.

The sharp increase in pressure is either caused bv some bedrock irregularity or by
large water pressure variations in the subglacial system. Such a pressure variation

could occur when a lake at the ice surface suddenly drains through freshly opened
crevasses (Echelmeyer and Hainsson. 1990), releasing huge amounts of water to

the glacier base and thus inducing a local strong increase of sliding motion. The

drainage of one nearby lake was witnessed at the end of the field campaign, however,
the recording interval of the pressure sensors was already set to three days, so that

an occasional pressure pulse could not be registered.

During the quiescent phases between two breakthrough events small diurnal varia¬

tions in basal pressure are visible m the lower plot of Figure 8.6. The amplitude of

these variations is less than 1 m AAater level, but clearlv follows a daily pattern Avith

the lowest pressures recorded during the night.

8.4.1 Breakthrough events

All boreholes connected immediately to the subglacial drainage system when they
reached the bedrock. The fast drop of borehole water 1 evel was also recorded with a

force meter on the winch measuring the tension of the drilling hose. These events,

releasing water to the glacier base. Avili be further referred to as breakthrough events.

The borehole Avater level dropped to a depth betAveen 67 and 69m below the surface

within seArcral minutes where it lemained approximately constant until the water

supply into the hole stopped. This piimarv watei pulse is estimated to be between

5 and 8 m3. calculated with a unifoim borehole radius neai the surface of rs = 0.15

to 0.2 m . After this initial phase a sIoav decrease in water levels was observed until

equilibrium AA'as reached.

Four breakthrough events are plotted in Figures 8.7 and 8.8 which were recorded in

sufficient detail to provide information on the nature of the subglacial water system.
The water levels measured in the open boreholes with a float-switch are indicated

with dots, the moment of breakthrough Avith a dotted line and the shutdown of the
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Fig. 8.7: Water breakthrough events were recorded in four open boreholes with a

float-switch (black dots). The water level in the open borehole is plotted versus

time in hours after breakthrough (date and time of breakthrough are also given).
The pressure sensor PI installed in hole 5 (II, the relative location of the boreholes

is shown in Fig. 8.4) registered two additional breakthrough events from neighbor¬
ing boreholes 6 and 7, and pressure sensor P2 (installed in hole 6) the breakthrough
of hole 7. Initial drilling water input into the holes was SOlmin-1 until the supply
stopped at the moment indicated with a vertical arrow.

pumps (stop of water supply) is marked with an arrow. Pressure sensor PI installed

at the base of borehole 5 (II) recorded AA'ater levels in a 10 or 20 minutes interval,
starting two hours after the breakthrough. Similarly pressure sensor P2 in borehole

6 (12) started recording in a 20 minutes inteiwal two hours after breakthrough.

Pressure sensors PI and P2 installed at the base of boreholes spaced some 20 m at

the surface registered simultaneously all breakthrough events in less than a sampling
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Fig. 8 8' More water breakthrough events See Figure 8.7 for details.

interval of 20 minutes. Closei inspection of Figuie 8.8 sIioavs that the pressure pulse

propagated within Iavo minutes to both pressure sensors m some tens of meters dis¬

tance after breakthrough of holes 6 and 7. While the distance of the holes at the

glacier base is not knOAvn, the chance of three holes joining in close neighborhood is

small. We thus prefer the explanation of a rapid pressure pulse in a developed sub-

glacial drainage system. Similar observations of the rapid propagation of a pressure

pulse to neighboring boreholes withm some minutes have been made on Trapridge

glacier in boreholes spaced some 20 m (Stone and Clarke, 1993) and ice stream B,

Antarctica, in holes spaced 14 and 39 m (Engelhaidt and Kamb, 1997).
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8.4.2 Discussion

Pressure variations recorded at both sensors PI and P2 are in close accordance during
the whole measurement period. The maximum observed difference is 0.5 m water

level and corresponds to the resolution of the data transmission system. The only
exception is the large pressure pulse recorded only at sensor PI at the end of the

measurement period. The spacing of the boreholes at the glacier bed is unknown,
but it seems reasonable to assume the same distance as at the surface (~ 20m).
The close similarity of both pressure logs is indicatiA'c of a hydraulical connection

between the sensors. This lequircs an active subglacial Avater system, consisting
either of a porous sediment laver, a linked cavity system or a single larger channel.

The rapid initial drop in borehole AA'ater levels is only possible if the AA'ater system
beneath the glacier provides the required storage capacity. The fast propagation of

the pressure pulse to the neighboring pressure sensors is strongly suggestive of some

preexisting, hvdraulieally active subglacial drainage system or, alternatively, of a

rapid separation of ice from the glacier bed in the sense of the gap opening model

proposed by Engelhardt and Kamb (1997).

The observation that the AA'ater level stabilized at overburden pressure after each

breakthrough event and in all boreholes excludes the existence of a large conduit

passing near the drill site. Such a conduit would loAver the water level below overbur¬

den pressure and would also drain the water away faster than observed. The absence

of pressure variations is unlikely to occur in a large channel, Avhich is thought to

be influenced bv a short term variation of AA'ater flux. Such a large channel was

hypothesized in order to explain the water level record at the 1989 ice stream drill

site A (Paper 1).

In the following sections an attempt is made to decide on the nature of the subglacial
drainage system. This is aclneA'ed by interpretation of the borehole water level logs
in terms of steady or transient responses to the water input during drilling.

Simple conceptual models fox a spatially uniform subglacial drainage system are

either a poious sediment krver or a local small gap betAveen the base of the ice and

bedrock. In reality, a uniform gap Avould be unstable and would cA'olve to a system
of linked cavities (Waldei. 1986: Kamb. 1987). Such a system could also be expected
at the prevailing high sliding velocities of about 350 m a~x measured at the drill site

(sect. 10.2.1).

Both conceptual models can be tieated with the same methods if the water flow in

the hypothetical gap or sediment is laminar. The apparent hydraulic transmissivity

Tgap of a uniform horizontal gap of width 5 is (de Marsily, 1986, p. 66)

T„ap - —^ - Fô'3 • 4.5 • fOArX3,
(8.1)° p

12 7?u
' K J

where pw - 999.841 kgm-3 and q^ = 0.0018 Pa s are the density and viscosity of

water at 0°C. g = 9.82ins"2 is the gravitational acceleration and F is the fraction

of the glacier bed occupied by the gap. This i elation allows to interpret the measure¬

ments m terms of both simplified models and therefore to obtain rough estimates of

the dimensions and the nature of the subglacial drainage system.
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Pumping test

During the recovery of the drilling hose the water flux into the borehole was approxi¬
mately 801 min~l, provided by four regulated pumps. The constant water level until

the shutdown of the drilling system (marked with arrows in Figures 8.7 and 8.8) cor¬

responds to a pumping test under nearly steady conditions, from which information

on the nature of the subglacial hydraulic system can be drawn. The small increase

in water level at the moment when pump opeiation stopped is due to our emptying
the drill hoses into the boreholes, thus releasing additional 0.25m3 of Avater.

*

Under the simplifying assumption of spatial uniformity (i.e. a sediment layer or a

gap of constant width), the variations in water level can be interpreted in terms

of laminar flow if the Aoav A'clocities are small. The Reynold number (indicating
turbulent flow for Re > 2000) can be calculated for the initial constant water input
of Q — SOlmin""1 — 1.33 • lO^nAs"1. If the borehole is considered as a long
cylindrical pipe of radius ry7, the Reynolds number at the water flow velocity v is

(de Marsily, 1986)

^=A^^A^_!Z^. (8.2)

In the last equality the actual Avater flux and the physical properties of water were

inserted, and the borehole radius ?y, at the bed is about 0.05 m. Thus the Reynolds
number is of the order 9500 and the Aoav Is turbulent. Similarly in an open gap of

thickness 5 betAveen the glacier and the bedrock, the Reynolds number in a distance

R from the borehole is approximately (de Marsily. 1986; Iken and others, 1996)

Be - a9z^AAa
~

QP"
~ [zß°Iiß (g 3)

2FIÎ7vorh FRirrfo FR
' '^J

Here Dh ~ 28 is the hvdraulic diameter of the water film and F designates the

hydraulic active fraction of the glacier bed. If F = 0.1 (a rather low value) the floAv

is turbulent Avithin a critical distance 7?cnt = 1 m from the borehole. Outside of this

turbulent zone the Aoav is laminar.

The interpretation of boiehole water levels dining constant water input Q in terms

of a sediment laver of* thickness b and hvdraulic conductivity A", alloAvs to determine

the hydraulic transmissivity 1\ = W\A Under the assumption that the system has

reached a steady state, the water level in the open borehole will stabilize at a depth h

below the siuface. which will be higher than the equilibrium level hoq. The hydraulic
head s :=- h — heq obseiwed m the boiehole is given by Dupuit's formula (de Marsily,
1986, p. 165)

s =-
-0- In - (8.4)
2,, 7A ?"o

where r0 is the effectiA-e radius of the borehole and R is the radius of action, i.e. the

zone affected by the AA'ater input. In practice ?o will deviate from the borehole radius

as it includes the effects of tuibulence. With s — 7 m (the mean hydraulic head



during the pumping tests) and Q = 1.33 -10 3m3s ß the hydraulic transmissivity

is

Ts = -^m^~3-10~5ln-m2s^. (8.5)
2tts r0 r0

Assuming a borehole radius at the glacier base of r0 = 0.1 m and a radius of action

R, — fO to 1000 m. reasonable choices of R/r0 are 1 • 102 to 1 • 105 and the last

factor is between 4.6 and fl. Thus the hydraulic transmissivities arc of the order

1.4 -3.5-10- An2 s~ß

Recovery phase

After the shutdown of the pumps the water input stopped and the undisturbed

borehole Avatei level was sIoaa'Iv recovered. This phase of the pumping test is conve¬

niently interpreted with an exponential decay in the early recovery phase and Avith

Jacob's method in later stages.

In the early recovery phase, under the assumption of laminar water flux in the

sediment, the drop in water level can be evaluated as an exponential decay. The

drop in hydraulic head s then is

<?(f) = s0exp—' , (8.6)

with a time constant D and the initial hydraulic head s0 attained during pumping.

Plotting the borehole water leA'el records on a logarithmic vertical axis in the upper

plots of Figures 8.9, 8.10 and 8.11. the initial water level variation can be fitted with

a time constant of D ~ 9000 s.

The hydraulic conductivity is calculated from this value with the expression (Engel-
hardt and Kamb, 1997)

A R
7A - -f- In -

. (8.7)
2D 7-0

Assuming a borehole radius near the surface of r, — 0.2 m and an effective radius of

the same order as in equation (8.5), a transmittivity of 1 to 2.5 • 10~s m2 s""1 results.

These values are an order of magnitude loAver than those of the steady pumping test.

For the late stages of the recovery phase, Jacob's method is used (de Marsily, 1986,

p. 168). The difference in hydraulic head at Iavo times A and to is given by

.<2-<i = T%-lV- (8'8)
4?rX A

Plotting the hydraulic head against time on a logarithmic scale In Figure 8.9- 8.11

(lower plots) alloAvs to determine the transmittivity Ts AA'hich is about 7.5A0"5 m2 s^1

for all three experiments. These A'alues are 2 to 4 times smaller than those obtained

for the constant flux (eq. 8.5) and the assumed ratio of radii. Matching the trans¬

missivity obtained for the recovery phase Avould give 7?/r0 — 12 and thus a very

localized influence of the draining Avater.
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Fig 8 9. Interpretation of the water breakthrough event in borehole 5. In the

upper plot the borehole water level drop is interpreted as an exponential decay
with time constant D. The lower plot gives the apparent transmittivity based on

Jacob's method

sand. These A-alues conipaie well to conductivities measured at several other glaciers
(Table f m Fischer and otheis. 1998). Intexpreting the above results in terms of a

gap of Avidth 6 with equation (8.1) yields gap widths of 0.7 — 0.9 mm for the steady
water input and 0.5 mm for the recovery phase. The additional assumption that the

gaps are only operative at a fraction F of the glacier base alters the above results,
resulting in gap Avidths of about 5 -- 9 mm for F = 0.1.
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Fig. 8.10: Interpretation of the water breakthrough event in borehole 6. See Figure
8.9 for details.

8.4.3 Nature of the basal drainage system

Based on the observations of borehole water levels the existence of a large subglacial
channel at the drill site was excluded. The simple conceptual models for a uniform

sediment layer or a gap conduit both gaA'e realistic A'alues for the hydraulic conduc¬

tivity or the gap width. We Imve no means to finally decide on the nature of the

drainage system. The high obserA'ed basal sliding velocities are compliant Avith both

hypotheses. On the other hand the large storage capacities needed to absorb the

initial AA'ater pulse after the breakthrough eA'cnts, as well as the fast propagation
of the pressure pulse to neighboring boreholes, are conveniently explained with a

system of gaps or linked caA'ities (Kamb. 1987).
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8.5 Englacial temperatures

Englacial temperatures were measured with 29 temperature sensors installed in five

boreholes at drill site D. The measurement setup is shown in Figure 8.5 and the

accuracy is discussed in section 8.3 1. Temperatures were registered in a three days

interval with data loggers at the surface for at least 51 days, unless the cables

failed due to overstietching. Additional initial measurements were registered at a

20 minutes interval for several clays.

The temperature T(l) measured at time f approaches asymptotically the undisturbed

ice temperature To according to (Humphrey and Echelmeyer, 1990)

TM + An(.X), (8.9)

where if is the time since lefreezing of the borehole and C is a fitting constant

(depending on the thermal conductivitv of ice and the total amount of heat released

during drilling). Since the time of borehole refreezing is only approximately known,

tf was \raried until the deviation from equation (8.9) was minimal.

All extrapolated temperatures are given in Table 8.1 with their respective accura¬

cies. The depths of the thermistors in holes II and 12 (see Fig. 8.4 for the location

of the holes) are known to an absolute accuracy of Aim. The same accuracy is

assumed for the thermistois in hole T4 and T5 as the elastic stretching of these cable

is small. Thermistors 33 and 34 of the cable m hole T3 were caught at approximately

789 m depth, which was inferred from the thermistor temperatures and the temper¬

ature profile measured in the adjacent holes. Therefore, the lower thermistors were

suspended from this depth at a spacing of 10 m and their absolute depth is accurate

to ±2m.

8.5.1 Comparison of temperature profiles

The ice temperature profile measured at site D is shown in Figure 8.12. The temper¬

ature profites from the ice stream center site B and at site A at the southern margin
are shown for comparison (Paper 1; see Fig. 8.1 for the location of the drill sites).

The temperature profile from site D exhibits the same features as the profile from

site A. Both profiles prove the existence of a basal layer of temperate ice of some tens

of meters thickness. An extremely high temperature gradient of 0.1 K m"
l has been

observed below the temperature minimum at dull site A. At site D an even larger

gradient of 0.125Km"1 is apparent. A temperature minimum and a marked bend

near the surface are observed in all three profiles.

Measured temperatures are plotted on a relative depth scale h — h/B (where h

is the depth beloAv surface and H is the ice thickness) in the lower panel of figure
8.12. The profile from the ice sheet site D lies between the other profiles. The

(interpolated) temperature minimum of —21.9 ± 0.2° C is located at a depth of

535 ± 10 m, corresponding to a îelative depth of h(Tmm) ~ 0 65 whereas it is at 0.43

at the ice stream cent ex B and at 0.7 at site A.
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Sensor Hole h (m) T (° C) Sensor Hole h (m) T (° C)
54 T5 20.0 -6.17 16 II 745.4 -5.74

53 T5 100.0 -14.55 24 12 759.9 -3.39

52 T5 200.0 -17.82 34 T3 789.0 -1.05

29 12 258.1 -18.22 33 T3 789.1 -1.05

51 T5 300.0 -19.71 15 II 795.5 -0.73

19 II 314.1 -19.71 32 T3 799. L -0.56

43 T4 150.0 -20.83 31 T3 809. L -0.59

42 T4 525.0 -22.39 14 II 820.6 -0.60

18 II 544.9 -21.61 13 11 827 6 -0.58

27 12 559.3 -21.22 12 II 828.5 -0.59

41 T4 600.0 -20 06 11 II 829.4 -0.59

26 12 609.5 -19.81 23 12 830.0 -0.59

17 II 645.2 -17.96 22 12 831.9 -0.59

35 T3 650.0 -16.35 21 12 832.8 -0.58

25 12 659.6 -16.62

Table 8.T Temperatures measured in five boreholes in the ice sheet adjacent to

Jakobshavns Isbras. The local ice thickness is 831 it2 m, the depths are accurate to

Aim and the accuracy of the temperatures is ±0.03° C near 0° C and ±0.05° C

at low temperatures.

8.5.2 Thickness of the temperate layer

Tire temperatures near the glacier base at site D are shown in Figure 8.13. The

cold-temperate transition surface (CTS, indicated with a gray bar) is located at a

depth of 799 ± 2 m below the glacier surface. The thickness of the temperate basal

layer therefore is 31 ± 2 m. This corresponds to 3.7 A 0.3% of the ice thickness of

831 ± 2 m. This large uncertainty is mainly due to the inaccuracy of the depths of

thermistors 32 and 33, discussed aboA'e.

The CTS is defined as singular surface where the moisture content and the temper¬
ature gradient may suffei a finite pimp (Hutter, 1993b). This idealized transition

surface will be someAvlxat fuzzv in îealitw since water in veins and lenses is under

different pressures, and tempeiature varies accordingly on the scale of ice grains (Lli-
boutry, 1993). The measurements presented in Figure 8.13 show that this possible
gradual transition is confined to Avithin 2 m. and that the concept of the CTS as a

singular phase transition siuface is AA-ell applicable. A similar observation has been

made at temperature profiles through the cold surface laver of Flansbreen, Svalbard

(Jania and otheis. 1996).

8.5.3 Melting point depression

The melting point depression due to overburden pressure is described by the

Clausius-Clapevron constant. Its importance in thermo-mechanically coupled flow

models of polythermal ice sheets is that it determines the thickness of the tem¬

perate basal laver. Usually values betAveen 3 — 0.0712KMPa_L for pure ice and
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Fig. 8.12: Temperature profiles at ice stream drill sites A (margin, dotted line)
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(solid line; see Fig. 8.1 for the location of the drill sites). The straight dashed line

indicates the pressure melting temperature. Depths are given in meters below the

surface (upper panel) and on a relative depth scale (lower panel). The bedrock

is indicated with a hatched area at drill sites A and D. Bedrock depth at the ice

stream centerline (borehole B) is approximately 2500m.

air-free water (Paterson. 1994) and 3 = 0.098 KMPa-1 for air saturated water are

used (Flarrison, 1972; Lliboutry, 1993). Several modeling studies use an intermedi¬

ate value of ß = 0.087KMPa-1 (GreA'c and Hutter, 1995; Huybrechts and Payne,
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Fig. 8 13 Measured temperatures near the glacier base are shown with black

diamonds and thermistor numbers are indicated The dashed line indicates the

pressure melting temperature and hatched areas indicate the bedrock reached in

two boreholes. The thickness of the temperate basal layer is 31 ± 2m from the

sensor readings. This corresponds to 3.7 rz 0.3 A of the ice thickness.

1996). However, theie is no direct evidence for the assumption of this value from

measurements in deep boreholes in ice sheets.

The temperatures measured in the basal temperate laver are between —0.559° C

and —0.55°C at site D. The accuracy of the data is not good enough to determine
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the Clausius-Clapeyron constant from these values alone, so that the triple point
of water was added in calculating the regression curve. The conversion of depth
below the surface to pressure is accomplished with the local gravity acceleration

g = 9.825 ms""2 (pers. comm. R. Forsberg, 1999) and the density of water pw =

999.841 kg m-3 at 0° C (neglecting the compressibility of water). The equilibrium

height of the water in the open boreholes is 74.8 m beloAv the surface. JTus at 831 m

depth the hydrostatic pressure is na -t- 7.4167 MPa, where the atmospheric pressure

pa is about 0.089 MPa. The melting point depression (Clausius-Clapeyron constant)
then is ß = 0.0743 ± 0.0001 K MPa-1. quasi identical to the value 0.0742 K MPa1

given for pure ice and air-free Avater (Paterson, 1991). We conclude from this that

the content in soluble impmities in the basal ice is very small and the water is

virtually air free.

8.5.4 Phase transition boundary (CTS)

The abrupt change in the temperature profile at the cold-temperate transition sur¬

face (CTS) is liidicatA'e of a freezing condition, which manifests itself by a discon¬

tinuous temperatuie gradient (Hutter and others, 1991; Hutter. 1993b). Assuming
an ice flux from the temperate into the cold region, the moisture content multiplied
with the ice flux across the CTS can be readily calculated.
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Fig. 8.14: Measured temperature gradients near the CTS are indicated with

straight lines, diamonds mark the depths of the thermistors and the CTS is in¬

dicated with a gray bar The solid line is the derivative of the spline interpolant of

the temperature profile shown in Figure 8.13 In the temperate portion the small

temperature gradient from the Clausius-Clapeyron constant is indicated with a

dashed line
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The temperature gradient just above the CTS has not been measured accurately
enough to exclude a continuous temperature gradient. Flowever, the derivative of

the interpolated temperature with respect to the vertical coordinate is dT/dz =

—0.048 ± 0.01 K nX1. The gradient calculated with pairs of thermistors are similar

(Fig. 8.14). The total heat released by the refreezing water per unit time and unit

area 1/cosfi of the CTS Is (in the notation of Paper 2)

Qi = pSpwF (8.10)

where p is the water content of the temperate ice, F is the latent heat of freezing,

pw is the density of water and H is the upAvard flux of Ice through an element of the

CTS. The temperature gradients ßF anc[ ß above and below^ the CTS are related by

_^(CTS) = ^-b3|, (8.11)

where k — 2.lWm~lK"1 is the thermal conductivity of ice. Inserting equation

(8.10) into the above relation A'ields the product of the moisture content and the

mass flux through the phase transition surface

p3 =
-^— (\8\ - l^-(CTS) } - 3.02 • 10-10ms-L - 0.0095 m a"1.
PwR \ dz J

(8.12)

Conventionally, a maximum Avater content of 1 % is assumed in temperate ice. This

is based on obserA'ations in ice cores in Alpine glaciers at depths up to 250 m (Vallon
and others, 1976: Lliboutry and DtiA'al. 1985: Lliboutry, 1993). Assuming this value,
the velocity of the ice with respect to the CTS AATould be of the order S ~ 1 m a^1.

The aboA^c result provides the unique possibility to determine the Avater content of

the basal ice when E is knOAvn. This will be accomplished Avith a flow model in

section 9.3.
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Chapter 9

Model calculations

A model for the calculation of two-dimensional temperature fields has been devel¬

oped by Funk and others (1994: Paper 2) and successfully applied to the inter¬

pretation of temperature piofiles measured m Jakobshavns Isbrae. This ice flow

model calculates the velocity profile with Glen's Aoav law, compliant with the sur¬

face velocities and the ratio of basal sliding which are prescribed as model input.
Assumptions made in the mechanical model are a linear variation of shear stress

Avith depth (i.e. the longitudinal stress gradients is independent of depth), small

surface and bed slopes and a negligible transverse shear stress. The continuity is

accounted for bv transverse straining and the azimuth of ice flow is assumed not to

vary with depth. These assumptions are justified for ice sheet flow but are expected
to fail if the flow pattern is complicated as in the zone of ice stream formation.

The heat Aoav model includes conduction and advection in two dimensions and heat

generation due to dissipation. Special attention has been paid to the correct treat¬

ment of an eventual phase boundary and the evolution of a basal temperate layer.
Technically the model is implemented vrith the finite difference method and heat

advection is treated with a moving column model. The model assumptions and the

implementation are described in detail in Funk and others (1994: Paper 2), which

was enhanced to include basal melting.

The temperatuie distribution along a Aoav line starting at the ice divide and passing
through drill site D Avas calculated Avith this model. The special bed topography of

the subglacial hill and the location near the ice stream are difl'erent from the plain
ice sheet model of Paper 2. The siuface velocity as well as the contribution of basal

sliding are larger than in the ice sheet far from the ice stream and are used in the

model runs described beloAV in order to interpret the temperatures measured at site

D.

9.1 Model input

The flow model and the heat Aoav model avcic run Avith basically the same input
data used in Paper 2. The bedrock topography Avas adapted to the local topography
around the ice sheet drill site D (Fig. 8.1). The subglacial hill. Avhere the drill site
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is located, is taken into account as well as the measured surface topography along
an approximate flowline passing through the drill site. The geometry along the flow

line starting at the ice divide is shown in Figures 9.2 and 9.3.

In order to assess the influence of model input quantities that are not accurately
known, a reference model run Avili be compared to results from model runs Avith

altered parameters. The surface velocity measured at the drill site and at a nearby
seismic profile are prescribed and adequately interpolated upstream of the drill site.

The basal sliding ratio was estimated from borehole deformation measurements and

amounts to about 60 Vo at the drill site (chap. 10.2.2). The input for the reference

model is shown in Figure 9.1 (solid line), input quantities of the former ice sheet

model arc plotted for comparison (dashed line; Funk and others (1994)). The mass

balance and the surface temperature are the same as in the previous study (Fig. 9.1,

right plot).

9.2 Modeled temperatures

The modeled temperature distribution along the Aoav line passing through drill site

D is shoAvn in Figure 9.2. A basal temperate layer forms at the horizontal distance

of 400 km from the ice divide and reaches some tens of meters thickness at the drill

site (515km from the ice divide). The bedrock hill has a major inAuence on the

temperature distribution Avhich is shoAvn in greater detail in Figure 9.3.

The modeled temperature profile at the drill site is shown in Figure 9.4. The agree¬

ment of the reference model (solid line) with the measurements is remarkable for

both the thickness of the temperate layer and the high temperature gradient near

the glacier base. Nevertheless, some important differences exist. The temperature
minimum at a relative depth of 0.5 is -22.5° C, whereas the measured minimum

is about 1° C higher and is located at a relative depth of 0.6. Also the near sur¬

face temperatures are slightly too Ioav. which could be easily accounted for altering
the prescribed surface temperature distribution. The effect of crevasses filled with

melt water are likely to contribute to enhanced near surface temperatures (Iken and

others, 1993).

The sliding ratio has a minor influence on the temperature profile and mainly affects

the depth of the CTS and the temperature gradient above the CTS (Fig- 9.4). This

will be further iiiA'estigated in the next section. It has been shown in Paper 2 that

the location of the temperature minimum depends mainly on the accumulation rate

controlling the ATrtical adA'ection. The dotted line in Figure 9.4 (right panel) was

obtained with an accumulation rate increased bv roughly 30 % at a sliding ratio of

57% (Fig. 9.1). The resulting temperature profile closely matches the measured

profile, depressing the relative position of the temperature minimum to 0.6 and

leading to a larger temperature gradient above the CTS. The minimum temperature
is —21.9° C, in good agreement with the measurements.

This observation raises some doubts on the assumption that the mass balance mea¬

surements from the EGIG line (located some 80 km north of the ice stream) can
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Fig. 9.1: Top: Prescribed values of horizontal velocity versus distance along a

flowline. The velocity values of the flowline passing through site D are shown with

a solid line, those of the plain ice sheet model (Paper 2) with a dashed line. u0 is

the surface velocity, ub the sliding velocity. Bottom: The prescribed mass balance

for the reference run is drawn with a solid line, an enhanced accumulation rate

with a dashed line (upper panel) and the surface temperature is given in the lower

panel. The drill site is located at 515 km.

be extrapolated to the Jakobshavn basin (Ohmura and Reeh, 1991). Mass bal¬

ance has neA'er been measured in large parts of the Jakobshavn accumulation area,

and the model input is based on an interpolation (pers. comm. A. Ohmura, 1994).
Echelmeyer and others measured an accumulation rate in the ice stream region which
was 30 — 40% lower than at the EGIG line. In contrast the best agreement with

modeled temperatures AA'as obtained with an accumulation rate increased by roughly
30 % with respect to the EGIG values in the upper part of the ice sheet. A possible
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Fig. 9.2: Modeled temperature distribution along a flowline passing through drill

site D, marked with an arrow.

explanation for these contradicting evidences is that accumulation rates have been

higher in the past and/or that the surface elevation of the Jakobshavn basin has

changed considerably.

An alternatiA-e explanation for at least part of this discrepancy is the result of the

modeling study of the ice stream, showing that taking into account the climate

history since the last ice age in a transient model run results in a lower position
of the temperature minimum (Paper 2, Figs. 8 and 10). Flow much this would

influence the position of the temperature minimum at drill site D requires further

modeling efforts.

9.3 Water content of the ice at the CTS

The model predicts a temperate layer of almost exactly the thickness measured

in the boreholes at site D. In accordance with the interpretation of the measured

temperatures at the CTS (sect. 8.5.4). a freezing condition at the CTS is calculated

by the model. Thus the temperature profile just above the CTS as well as the vertical

position of the CTS depend on the AA'ater content of the ice traversing boundary from

the temperate into the cold region. An evaluation of the measured temperature

gradient just abo\re the CTS (sect. 8.5.1) resulted in the product of water content

times ice velocity through the CTS of Ep ~ 0.01 m a-1.

Calculated temperatures near the CTS are compared to temperatures measured at

three thermistors in Figure 9.5 for AA-ater contents of the ice in the range p = 0 — 2 %

and a sliding ratio of 57%. A very good agreement with the measured temperatures
is obtained with a Avater content between 1.0 and J .5 % with a upper bound of 2 %.

The inaccurate absolute vertical position of thermistors 32 and 33 prevents a precise
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Fig. 9.3: Modeled temperatures in a cross section around the ice sheet drill site

D (arrow). The temperate layer is indicated with a shaded area The lower panel
gives the englacial temperatures with an increased accumulation rate. Note that

the vertical scale is greatly exaggerated

evaluation of the data. NeA'ertheless. their maximal vertical spacing of fOm gives an

additional constraint and aat theiefore exclude a moisture content lower than 0.5 %.

Similar results are obtained for an enhanced accumulation rate (dashed line in

Fig. 9.1, right). Due to the higher vertical advection the position of the CTS is

5 m lower than in the reference model. A sliding ratio decreased from 57 to 50 %
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Fig. 9.4: Top: Modeled temperatures profile at site D for zero water content of

the temperate ice. The influence of different basal sliding ratios (s.r.) and an

increase in accumulation rate at a constant basal sliding ratio of 57% are shown.

Measured temperatures are indicated with black diamonds. Bottom: An enlarged
view of the zone near the CTS.

would account for this change. The modeled temperature profiles are shifted up¬

wards by 5 m in Figure 9.5 (right plot) in order to alloAv a comparison. Again a

moisture content of 1 % gives the best agreement Avith model results.
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Fîg. 9.5: Top: Modeled temperatures at the position of the CTS for different
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at thermistors (indicated with diamonds and the respective error bars) hints to a

moisture content of about f %. Bottom: Similar results for an enhanced accumu¬

lation rate. Note that the calculated vertical position of the CTS has been shifted

upward by 5 m to match the measured position.

9.4 Discussion

The nearly perfect agreement of measured and modeled CTS locations indicates,
that the model incorporates all releA'ant physical processes along the flow line passing
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through the ice sheet site D. The minor ambiguities in the precise location of the

temperature minimum and its absolute value are within the expected uncertainties

caused by an inaccurate model input. On the other hand the mismatch of the

modeled temperatures with profiles measured at the ice stream center location B

and at the marginal location A (Fig. 8.1) could not be accounted for by varying the

model input (Fabri and others, 1992). These findings corroborate the conclusion that

the form of the temperature profiles at the ice stream sites is caused by additional

physical processes associated Auth the convergent flow into the ice stream. The three

dimensional floAV field and the extra A'ertical stretching of the basal ice proposed in

Papers 1 and 2 are likelv to account for this mismatch. Further evidence for these

findings will be given in the next section.
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Chapter 10

Ice deformation measurements

10.1 Vertical deformation

Differences in vertical deformation history betAveen the ice stream and the adjacent
ice sheet provide information on the mechanisms leading to the fast flow of the ice

stream. The large differences in the shapes of temperature profiles in the ice stream

and at its margins discussed in Paper 1 prove that the lower half of the ice is over-

proportionally stretched on its Avay into the bedrock trough (Fig. 8.12). Paper 1

explained this to be a consequence of a narroAving and deepening bedrock trough,
leading to horizontally convergent Aoav of the basal ice. Higher temperatures enhance

this effect through the temperature dependent A'iscosity. The ice near the base Avas

deposited during the last ice ages and therefore is expected to show special rheolog¬
ical properties. Experimental evidence from borehole inclination (Dahl-Jcnscn and

Gundcstrup, 1987; Paterson. 1991) and rheological studies on ice cores (Shoji and

Langway, 1988) revealed that such ice is sometimes less viscous by a factor of 3 to

10 in shear deformation, which Avould further enhance the above mentioned effects.

The temperature profile measured at ''typical" ice sheet conditions at site D pro¬

vides some insight in this proposed behaviour. This site is relatively undisturbed

from the ice stream as was confirmed by the excellent agreement of measured and

modeled temperature profiles at site D (sect. 9.2). We assume that the flow lines

passing through drill sites D and the ice stream site B exhibit identical conditions

(temperature profiles and internal layering structures) at some location Z upstream
of the confluence area of the ice stream, as sketched in Figure 10.1.

From comparison of temperature profiles measured at the ice stream and ice sheet

drill sites information on the differences in A'ertical deformation history can be

gained. Plotting the depths of equal temperatures in Figure 8.12 on the axes of

Figure 10.2, the thick dashed line is obtained. As proportional stretching of the ice

would correspond to a diagonal line, this gives clear evidence of the extra stretching
of the basal ice in the ice stream. A someAA'hat different cur\'e emerges as modeled

temperature profiles (thin dashed line) are compared. The modeled ages (thin solid

line) give a nearly proportional stretching for the cold ice and a largely overpro-

portional stretching of the temperate basal ice. Comparing temperature profiles is
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Fig. 10.1: Sketch of the deformation history assumed in interpreting
the vertical deformation. The ice at ice sheet drill site D and at the

ice stream sites B and E was under similar conditions at some distant

point Z upstream of the ice stream confluence.

problematic and gives only a rough estimate, since their precise form is strongly
influenced bA' the deformation history, leading to changing temperature gradients,
which in turn influence the temperature profite. A method which is unaffected by
such complications will be described in the next section.

Measured

temperature ^-""~ Modeled age

Modeled temperature

1000 1500

Depth in ice stream (m)

2000 2500

Fig. 10.2: Corresponding depths at drill sites on the ice sheet (site D, vertical axis)
and in the ice stream (site E, horizontal axis). Dashed lines indicate depths with

equal temperatures from measurement and model and the thin solid line shows the

depths with equal ages calculated with the flow model. The thick solid line gives
the results from the cross-borehole conductivity measurements. Homogeneous

proportional stretching would correspond to the diagonal
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10.1.1 Cross-borehole conductivity measurements

A new method was devised to measure the relative vertical stretching in situ. With

the aim of detecting layers of high conductivity, the variation of electric DC current

between two electrodes in adjacent boreholes was logged. Since the boreholes refreeze

after some hours, a bare Avire Avas installed in one hole Avhich served as a fixed line

electrode upon refreezing. A second electrode attached to an insulated wire was

lowered or lifted with constant velocity in a neighboring borehole. A DC voltage of

20 to 200 V was applied betAA-een the electrodes and the resulting current through
the ice was measured AA'ith a high precision ampere meter and registered with a data

logger at a sampling inteiwal of 0.5 seconds. The passage of marks on the cabfe was

also registered and quasi continuous logs of the current in intervals of 20 ± 5 cm were

obtained.

Several difficulties were encountered using this method. Measurements in the first

four boreholes arc only reliable at depths exceeding 500 m. The currents measured

in the upper part of the boreholes Avere ahvays very high, noisy and not reproducible.
We interpret this to be a contamination problem. Several samples of ice from the

surface were melted and their conductivity was measured Avith a standard method.

Conductivities of samples taken in one kilometer distance from the drill site and

water from a river at the ice stream site gave values of 7 and 5pS. close to the

conductivity of distilled water (3.8//S). The sample from drill site D showed a high
conductivity of 30 pS Avhich is presumably due to contamination with Diesel dust.

The cables used in the tests possibly have been contaminated with this water, dust

and oily gloves, thus allowing currents to Aoav on the outside of the cables and along
the glacier surface to the bare Avire. Nevertheless, measurements from the bottom

350 m were reproducible and sliOAA'ed similar signals in experiments performed in

different boreholes and are therefore assumed to be reliable. The cable was specially
protected against contamination in experiment CBC-8 at the ice sheet drill site and

also during both experiments performed at site E on the ice stream. These results

show no signs of the effects mentioned above and are thus reliable.

The relative location of the holes to the fixed line electrode is shown in Figure 8.4.

The distance at the surface betAveen the holes was about 10 to 20 m. Surprisingly
high DC-conductivities were encountered in all conductivity tests. For example in

test CBC-7 a Aroltage of 30 Y Avas apptied betAveen the electrodes separated some

10 m. The resulting current A-aried from 1.2 mA near the surface to 50 ßA near the

bed, resulting in apparent bulk resistivities of 25 to 620 kü. The influence of ice

temperature on the conductivity has been taken into account with an Arrhenius

expression and an activation energy of 30kJmol_1 (Hobbs, 1974, p. 98; Hammer,

1980).

The currents measured in the only CBC-test at site D not affected by the contami¬

nation problem and in two CBC-tests in the ice stream are compared in Figure 10.3.

The depth scale of the ice sheet measurements is stretched by 28% with respect
to the depth scale of the ice stream in order to obtain matching general features.

The conductivities measured at both sites agree down to a depth of 640 m on the ice

stream, or 500 m in the ice sheet. The single spike at 860 m in the ice stream is likely
to correspond to 600m in the ice sheet, which is marked Avith an arroAv in Figure
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Fig. 10.3: Cross-borehole conductivity (CBC) tests performed at the ice sheet (site D)
and in the ice stream (site E) are plotted in arbitrary units on the vertical axis and curves

are shifted for clarity. The depth scale for the ice sheet (upper scale) is stretched by
28% with respect to the depth scale of the ice stream shown below. The effect of ice

temperature on conductivity has been taken into account.

10.3. The relation betAveen the corresponding depths is indicated with a thick solid

line in Figure 10.2. This result differs from those obtained by comparing temper¬
ature profiles or modeled depth-age relations. An ice layer located at 550 m = 0.66

(on a relative depth scale) at the ice sheet site is located at 700 m = 0.28 at the ice

stream center line. Thus the loAvest 72 % of the ice stream correspond to the bottom

34% at the ice sheet. Consequently, the basal ice at E is stretched Avith respect to D

by 642 %! This cn-ideiice confirms the conclusion that the vertical stretching of the

ice is highly non-uniform. Such a behaviour has been suggested in Paper 1 and has

been further supported in Papei 2.

10.2 Borehole deformation measurements

Two boreholes separated some 20m at the surface were instrumented Avith a total

of f 7 tilt sensors. The sensors are labeled 111 through 119 (in borehole II, Fig. 8.4)
and 121 through 127 and 129 (borehole 12). The wiring and the depths of the

sensors is shoAvn in Figure 8.5. The inclinometer calibration and the digital data

transmission system have been discussed in section 8.3.1. Tilt angles were registered
for 50 to 300 days until the respective cable sections broke due to overstretching (the
operation time until failure is indicated in Fig. 8.5). All measured tilt angles are

plotted Arersus time in Figures 10.4 and 10.5.

Most tilt angles varv steadily Avith time, eventually passing a minimal total inclina-
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Fig. 10.4: Measured tilt angles in degrees are plotted versus time in days for the tilt

meters installed at depths less than 700m Tilt angle measurements are indicated

with solid dots and triangles for the instrument x and y axis The interpolated
total tilt is plotted with a thick solid line The dashed line is the result of an

interpretation of the measurements in terms of simple shear.

tion, for example after 200 davs for 118 and after 90 davs for 127 (Fig. f0.4). This

occurs if an inclinometer Initially tilted in upstream direction is rotated through
the vertical dining ice deformation. A nonzeio minimal tilt angle indicates that

the sensor is inclined in a direction perpendicular to the main ice flow. Some incli¬

nometers m the temperate basal part of the ice rotate around the instrument axis,
but still undergo steady ice deformation (e.g. 115 and 123, Fig. 10.5). Only two

inclinometers sIioav a anomalous behaviour. We interpret the change in tilt angle
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Fig. 10 5: Tilt angles of inclinometers located below 700 m The meaning of the

lines is the same as in Figure 10 4
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after 20 days at 114 as being caused by a motion of the sensor casing in the unfrozen

borehole, presumably caused by cable tension. Inclinometer 125, which is frozen to

the ice, shows a strongly irregular behaviour.

Sensor readings of inclinometers 121 to 129 are partially missing during winter which

is due to a malfunction of the telemetry system connected to the cable in borehole

12. The master bus worked only satisfactorily when temperatures in the logger box

exceeded --50 C, possibly due to timeout problems in the sensor communication.

Since all measurements follow the general trend and are continuous in spring, we as¬

sume that the values recorded in winter are reliable. The telemetry system installed

in borehole II was not affected by this problem.

10.2.1 Interpretation in terms of simple shear

The time evolution of measured tilt angles can be closely matched under the as¬

sumption of simple shear, Avhich is the dominant contribution to the deformation

at drill site D. This assumption holds only approximately since the ice thickens in

flow direction at the drill site and lateral convergence and shearing was observed at

the surface (sect. 8.2). Despite the fact that considerable basal sliding takes place,
almost no longitudinal extension AA'as observed around the drill site. Additional

complications enter through the polythermal structure of the ice, the small scale

bedrock topography, spatially varying basal sliding influenced by an unknown slid¬

ing law and the different rheology of the ice near the bed. In view of these intricate

difficulties, a simplified interpretation in terms of simple shear seems to be justified.
Attempts to interpret the tilt variations with the modeled velocity field failed for all

except the three uppermost inclinometers.

Under simple shear, all velocity components arc constant except the horizontal ve¬

locity, which varies with depth. The measured tilt rates were fitted in a optimization

procedure, in which the vertical gradient of horizontal velocity, the initial inclination

angle and the initial azimuth angle (with respect to the flow direction) were varied

as free parameters. Resulting velocity gradients |~ = 2è%z are shown in Table 10.f

together with the maximal measured deviation A|A The sensor inclinations calcu¬

lated with these velocity gradients are indicated with dashed lines in Figures 10.4

and 10.5. The agreement with measurements is generally good and sometimes curves

are completely matching in the plots (i.e. dashed curves are barely visible).

The vertical gradients of horizontal velocity |^ are plotted versus depth below the

surface in Figure 10.6. Strain rates increase by an order of magnitude below 700 m

depth, decrease at 800 m and increase again in the temperate zone below the CTS.

These increased strain rates occur just beloAv the modeled Holoccne-Wisconsin tran¬

sition at 730 m depth. Similar enhanced deformation rates in ice from the late

Wisconsin have been observed at several sites such as Dye 3, Greenland, in borehole

deformation studies as well as in the laboratory (Dahl-Jensen and Gundestrup,1987;

Shoji and Langway, 1988).



Sensor Depth g(^) AfK
29 258.1 0.0085 0.0048

19 344.1 0.024 0.0088

18 544.9 0.051 0.0092

27 559.3 0.057 0.0062

26 609.5 0.069 0.0047

17 645.2 0.094 O.OL

25 659.6 0.12 0.08

16 745.4 2.06 0.03

24 759.9 1.81 0.08

15 795.5 0.84 0.07

14 820.6 2.20 0.10

13 827.6 1.70 0.05

L2 828.5 1.35 0.20

11 829.4 1.20 0.20

23 830.0 1.98 0.24

22 831.9 1.93 0.09

21 832.8 2.13 0.18

Table 10.1: Velocity gradients measured at 17 inclinometers in drill holes II and

12. The maximal measured deviation is given in the last column.

10.2.2 Basal sliding

The basal sliding velocity can be estimated with the velocity gradients given in Table

10.1 and Figure 10.6. Integrating a smooth interpolant through the measurements

gives a contribution of ice deformation to the surface velocity of about 235 m a^1

(solid line in Fig. 10.6). At a measured surface velocity of about 620 m dTl the

sliding ratio amounts to 63 %. Assuming that the high deformation rates occur only
in the ice deposited in the prc-Holocene era, and thus below the modeled Holoccne-

Wisconsin transition, increases this ratio to 68% (dashed-dotted line in Fig. 10.6).

Since drill site D is located in the lateral shear zone of the ice stream, such high
sliding ratios are probablv not representative for large parts of the ice sheet. Indeed,
the shearing transverse to the Aoav direction observed at the drill site (sect. 8.2) is

different from ideal ice sheet conditions and is due to the lateral drag of the ice

stream, Avhich considcrabh' contributes to these high sliding rates.

Heat dissipated by friction during sliding over the bedrock or due to sediment defor¬

mation is mostly used to melt ice from the glacier base. At a modeled basal shear

stress of 8.7 • 104Pa and a sliding velocity of 330 m a""1, about O.f ma-1 of ice Avili

melt at the base.

10.2.3 Consequences for ice stream dynamics

Combining the observation that the "soft'' Wisconsin ice is beloAv 730 m depth at

site D Avith the notion that the lowest 200 m correspond to the lowest 65 % of the ice
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a dashed line gives deformational velocity of 200 m a-1 The measured surface

velocity amounts to 625ma~\ giving sliding ratios of 63 % and 68 %. The mod¬

eled Holocene-Wisconsin boundary as well as the cold-temperate transition surface

(CTS) are also shown Right Electrical currents measured in cross-borehole con¬

ductivity experiments between adjacent boreholes indicate a high impurity content

around 700m depth.

stream thickness suppoits an interesting hypothesis raised in Paper 1. During the

flow convergence into the ice stream, the basal ice aviU be forced into the deepening

bedrock tiough, whereas the OA'eilaAing cold, ngid ice stays relatively unaffected.

We thus conjecture that the azimuth of ice Aoav is changing with depth Avhen the

ice stream forms downslope of point Z in Figure 10.1. This partial Aoav decoupling

is yielded through the layer of "soft" Wisconsin ice, which is likely to act as a shear

horizon.

The implications on the ice stream dynamics of the proposed mechanism are enor¬

mous. From Figure 10.2 AA'e can infer that the lowest 35 % of the total ice thick¬

ness (2500 m) m the ice stream were deposited before the Holocene. Considerable

amounts of this 850 m thick lavei Avould show enhanced deformation properties.
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Since ice stream flow is dominated by shear deformation, which is the preferred
stress state for enhanced deformation rates of anisotropic ice, very high shearing-
rates are expected. Together with the high basal temperatures internal deforma¬

tion could account for most of the ice stream motion. This would also explain
the observation that ice stream velocities show no seasonal variations (Echelmeyer
and Harrison, 1990) and are therefore not dominated by basal sliding. While this

track of reasoning is not entirely new (Paper 1; Clarke and Echelmeyer, 1996), the

experimental evidence presented throughout this study is strongly supporting this

hypothesis. Additional experimental and modeling efforts are necessary to fully
address this question.
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Chapter 11

Conclusions

A large body of new experimental eA'idcncc from measurements in boreholes to the

bedrock at Jakobshavns fsbiae has been presented in this study. A drill site in the

ice sheet adjacent to the ice stream AA'as chosen to provide data complementary to

previous studies. Ice thicknesses measured with radio echo sounding closely matched

the borehole depths of 830 m. Surface velocities Avere about 620 m a~l under sum¬

mer conditions and 550 m a^1 in the absence of melt water. This seasonal velocity
variation of 20 % is in contrast to the result of Echelmeyer and Harrison ( 1990), who
found no significant seasonal A'ariation.

Borehole temperature measurements revealed a basal temperate layer of 30m thick¬

ness, corresponding to 3.7% of the ice thickness. A flow model including heat

diffusion, advection an the correct treatment of the polythermal ice was used to

calculate the englacial temperatures. The modeled shape of the temperature profile
as well as the thickness of the temperate layer agree with the measurements. From

the temperature gradient above (he cold-temperate transition surface (CTS) and

the modeled velocity field, the watei content of the refreezing temperate ice could

be inferred, which is about 1 %. The measuied melting point depression at the bed

corresponds to that of pure, air-free Avater. contrary to the assumption made in most

modeling studies.

Variations in water pressure measured at the bottom of two boreholes alloAved to

draw conclusions on the nature of the subglacial drainage system at the drill site.

Large conduits were mied out and the data are compliant with either a sediment

layer, gap conduit or a linked cavity system. The measured hvdraulic transmittivity
is about 7.5 • 10~Sn2sX Small ditunal variations in basal Avater pressure were

observed, as well as a sudden huge increase, probably caused by a draining lake.

By logging electrical currents betAveen pairs of adjacent boreholes, specific patterns

were recorded which could be matched to similar measurements in the ice stream.

With a homogeneous vertical stretching of 28%, the uppermost 550 m of the ice

sheet correspond to the top 700 m in the ice stream. This proves the conclusion of

previous studies (Iken and others. 1993: Funk and others. 1994). that both sites have

strongly different deformation histories and that the basal ice is overproportionally
stretched in the vertical direction on its Avav into the ice stream.
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Measurements of borehole inclination showed that the ice below the modeled

Holocene-Wisconsin transition undergoes strongly enhanced deformation. Integra¬
tion of the inferred vertical gradients of horizontal velocity gives a contribution of

deformation to the measured surface velocity of 200 to 235 m a""1, and thus basal

sliding ratios of 60 to 70%. Such high sliding velocities are probably not represen¬

tative for the ice sheet, as the drill site is located in the lateral shear zone of the ice

stream.

The combined interpretation of the neAv experimental evidence support the conclu¬

sion of previous studies that the fast Aoav of Jakobshavns Isbrae is mainly due to

high ice deformation rates rather than basal sliding. In addition to the previously

conjectured mechanism of a thick layer of temperate ice which forms during flow

into the bedrock trough, we found that up to 30 % of ice is of prc-Holocene origin.
As measured at drill site D, parts of this ice arc much less viscous than the Holocene

ice and thus arc likely to play an important role during the convergent flow into the

ice stream as well as during ice stream Aoav.
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Appendix A

Radar measurements

All radar profiles measured in 1996 (H, J. K, L, M) arc presented in this appendix.
The geographical location of the profiles is shoAvn in Figure AT. Profiles discussed

in Wagner (1994) are designated Avith a leading letter 'W. The signal processing
and migration employed is discussed in section 2.6.1. Note that internal reflecting
horizons arc clearly visible in all radar profiles. For intercomparison purposes, all

profiles are shown as filtered and amplified raw data and as the final deconvoluted

and migrated result.
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Fig. A.l: Location of the radar profiles measured on Colle Gnifetti.
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Appendix B

Analytical solutions

B.l Contraction of a spherical hole in a power law

creeping material

The densification model of Wilkinson and Ashby (1975) is based on the solution for

the closure of a spherical hole in an incompressible power laAv creeping material (Nye,
1953). Consider a spherical hole of radius aß) in a infinite medium. The spherical

symmetry of the problem implies that the only nonzero velocity component u(r) is

radial. The ineompressibility (mass continuity) then condition is

1 d f o \ du u i
n ..,_.

,

divv := ^- (r2v) = — + 2- = 0 . (B.l)
A dr

v ' dr r

which by integration is

S
V =-

y , (FX
A

where S is a positi\re constant. It is obvious that t, = —2c& = —2ë$ by mass

continuity divw = 0 and symmetiy (cq — e$). Therefore

du 2u 2S
.

v S
er :— — — — —r-

, e0 —
- =• --r

, (B.3)
dr r rs r X

and the effective strain rate is

at
,.

r-5
2v/3y'=2\/3X (B.4)t

r i

Due to the spherical symmetry ae — ct$, fiom which

1 2 f
am = - (a, -+ 2ae) ,

cr' = - (cr, - a©) . a© -

- - (ar - cr0)

The effective shear stiess therefoie is

i

,

/criA*) 3

2
.

1

, ,
1

(B.5)

(B.6)
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Stress equilibrium in a infinitesimal volume of a spherical shell may be expressed as

d(?r
,

A°r-°e) dar 2y/Sr 2\/3r
l_ 2 = ——| = 0 =X dar - dr

dr r dr r r /,-, „\

A floAv law of the form c = f(r) -- At" (Glen's flow law) may be introduced in the

last equation bv solving for r using equation (B 4). This yields

i

3-

da, = -2^3 ( 2A^ ) r-A± dr
, (B.8)

which may be integrated between r\ and r<i

X(r2) - cr, (n) - -^
I —— ) (r2 "

-

r2
» ) . (B.9)

This equation is solved for S and inserting the result in equation (B.3)

„

3'^A faßr2)-aArl)\n f s _3\-"
. .

S--^—[A^L^AJA\ (r2»-rr) (B.10)
9 in

allows to calculate the radial strain rate. Inserting the boundaiy conditions a,(r =

a) — 0 and a, (r — oo) = p^,. the solution of Nvc (1953) for one single hole in an

infinite body is obtained

On the other hand, inserting nonzero pressures a7 (r — a) - pt and a, (r — b) -

pa,

the solution is

é,(,i = i^(^)>î-«-i)X (B.i2)

This is the cell model for densification of a poAver law creeping material containing

spherical holes of radius a derb-ed bv Wilkinson and Ashby (1975). The air pressure

in the pores is pt and the pressure acting at the boundaiy of a unit cell of material

at a radius h is pa. The densification late uoav may be easily calculated. The density
of the material is p — 1 -- [a/b)] and therefoic

is the densification rate under hydrostatic stress. It follows from equation (B.3) that

d/a = — |-fc, (a) and b/b = - |è, (b) so that the densification rate is

p =
'é^—ALlA^ (AßA^Y

. (B.14)
(l-(X-pX)" V 2?7
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B.2 Analytical solutions for a newtonian material

Material equations of linear elasticity and linear viscosity bear a strong formal resem-

blence. Indeed replacing the elastic material parameters by their viscous analouges

allows to find analytical solutions for various geometries and boundary conditions.

The main reference for the results in this appendix is Timoshcnko and Goodier

(1982). The equations for the elastic deformations in terms of stresses arc

14-7/ v

-0Tr. ~ XXn

1 V V

0-
—

-- (j — —

F E
JJ

E

1 + 7/

-air
-

Aryy
~~

TAX (B.L5)

evy —

p
°xy )

and similar relations for the othei coordinate directions. The corresponding equa¬

tions for a linear viscous compressible fluid Avith the flow law (3.22) are

At - <qB(T) I
y (an - am) + -am j

= ^B^{jart+{l~T)am) (R16)

Ay = ioB(T)—alu.

Comparison of the coefficients therefore yields the viscous quantities F and p anal¬

ogous to the elastic paiameters E and u

Thus any solution of a linear elastic problem may be rcAvritten as a solution of the

corresponding lineai viscous pioblem bv replacing the material parameters. For a

fully incompressible viscous matenal a = 1 and b y 0, so that v
— 0.5, AA'hich is an

incompressible elastic material.

B.2.1 Closure of a cylindrical cavity

Linear elasticity

The general solution for tire stress distribution in the vicinity of a cylindrical hole in

an infinite medium in polar coordinates mav be found in the literature (Timoshenko
and Goodier, 1982, p. 70) Selling the radial stress a, (rß = 0 at the inner wall of the

hole with radius ry, and p0 = —am is the pressure at the outer radius r0 infinitely

far awav from the hole, Ave get the stresses

a, ~ X~ - 1 j p0 and ae
- -I

y2 A
1 I p0 • (B.18)
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The material is pre-stressed by the isotropic stress am = —p0, so that the stress

change on creation of the hole is L\ar = (rjr)2p0 and Acr0 = — (r,/r)2p0. In the

case of plain strain (no strains in z-direction) or under a constant load azz y —po,

no stress change occurs in the vertical direction. Inserting this into the elastic

equations, which are analogous to equation (B.l 5) in cylindrical coordinates, gives
the changes in the strains

e, = UiZu)^p0, (B.19)
A rl

ce - -l(i + u)rtpo = -ei . (B.20)
-Li T

This result implies that no additional compression occurs in the vicinity of the hole

(since ev = c0 A c, - 0). The radial displacement v is calculated using re@ = ä (or
integrating e, ), so that

»(r) = ^(L4 7A^po. (B.21)
tz V

Linear viscous compressible fluid (r? = 1)

Making use of the abovementioned analogy, the solution for a viscous compressible
fluid is obtained inserting equations (B.l7) in equation (B.21). The radial velocity
and the closure rate therefore are

v(r) y -t0B[T) (a + ^ (l + |^|) ^ and (B.22)

• / a • 7,/^a / b\ f, 9a-2ô\ r2

In the limit a — I and b y 0. these results are equivalent to those derived by Nye

(1953) for incompressible viscous floAv.

B.2.2 Closure of a spherical cavity

Similar arguments as in the above sections vield the stress distribution around a

spherical cavity with internal pressure p, = 0 and p0 = —am at infinity (Timoshenko
and Goodiei, 1982. p. 395)

a' = (^ 1)^° and CT0 ^CJy, =
- I '^+11 p0. (B.23)

From this the strain changes on creation of the hole are calculated

c, y -L(l + 2l,)7-ip0> (B.24)

ee = A = _-L(i + 2i/)~;-Po--4- (R25)
ztz t

' z

Again the radial displacement mav be calculated integrating cr. yielding

u(r)=-~{l + 2p)£p0. (B.26)
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Appendix C

Physical properties of firn

Close off density

The close off density of firn is mainly dependent on the temperature T (given in
0

C) and is in units of kgnX3 (Martinerie and others, 1994; Schwand er and others,

1997)

— - — 4 6.95 • 10'7(T + 273.16) - 4.3 • 10~5, (C.l)
Pc Pice

where the ice density itself is temperature dependent (Schwandcr and others, f997)

Pice = (916.5 - 0.14438 T - 1.5175 10~47l2) kgrrT3. (C.2)

Specific heat capacity

The specific heat capacity of firn and ice (neglecting the heat capacity of the inter¬

stitial air) is dependent on (absolute) temperature T (Paterson, 1994)

C=~ (152.5 + 7.122 T) Jkg~LK~A (C.3)

Thermal conductivity

The dependency on absolute Temperature T of the thermal conductivity of ice Â;;ce
is given by (Paterson. 1991)

Ace = 9.828 exp (-3.7 • 10_3T) W nXl KA1. (C.4)

The thermal conductivity is also strongly dependent on density p (Van Dusen, 1929;

Schwertfeger, f 963; as cited in Paterson, 1994) . namely

A,

A;s

-an Dusen
- 2.1 XtA2 + 4.2- L0~

2k-lcep

/lpA2.2X0-y , (C.5)

(C.6)reulffegei
(3Ace - p)

'
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where p is in units kg m~A Values on the dependency of thermal conductivity
on relative firn density I) := p/p\cc were collected by Mellor (1977) and fitted by
Schwander and others (1997)

k
Meli 01

kirnU
2--0 5D

(C.7)

and the temperature dependent conductivity of ice is given in equation (C.4) and

p is in units kg m~3. Still another parameterization has been given by Sturm and

others (1997)

fcstmm = 0.138 - 1.01 • 10"V + 3.233 L0~V . :c.8)

All parameterizations of the thermal conductiAdty are shown in Figure C.l. The

values given by Schwerdtfeger are an upper limit, formulas of van Dusen and Sturm

are at the lower limit.

X
2.0 y
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Fig. C.l: The density dependence of the heat conductivity in firn as parameterized
by several authors.

Elastic constants

All clastic constants are density dependent (Mellor. 1975: flutter, 1983) . Young's
modulus and the Poisson ratio may be approximately parameterized by

E(D) = exp(-l. 17+ 18.77D) for D < 0.6

E(D) = cxp(8.05 + 3.4D) for D > 0.6

and

u(D) = 0.17 + 0.16D for D < 0.9

17(D) y 0.314 for 1)^0.9,

where the relaÜA'e density is defined as D := p/pmi.
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